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News In Brief
Regional seminars scheduled on
issues of interest to state farmers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — Nine regional seminars have been
scheduled this year on farm issues that include a statewide !laygrading system and new regulations for brucellosis co_ntroLthe Ken_
tucky Department of Agriculture said Wednesday.
The state veterinarian, Dr. Donald Notter; Agriculture Commis.—
sioner Ward "Butch" Burnette and specialists in farm production,
marketing and economics will be featured at each of the one-day programs, a department news release said.
Seminars are scheduled:
July 12 — Executive Inn, Paducah; July 27 — Pritchard Community Center, Elizabethtown; Aug. 17 — Executive Inn, Bowling Green;
Sept. 7 Executive Inn, Owensboro; Sept. 21 — General Butler State
Resort Park ski lodge, Carrollton.
Oct. 5 — Maysville Community College; Nov. 2 — Perkins Conference Center, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond: Nov. 16 —
Somerset Lodge; Dec. 7 — Ashland Community College.
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Slain officers remembered
during ceremonies today
By DON7VA NEWMMB
Staff Writer
Two slain Murray chiefs of
police will be honored today during a memorial service beginnning at 2:30 p.m. in front of the new
police facility at Fifth and Poplar
streets.
Portraits of the late Chief Novel
McReynolds and Chief Guthrie
Diuguid will be unveiled and hung
in the police department's lobhy
and a wreath will be placed in
their honor.
Fifty-year-old Guthrie Diuguid

was shot on Dec. 9, 1916 by Lube
Martin. Three people witnessed
the shooting, according to reports.
They were Martin's brothers,
Sylvester and Andy,and Earl Jordan, a visitor from Memphis.
Martin and his brothers allegedly attacked Diuguid on North Cord
Street, and when the chief
resisted, Martin fired his gun
three times. According to
newspaper reports at the time, the
cause of the altercation was not
(Cont'd on page 2)

Novel McReynolds

WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration has offered to drop
drug charges against Panamanian military leader Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega if he agrees to step down, an offer made over Justice
Department objections. administration sources say. —
WASHINGTON — A massive federal study shows that American
soldiers who served in Vietnam suffer from more depression. anxiety
other GIs, but medical examinations
and alcohol abuse than
reveal no physical indications of exposure to Agent Orange.
GENEVA — Secretary of State George P. Shultz and Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze meet today to discuss a tentative agreement they 'readied on disputes that- have stalled Senate
approval of an arms control pact.
WASHINGTON — There's a creaky plank in the platform President Reagan stands on when he sounds off against legislation aimed
at protecting workers against sudden plant closings.
THE WORLD OF POLIT7CS — George Bush's Republican candidacy has finally gotten the presidential seal of approval, with President Reagan vowing to "campaign as hard as I can" on Bush's
behalf. Democratic front-runner Michael Dukakis, meanwhile, was
conferring with congressional leaders and making more forays into
the foreign policy arena

By SOOTT WILSON
StaftWriter
It was a bittersweet feeling for
Bill Beasley Wednesday afternoon
when the Murray State University
Board of Regents approved a
budget for the 1988-89 school year.
"I am pleased about what we
did with what we had," commented the board chairman.
"But. I am not pleased with only

giving a 2 percent raise to the
faculty and staff."
The board approved a total
budget of $54,455,386, with
$33,894,700 coming from the state.
The revised budget for the current
year is ;49,393,458.
A minimal balance of some
$500,000 from the state appropriation is being applied in its entirety
to salary increases for faculty and

staff and represents about 2 percent new money for salaries. That
amount, plus some internal
reallocations of recurring dollars,
has enabled Murray State to increase the salary and wage line of
the budget about $625,000 (some
2.5 percent I for 1988-89.
"We did all kinds of things to
give faculty and staff as much as
possible in salary increases," ex-
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Murray Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Executive Vice President Steve Zea shows the information
packets that volunteers will be taking to businesses during National Tourism Week. Others above, from left,
are Murray City Clerk Jo Crass. Tourism Commission member rim Miller and chamber employee Pam
Shay.

• Senate evenly divided. House Republican malorIty
•• Senate evenly divided. House Democratic maionty
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Perspective
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MISS
YOUR PAPIER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered copy
of the The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5 30 p m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urq
ed to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, Of 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Office Hours — 8 a.m.
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
6 a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday.

(Cont'd on page 2)

By DAM TUCK
Staff Writer
The Tourism Commission of the
Murray Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce is
enlisting the services of about 15
volunteers who will be delivering
information packets to 60 local
businesses and their employees
next week during National
Tourism Week._
The packets contain maps of the
city and county, as well as information about the National
Scouting Museum and. brochures
on Murray and the Kentucky
Western Waterland area.
Chamber Executive Vice President Steve Zea said the purpose of
the campaign is to make the
"front-line" employees at the,
local businesses, the people who
make contact with out-of-town
travelers, aware of what the local
(Cont'd on page 2)

Summer '0' offers MSU incomers insights

Democratic
legislators

Republican
legislators

plained Kala Stroup, president of
Murray State. "We have rearranged dollars until we are literally stretched to the limit." She said
the university is still short of funds__ _
needed to cover essential operations and to pursue academic
initiatives.
Beasley will once again head up

Informational
packets to be
delivered to
60 businesses

Current party representation
One
each

Guthrie Diuguid

MSU regents approve budget for new year

Elsewhere...
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More than 1,200 incoming
freshmen and transfer students to
Murray State University will
receive a preview of college life
during the campus Summer
Orientation program.
Three two-day orientation sessions are designed to acquaint
students and their parents with the
campds, according to program
director Paul Radke.

The dates are Tuesday and
Wednesday, June 14-15, and the
following Saturdays and Sundays:
June 25-26 and July 16-17
"Summer Orientation enables
students to come to the campus in
a relaxed atmosphere, meet with
faculty and staff and become
familiar with the facilities. In addition, these sessions are the only
times in which entering freshmen

will be allowed to preregister for
classes," Radice said.
Students and their parents stay
in university residence halls and
eat meals in the campus cafeteria.
"We encourage parents to attend the sessions so that they can
learn about the factors that will influence their sons and daughters
for the next four years," Radke
explained.

A staff of Murray State students
chosen as Summer "0"
counselors will lead discussions on
campus life. Topics will include
social and leisure activities,
academic expectations in the
classroom and other ways to make
the transition to Murray State.
Students who have selected a
((ont'd on page 2)

Loberger, Rutledge receive top MHS honors
Forecast
Tonight: Partly clOudy and
mild. Low 55 to 60. Light
southwest wind.
Friday: Partly cloudy and
warm with a slight chance of a
thundershower. High in the mid
808.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for fair and mild weather
Saturday, breezy and warmer
Sunday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

359.0
359.0

Leslie Lorine Loberger

Deborah Anne Rutledge

Leslie Lorine Loberger,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Gordon
Loberger, will serve as valedictorian and Deborah Anne
Rutledge, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Rtitledge, will serve
as salutatorian during Murray
High School's Commencement exercises at 8 p.m., Thursday, May
26.
Loberger has maintained a fouryear academic average of 98.92;
Rutledge has a four-year average
of 98.20. Eric Michael Baugher,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Baugher, ranks third in the class
of 107 seniors with an average of
96.67. Kyrstel Mowery, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mowery, Jr.,

and Karen Mowery, is fourth
honor student with an average of
96.39.
Commencement exercises will
be conducted in Lovett
Auditorium on the Murray State
University campus. Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey will
speak, followed by an address by
Mrs. Sue Vandegrift selected by
the top ten seniors as teacher of
the year at Murray High School.
Honor awards will be given by
Assistant Principal Mark Brady.
Diplomas will be presented by
Doris Cella, chairperson of the
Murray Independent School
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Packets—
(
from page 1)
urea has to offer in terms of tourist
ictiNities and accomodations.
• I'm tired of having visitors tell
me that they were told by people
here that there's nothing to do in
.Mur ray," Zea said. "There's a lot
AO in Murray, and we need to
make these people aware of what
we have here — I don't want to
save front-line employees to say
there is nothing to do."
Several of the volunteers got a
preview -of the information
packets during a noon meeting
\Vednesday of the Tourism Cornnission. One important item in. luded in the packets to be
Aivered by the volunteers is a
'you are here"-type map, producby the National Scouting
Museum and laminated by the
tank of Murray. The bags for the
(nformation were provided by
, Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
Zea :.iid when tourists ask
employees how to get to local at:(-actions, the employees should be

Social Security.
.t never stops working.
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able to show them the way.
As an incentive to gain extra
cooperation from the businesses,
Zea said the employees of the 60
businesses on the volunteers' lists
will be given passes to visit area
attractions, such as the Scouting
Museum (opening June 1) and
Land Between the Lakes, free of
charge during the months of May
and June. Zea said the names of
the employees who visit all the attractions listed in the brochures
will be put in a box and a drawing
will be held, with the winner
receiving two nights of free lodging at the Kentucky State Park of
his choice, a savings bond, and
several other prizes.
Tourism Commission chairperson Jackie Weatherford said
spreading information about the
area to local businesses is an important step in laying the groundwork for a strong economy
through increased tourism. She
cited literature from the chamber
that says tourists last year spent
more than $9 million in Calloway
County.
"Every dollar spent on tourism
here turns over five or six times,
and that creates income and
jobs," Weatherford said, "but we
have to let people know that we
have a lot to do in Murray."
Darwin Kelsey, director of the
National Scouting Museum, and
Scott Seiber, information officer
at LBL, also spoke to the group.

According to Kelsey, growth in
the number of visitors anticipated
at the Scouting Museum over the
next several years will require the
kind of support that the tourism
commission volunteers are willing
to provide. He noted that the June
1 opening will mark the beginning
of the final summer season at the
museum. When it opens in the
summer of 1989, after a nationwide fund-raising campaign and
extensive remodeling this fall and
winter, the museum will remain
open year-round, he said.
"Last summer we had 10,200
paying visitors, but we expect to
have more than 100,000 a year
down the road," Kelsey said. "To
get ready to cope with those
numbers, we need to put into place
the kinds of things you're going to
do next week."
Seiber said many local residents
believe LBL is just a nice
wilderness area with a bunch of
trees.
"Some people here take the
Land Between the Lakes for
granted," Seiber noted. "We want
to let people know that LBL is the
most-visited tourist site in
Kentucky."
He added that he has spoken
with some local residents who
believe the Homeplace-1850 is the
only attraction in LBL, but other
facilities such as the Woodlands
Nature Center draw thousands of
tourists each year.

Thursday, Friday & Saturday Only
May 12, 13 & 14
Limited to Inventory Or yi
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Investigation of Collins
widening, authorities say
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Federal authorities investigating
the personal and business dealings
of Dr. Bill Collins also are reviewing financial reports of his wife's
gubernatorial campaign committee and the Kentucky State
Democratic Party.
Raymond Wallace, executive
director of the state Registry of
Election Finance, said a subpoena
for the files of the state party and
the Martha Layne Collins for
Governor campaign committee
was delivered by FBI Special
Agent Robert B. Foster on
Monday.
It was at least the fourth subpoena issued by a federal grand
jury in Lexington in connection

Regents...
(Cont'd from page 1)
the regents during the 1988-:tt
school year. Beasley, from
Paducah, was re-elected Wednesday for a fourth year as chairman.
Robert Carter of Hopkinsville was
elected as vice chairman. Sandra
Rogers was chosen as secretary to
replace the retiring Patsy Dyer
and Bob Ramsey will once again
fill the position of treasurer.
The board of regents filled two
vacant dean positions.
.
Dr. Gary Hunt will take over as
dean of the College of Fine Arts
and Communication and Dr. Viola
Miller will head the Center for
Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach. These positions become effective July 1.
Hunt is currently head of the
communication department at the
University of Idaho. His appointment at MSU will also include a
joint professorship in the Department of Journalism and Radio and
Television. Miller is the chairman
of the Department of Special
Education at Murray State. She
will also serve as assistant to the
vice president for academic affairs, effective at the end of June.
In other personnel matters, Dr.
Elizabeth Blodgett was approved
as acting chairman of the DepartAnent of Special Education from
April 15 to June 30 and as interrn
chairman from July 1 through
June 30, 1!•:,!. Suzanne Keesler will
serve as acting chairman of the
Department of Foreign
Languages from Aug. 1 through
July 31, 1989. Dr. Milton Grimes,
the current chairman, will be on
leave.
William J. Benriter was approved as the new director of food services at MSU. He is replacing the
retiring Joe Dyer and will take
over May 16. Dr. Frank Elwell will
become chairman of the Department of Sociology, Anthropology
and Social Work.
A total of 17 faculty members
were given promotions. Those promoted to assistant professor were:
Dr Lillian Daughaday, and Susan
Duman; associate professor: Dr.
Fred Miller, Dr. Frank Julian, Dr.
Pamela Rice, Dr. Elizabeth
Blodgett, Dr. Greg Prater, Dr.
Gayne Nerney, Dr. Bert Siebold,
Dr. Tom Timmons and Dr.
--Crawford Fthaly; professor: Dr.
--Ronald Clement, Dr. Phil Niffenegger, Dr. Allan Beane, Dr.
Richard Steiger, Dr. Burton
Folsom and Dr. Wayne Bell.
The board approved tenure for
13 faculty members. They were:
Dr. Marlene Campbell, Dr. Kenneth Sutrick, Dr. Fred Miller, Dr.
Diane O'Brien, Dr. Pamela Rice,
Dr. Dieter Jedan, Dr. Gayne
Nerney, Stanley Groppel, Dr. Bert
Siebold, Dr. Tom Timmons, Dr.
Stephen White, Barbara Davis and
Dr. Coy Harmon. This becomes effective with their 1 988-89
contracts.
Several maintenance and
capital projects in the education
and general area for funding from
the university's Consolidated
Education Renewal and Replacement fund and accomplishment
during fiscal year 1988-89 were approved Wednesday. The items include roof replacement on the
Blackburn Science Building, Ordway Hall and the physical plant.
The total cost will be $1,151,500.
Allocations for repair and
maintenance to residence and dining halls at MSU were passed by
the board of regents. At a cost of
$351,000, repairs will be done to •
Franklin, Woods, Clark, White
and Hart halls. Maintenance work

Mayfield mill
to sponsor tour
on local farm
Mayfield Sweet Feed Mill will
sponsor a beef tour on the Harold
Hurt farm in Calloway County on
Saturday. The tour will begin at 9
a.m. and lunch will be served.
Several innovative techniques
will be shown including fencing
and strip grazing.

Officers...

((ontll from page i)
known. It was said, however, that
Martin had previously threatened
Diuguid's life concerning personal
with an investigation of Collins matters.
and the company he helped form
Martin fled, but was apprehendsoon after his wife became gover- ed two days later when he boarded
nor in December 1983.
a passenger train in Henry, Tenn.
"I just gave him what he asked Reports said that hundreds of
for," Wallace said. "I didn't ask Calloway County residents had
any questftns."
formed a manhunt. Martin was
Last month, the grand jury sub- held in Hopkinsville for safe
poenaed records of Collins In- keeping.
vestments and personal tax
A special term was scheduled by
records of Bill Collins.
Calloway Circuit Judge C.H. Bush
In March, Foster picked up on Jan. 8, following which Bush
records from the state Finance ordered Martin be returned to
Cabinet concerning two state bond Hopkinsville.
issues during the Collins
In "The Story of Calloway County," by Dorothy and Kerby Jennadministration.
And last October, federal agents ings, the Jenningses wrote, "At
seized the state Revenue Cabinet's that time, a crowd of 400 to
file concerning a 1985 tax case in- 500.. wildly protested the safety
volving a Hazard businessman. measure ordered by the jurist.
The aggregation, apparently bent
on
taking the law in their own
will also be done to several other
hands, became enraged... the exfacilities.
citement boiled over with some
Regent Carter recommended
yelling threats to hang the judge."
that the West Kentucky Livestock
Martin was tried on Feb. 19 and
and Exposition Center be closed
found
guilty of wanton murder and
May 30 through Sept. 5 for repairs.
received
the death penalty. His
The board passed the recommensentence
was
upheld by the Court
dation with ease. Also, a commitAppeals
and
he was executed at
of
formed
tee will be
to study the
Penitentiary.
Eddyville
Armed
value of the building and its
troops
for
were
the
trial
in
Murray
future.
and remained here during the enMSU Vice President for
tire session.
Academic Affairs Jim Booth
Local relatives of Chief Diugall,
recommended and received approval for the university to enter, who was buried in the Murray
metery. will be present for the
into a cooperative relationship _
memorial
service.
with Lincoln International
Novel McReynolds was shot on
Business School in Paris, France,
April 24, 1957 In the police station,
which will allow Murray State to
which
was then located in the
receive 20 senior-level LIBS
parking
lot next to City Hall. He
business students each spring
day before his 56th
died
a
semester, beginning in 1990. The
birthday.
students, which must meet MSU
McReynolds was shot by World
entry requirements, will study
War
II veteran and Calloway
full-time in the College of Business
Countian
Preston Moore, 41.
and Public Affairs.
Moore died minutes after he was
Booth also reported the findings
of a task force concerning avenues shot by McReynolds. who fired in
self defense.
to access student achievement. He
Moore had just returned to the
said a program is being developed
county
from Odessa, Texas where
that will test incoming freshmen
he
said
he had been a guard at a
on their abilities and then outgoing
prison.
He
had suffered a back inseniors in their fields of major.
while
in the service and was
jury
Chris McNeill, outgoing student
apparently
ia.kneryousstate_
board
reported
the
to the
regent,
reported to have
Moore
was
establishment of a new scholarbeen
drinking
and
first had gone to
ship which will become effective
_the
home
of
a
young
widow on the
named
the
next fall. It will be
east
side
of
the
county,
allegedly
Frank H. Julian Activities
beating
widow
her.
When
the
Scholarship, named after the curmanaged
to
lock
herself
inside
her
student
rent vice president of
house.
Moore
headed
for
Murray
development. -- —
vowing to kill every law enforceThe amount of the scholarship
ment officer in the county.
determined.
been
not
yet
has
Somewhere around 6 p.m.. armHowever, the award will be divided
with a .357 magnum pistol. he
ed between a sophomore, junior
allegedly tried to get into the
and senior student who has shown
in search of Sheriffcoin.thuse Broutstanding achievement in all
ingham
Futrell and County Judge
aspects of campus activities.
Wyion Rayburn, but the building
recomcategories
of
the
Some of
mendation will include.- social, was locked.
He then headed for the police
recreational, academic, cultural
station across the street. threatenand professional activities.
ing several firemen in front of the
In other business, the board apstation. Entering the building. he
proved resolutions of appreciation
came up on patrolman 0.D. Warfor: the MSU men's basketball
ren who was sitting in the old counteam, rifle team, men's tennis
cil
chambers when Moore came
team, retiring faculty. retiring
cursing into the room. He ordered
staff, McNeill and Patsy Dyer.
Warren to call Chief McFteynoildll
Eddie Allen, of Fancy Farm,'
who was off duty. Logan Bland,
was sworn in as the new student
another
patrolman, went to get the
regent. Allen was recently elected
chief.
as president of the MSU student
McReynolds came Immediategovernment
ly, entering the building through a
rear door. In the office of City
Judge Bob McCuiston, the chief
tried to reason with Moore, assuring him that the officers were his
(Coot'd from page I)
friends and urging him to put
major wW meet with appropriate down the gun.
"You are not
faculty members and discuss
anybody's friend," Moore
course requirements. Those who
reportedly said.
remain undecided on a major will
Easing up behind Warren, the
also receive curriculum counselchief, having left his gun at home.
ing opportunities. After being ad- jerked Warren's revolver from his
vised, students will preregister for
holster after Warren had dropped
their fall semester classes.
his left arm to his side to shield the
Approximately 85 percent of
move from Moore's view.
students who have enrolled in the
Moore fired a shot that passed
fall semesters in recent years
through Warren's left arm, nicked
have participated in the Summer
his side, then struck the chief in
Orientation program.
the abdomen.
Students who have completed
Knocked to the floor by the imthe application process and have
pact of the bullet, the chief, too,
been admitted to Murray State for
began to fire, and lying on the floor
the fall 1988 semester will soon
was able to hit Moore with four
receive Summer Orientation
shots as he emptied his gun.
reservation forms in the mall.
Moore lay dead on the floor
Radke said the forms should be
while the chief stood with
completed and returned as soon as
assistance and walked to an ampossible.
bulance, according to reports.
If students have questions about
Doctors at the Murray Hospital
their admission status, they
worked for 27 hours to save his
should contact the Office of Adlife.
missions,(502) 762-3741 or toll free
People came from all over the
(in Kentucky) 1-800-592-3977.
county to offer blood. A large
crowd of his friends from across
the area gathered at the hospital
and the ROTC unit at Murray
State stood ready to donate blood.
((bard from page I)
McReynolds died at 9:30 p.m.
District.
the next day. He was survived by
Baccalaureate services will be
his wife and two daughters. One
held Sunday, May 22, at 8 p.m. at
daughter, Mrs. Joe Cable, Oak
the First Baptist Church.
Ridge, Tenn., stills survives and is
Reverend Nowell Bingham, expected to be
at the memorial
pastor of the First Methodist service today.
Church will deliver the address.
The service, which is being held
The invocation will be given by
in conjunction with National
Mrs. Carol Maxey. The benedicPolice Week, will double as an oftion will be by Rev. Bingham.
ficial dedication of the new police
Following the Baccalaureate
facility. The public is invited and
services, a reception will be held
an open house will be held from
in the Commons Area of Murray 3:15 to 4:30
p.m. Former Kentucky
High School. During the reception
Adjutant General Billy G.
a plaque will be unveiled in honor
Wellman will be guest speaker for
of Eli Alexander.
the event.
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I ,etters To The Editor

Spell-a-thon a big success
Dear Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to express our special
thanks to the parents and patrons
of the elementary schools of
Calloway County for their
generous participation in the recent Spell-a-thon. This event is
conducted jointly by the Murray
State Unviersity Student Branch
of the Association for Childhood
Education International and the
Calloway County School System.
We are pleased to announce that
gross receipts from this event
amounted to $7,969.24. Of this
amount, $4,781.54 went directly to
the indivudual classrooms of East,
North and Southwest Elementary
Schools. The remaining proceeds
after expenses went to the professional development and scholarship program of ACE! Students.
Special appreciation is expressed to J.C. Penney, K-Mart and
Wal-Mart Stores for their financial

support in the provision of award
gifts for the children. The following restaurants expressed their
appreciation to the teachers with
gift certificates: The Plum Tree,
Arby's, Hardees, Wendy's, Seven
Seas, Western Sizzlin, Sirloin
Stockade, Golden Corral, Pizza
Hut, Paglial's, Boston Tea Party
and Kenlake Foods gift boxes.
Our best wishes go especially to
the nearly 500 elementary
students who learned to spell
many wogls during the process.
Sincerely,
James Feltner, Principal,
East Elementary School
Ronnie Walker, Principal,
North Elementary School
Ray Dunn, Pritre-ipal,
Southwest Elementary School
Carla Sylvester, ACEI Spell-athon Chair
James B. Carlin, ACE!,
Faculty Advisor, Murray State
University

?SAS for dyslexia appreciated
Dear Editor,
I wanted to thank you for your
support during the past few weeks
in running Public Service Announcements concerning Shedd
Academy and its nonprofit program for dyslexics as well as the
announcement for our nonprofit
preschool program.
I am enclosing additional PSA's
which I am hoping that you could
ruri during the next few weeks as
often as possible. We have several
openings for our preschool program still and space is still
available for our summer program, also.
By having newspapers such as
yours run our.announcements, we
will have the chance to make a
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positive impact on a family's life
and help to reduce the suffering a
child with a severe or even mild
learning problem feels.
Sincerely,
Paul L. Thompson, ED.D
The Charles Shedd APSL
1023 West Broadway
Mayfield, Ky. 42066

Candidate
commended
Dear Editor:
Kentucky's First Congressional
District made a smart investment
when it sent Carroll Hubbard as a
representative to Washington, and
that investment has paid big
dividends ever since.
Carroll has brought Washington
tioste to home — as close as a
phone call or letter. He listens
when we have something to say.
Not only does he listen, but he acts
to help us — and he acts in a hurry.
Mr. Hubbard tries hard to serve
the people of his district,
regardless of their party affiliation. I am recording a grade of
"A" for him — for both effort and
performance.
The people of Kentucky's First
District still need Congressman
Carroll Hubbard, and he needs the
people. Supply his need at the polls
on May 24 so he can continue to
supply our needs in the years
ahead.
Sincerely.
Dale Faughn
Route 1
Box 103
Fredonia, Ken_higty 42411

Here's why everyone needs to know CPR
M.C. Garrottis in the hospital. The
following is a repeat of one of his
columns.
There's a lady over near'
Paducah who will be enjoying
Christmas this year because Mike
Ridley, one of our fine young doctors and an oral surgeon on the
staff at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, just happened to be having lunch one day not long ago at
the Boston Tea Party on 641 North.
Mike and his wife, Jean Carol,
had just ordered when they noticed a lady come rushing from the
rest room area to excitedly say
something to the owner, Bill
Daugherty, who immediately
reached for the telephone.
Sensing something wrong, Mike
left his booth and asked Bill what
the problem was, thinking he
might be of help.
A lady apparently has suffered a
stroke or a heart attack in the
ladies' rest room, Bill told him, at
the same time placing his call for
an ambulance._,_
Rushing into the rest room,
Mike found the lady, later identified ultra. Vera Nell
of Route 8, Paducah, unconecious
and on the floor of a booth the
door to which was locked on the
inside.
-With Bill's help and that of a
man, who later turned out to be
her husband, Mike,-managed to
get the lady out of the booth by
pulling her under the door and into
a nearby hallway.
• • •
A quick examination disclosed
tha she had, indeed,.suffered cardiac arrest. No pulse beat or
breathing could be detected.
Later, Mike was to learn that Mrs.
Williams had a circulatory condition which had necessitated
arterial surgery in both the neck
and chest areas, but he lost no
time in beginning cardiopulmonary resuscitation,
which is a combination of artificial respiration and artificial
circulation.
While he administered chest
compressions at the rate of 60 per

minute in an effort to re-start the
heart and restore circulation, he
instructed and directed the lady's
husband in breathing for her
through mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation.
After some five minutes of these
procedures, the lady began to respond. The heart again began to
beat and she began breathing on
her own.
By then, an ambulance had arrived. Before Mrs. Williams could
be placed in it, however, she again
suffered cardiac arrest, and the
cardiopulmonary resuscitation
procedure repeated until her heart
again resumed its beat and her
breathing restored.
She even started talking to
Mike, who accompanied her in the
-ambulance,-duringme trip to the
hospital's 'Emergency Room
where Dr. Russ Woward was
waiting and took charge of the
case.
A few days later and upon her
request, the lady was transferred
to a Paducah hospital, but had
Mike not been present at the
restaurant and so knowledgeable
and proficient in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, she could well have
lost her life. For, twice she had
suffered what is known in the
medical profession as "clinical
death."
• • •
Mike, who joined the hospital
staff in 1978, has long been keenly
Interested in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, and feels strongly
that everyone — yes, everyone —
should be trained in it and
qualified to administer it should
an emergency arise. Every
member of his office staff is trained in it. He insists upon it. Only
recently, he completed a two-day

course in the latest techniques in
advanced cardiac life support conducted in Lexington by the
American Heart Association. It is
a course he completes nearly
every year. He also has taught
basic life support techniques to
many of the dentists in Murray as
well as their assistants.
• • •
Mike grew up in Dawson Springs, where he played basketball
at Dawson Springs High School
and from which he graduated in
1959. From there, he went to
Western Kentucky University to
play basketball at a forward position and on scholarship for three
seasons with the Hilltoppers under
the late Ed Diddle.
While at Western, he married
his high school sweetheart — the
same pretty lady who was with
him at the restaurant. The former
Jean Carol Cunningham of
Dawson Springs, she is the only
girl friend he ever had and they
"went together" for seven years
before they eloped on Christmas
Eve, 1962, while both were
students at WKU.
Mike was-accepted fOr dental
school at the University of
Loul-SVille before he could
graduate from Western, and Jean
Carol, transferred her year and
half Work at Western to U of L,
from which she, too, graduated.
Following dental school, Mike
served for 12 years in the U.S.
Navy, stationed part of the time at
Charleston, S.C., the base of the
U.S. aircraft carrier Independence, and upon which he
served sifith the rank of eommander (that's a lieutenant colonel in the Army)and was aboard
for two Meciiterrean cruises of six
and seven months in length.
• • •
Today, Mike is one of the most
enthusiastic supporters of Murray
State and Murray High athletic
programs. The walls of his office
in the Mason Memorial Medical
Arts Building adjacent to the
hospital are lined with plaques,
certificates and mounted gavels
reflecting his many contributions

to the Racer programs in the four
years he has been in town.
Just last year, 1981-82, he was
president of the Racer Club — the
only three-time, Western Kentucky University basketball letterman to ever hold that prestigious
post.
Mike and Jean Carol, an attractive blonde with big dimples and
an infectious smile, have two
daughters. Diana is 16, a
sophomore at Murray High School
and a starting forward on Jimmy
Harrell's Lady Tigers basketball
team. Kelly is in the eighth grade
at Murray Middle School.
Mike's mother. Mrs. Rita
Ridley, still lives at Dawson Springs and works at the Outwood
hospital there. His father, Travis
Ridley, died unexpectedly of a
heart attack in 1971. Jean Carol's
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Cunningham, and they now live in
Louisville.
Like her energetic husband,
Jean Carol also is fully trained in
cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
• • •

Mike, Jean Carol and the girls
live at1551 Oxford-in Canterbury
in a home to which they were attracted when they first visited —
Murray, but which at the time was
not available. It was shortly afterwards and they lost no time buying
it and moving in:
Mike came to Murray to set up
his practice quite by accident.
Fresh out of the Navy, he was attending a meeting of the Kentucky
Dental Association in Louisville
when he happened to meet and
begin talking with Dr. George
Oakley, one of Murray's young
dentists.
They got to talking, and during
the conversation, George told
Mike that there was a need on the
Murray hospital staff for an oral
surgeon. He became interested in
the opportunity. First one thing
led to another and in time, he and
his family had moved to Murray
"to put down some roots."
All who know the Ridleys are
glad they did — and I know the
Paducah lady is.

. Lookung Back
Ten years ago
presented Murray Hospital with a
A total of 758 students in spring
check for *1,000 to be credited to
class at Murray StatrUniversity - accounts of indigent heart disease
have filed applications for degrees
patients who are residents-- of
to be awarded during 55th annual
Calloway County.
spring commencement on May 13.
Murray Mayor Mimes Ellis
Births reported include a girl to
returned May 10 after having been
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Nuel
on active duty with Armed Forces
McNutt, May 1.
for two weeks at Fort Gordon, Ga.
The Rev. Jerrell White, pastor
During his absence, Mayor Proof Memorial Baptist Church,
Tern Joe Dick was the city's ofreceived his Doctor of Ministry
ficial mayor.
degree at Luther Rice Seminary,
Recent births reported at MurJacksonville, Fla.. on May 5.
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. David Polk Steele; a boy
Twenty years ago
to Mr. and-Mrs. Okla Dennis; and
Murray State University
students have been accepted for a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lindell
Sievenson.
medical schools. They are John
Forty years ago
Rose, Billy Wilson and Nicholas
FL. Hopkins, Murray
Terhune to University of
Louisville, and Jimmy Ellis to businessman, has been appointed
as superintendent of Kentucky
University of Kentucky.
Gerald Coles, Coy Garrett, Mrs. Lake State Park by Lucy Smith,
Bert Dover and Mrs. Carolyn state parks director.
Prof. L.R. Putnam, instructor in
Byers are new officers of Hazel
School Unit of Parent-Teacher voice and choral music at Murray
State College, has been asked to
Association.
Births reported include a girl to serve on advisory committee for
Southern District of National
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Foy, May 3.
Association of Teachers of
Thirty years ago
Calloway County }kart Society Singing.
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SENATOR WENDELL FORD
U.S. Senate. WasIdagton,

241510

Homeless problem a national one
One of the most basic needs of people - having a roof over their
heads - is in ever-increasing jeopardy of slipping out of reach. No
one really knows how pervasive the homeless problem is, but it is clear
that the numbers are getting worse.
For instance, a recent report on homeless families with children
in the Louisville area revealed some startling figures. The report found
that while in 1984 emergency shelters housed 69 homeless families with
children, that number skyrocketed to 206 the-nem-year and then rose
to 313 families in 1986. The report also found that for every homeless
family sheltered, two were turned away.
Nationally, figures estimate the number of homeless across the
country at between 250,000 and 3 million.
Those increased numbers of homelessness translate into even further strain on public housing programs that have grown inadequate.
All across the state, waiting lists for public housing and vouchers have
grown, pointing to increasing demands for more funding of these
programs.
Public housing programs have suffered under the current administration but it is not too late to begin planning emergency and long term
solutions to reverse the homeless epidemic. Reagan era measures have
slashed public housing operating subsidies, capital repair funds and res-

tructured the section 8 certificate and voucher operations. The use of
certificates to gain housing in public units, however, has been hindered
by a simple shortage of apartments.
The voucher system - the cornerstone of the Reagan housing programs - is also not adequately meeting the needs of the homeless. The
private sector simply has not been able to provide enough affordable
housing to make the voucher system effective. It's irresponsible to tell
someone they can live anywhere they choose and then send them into
an environment where doing so is virtually impossible.
Last year the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act was
signed into law. It provides urgently needed assistance to protect and
improve the lives and safety of the homeless, including authorized increases in temporary shelter and housing programs, health programs
for the homeless, and additional initiatives regarding job training and
education for the homeless.
I feel that this measure, while only a start, is an adequate first step
in finding a remedy to the homeless epidemic. The bill called for muchneeded funding increases for non-profit groups to support temporary
and emergency shelters. Adequately addressing the immediacy of the
homeless problem hinges on the continued support of such funding.
Last year's major housing reauthorization bill also permanently
reauthorized FHA and VA loan guarantees used primarily for firsttime homeowners - an effort that is aimed at halting the decline in
home ownership among low and middle income families.
These measures are the beginning of a change, but further steps
need to be taken. The National Housing Task Force recently released
a study on homelessness that suggests a comprehenkive program to stabilize federal housing now and for the future. Congress is currently holding hearings on the report, which has a new Housing Opportunity
Program as its foundation and is heralded as a provocative step in addressing the problem.
It is clear that this trend is not going to go away. The next administration will have to face up to the challenge and give public housing the priority it deserves.

Couple will be married on June 17 Dunn and Downs vo
ws solemnized

Mr. and Mrs. Lynn G. Robinson
of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Lisa Michele, to
Richard D. Aeschliman, son of
Mrs. Wanda Grissom of Murray
and Paul Aeschliman of West
Covina, Calif.
Miss Robinson is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Doris E.
Ezell of Murray and of-Mrs. Helen
Robinson and the late Herschel
Robinson of Murray.
Mr. Aeschliman is the grandson
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
lrissorn of Martin, Tenn., and of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Aeschliman of Langnau,
Switzerland.
The bride-to-be is a 1985
graduate of Calloway County High
School and presently is attending
Murray State University. She is
employed as a Paralegal's assistant in the law firm of Hurt, Jones,
Anderson & Jones of Murray.
The groom-to-be is a 1987
graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Arts degree
—An,-psychology and a minor,in_
- advertising. He currently is
- — — employed at Coast to Coast Hardware Store in Muray.
The wedding is planned for Friday. June 17, at 7 p.m. at Murray
Woman's aub House, Vine and
South Seventh Streets, Murray.
A reception will follow the
ceremony at the club house.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.
tiAHL7AIN SHOWS
Sat Sun. Aft. & Tue Nite
All Seats '2.50

Miss Carole Jean Dunn and
Terry Allen Downs were married
Saturday, March 19, at 7 p.m. at
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
The Rev. Kevin Colvard and the
Rev. Steven Cavitt, uncle of the
bride, officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
Music was presented by Richard
Jones, organist, and Miss Amanda
Sims, soloist.
On each side of the altar were
spiral candles and flower arrangements of purple orchid
irises, pink carnations and white
gladioli. The unity candle was
placed in front of the lighted cross
and communion table.
The bride is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Roy Gene Dunn of Murray. She is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William Dunn of
Clarksville, Tenn., the late Mrs.
Falay Dunn, and Mr. and Mrs.
John B. Cavitt of Murray; and the
great-granddaughter of Wilburn
Cavitt of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr.and
Mrs. Johnny Downs of RL..L_Fat,
mington. He is the grandson of
Mrs.. Musette Downs of Greer.
S.C.,' and the late David Downs,
and of Mrs. Lettie Robertson and
the late Noel Robertson of Rt. 7,
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore her mother's wedding
gown which was made by the
bride's grandmother, Mrs. John
Cavitt, and the bride's great-aunt,
Mrs. Treaman Cavitt.
The formal length wedding
gown was of lace and white satin
with scalloped neckline and long
sleeves coming to a point at the
wrist. The filled bodice tapered to
a point at the waist line. The full
skirt was bordered with lace at the
three years and he will be respon-4IV hemline and was accented with
sible for activities, functions, and
seed pearls.
duties of the State Chaper of the
She wore a finger tip veil of illuKentucky Academy of Family
sion which circled her face with a
Physicians in his district and help
headband of baby's breath. She
to maintain current up-to-date inwore a single strand of pearls
formation on district members.
which belonged to-her mother. She
The Murray doctor will be incarried a bouquet of miniature
strumental in the recruitment of
yellow orchids and pink roses.
physicians into the academy in his
Miss Missy Dunn, sister of the
district. There will be regional
bride, was maid of honor. Miss
seminars and board meetings for Tammy Downs. sister of the
him to attend and report on the
groom, was bridesmaid.
progress of his district.
Each attendant wore a pink
Should educational meetings be satin floor length dress and crried
scheduled in his area, he will be a single pink rose and baby's
charged with chairing these breath tied with pink satin ribbon.
meetings.
Each wore strand of pearls, gift
Dr. Hughes became an active of the bride.
member in the KAFP in
The groom wore a white tuxedo
December 1984 and is Board Cer- with tails with white shirt and tie.
tified by the American Academy
of Family Practice.
He currently is president of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Medical Staff.
Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Miss Cassie
Agricultural sector
Leeper, daughter of Lt. Col. and
Mrs. David Leeper, Ft. Polk, La.,
declines in past years
to Mike Wilson, son of Mr. and
On a long-term basis, the Latin Mrs. Derrel Wilson of Puryear,
American agricultural sector has Tenn.
The ceremony will be solemnizdeclined in its relative importance
to the overall economy, says the ed on Sunday, May 15, at 2 p.m. at
Inter-American Development Salem Baptist Church, Lynn
Bank. The sector's share in the Grove.
John Dale will perform the douregion's gross domestic product
ble
ring ceremony. Music will be
averaged 11.8 percent in 1983-85,
by Miss Sue Call.
compared to 16.6 percent in 1960.
The bride-elect has selected

Lisa Michele Robinson and
Richard D. Aeschliman to marry

Local doctor accepts
district director office
Dr. Robert C. Hughes of Murray
has accepted the office of District
Director for District 1 of the Kentucky Academy of Family
Physicians.
This district includes the following nine counties: Ballard.
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton.
Graves, Hickman. Livingston,
McCracken and Marshall.
Dr. Hughes will officially begin
serving as district director in May
1988. His term of office will be

JASON IS BACK
BUT THIS TIME
SOMEONE'S WAITING

Tim Garliind served as best
man. Groomsman was Jermiah
Cavitt, cousin of the bride. Ricky
Swift and Billy McMillen were
ushers.
The men attendants wore tuxedoes of charcoal grey coats with
grey and black stripe trousers
The mother of the bride woftra
blue floor length dress. The
groom's mother was attired in a
blue street length dress. Their corsages were of white orchids.
Miss Missy Poat presided at the
bridal registry Mrs. t Steven
Cavitt, aunt of the bride. directed
the wedding.
A reception followed in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bridal table was covered
with a pink linen cloth tied at each
corner with pink bows, overlaid
with a full length white cloth with
lace square inserts. The centerpiece was an arrangement of spring flowers.
The three-tiered wedding cake
was decorated with pink roses

with a miniature bride and groom
statuette placed on the top tier
Appointments were in crystal and
silver
Serving were Mrs Ricky Swift,
Mrs. Danny Dunn. Ms. Ora Lee
Dunn and Mrs. Willie Joseph.
Rice bags were distributed by
Sharon Blakley and Jathaniel
Cavitt.
The new Mr and Mrs. Downs
are now residing on Rt. 1, Dexter.
The groom's parents. Mr and
Mrs Johnny Downs, were hosts
for a rehearsal party held at the
church
Bridal events given in honor of
the couple included:
A household tea with Mrs. IN.vila
Dunn, Mrs Lucy Dunn. Ms Ora
Lee Dunn and Mrs Teresa Cavitt
as hostesses.
A household shower given by
Ms. Linda Jones, Ms Kaye
Robertson, Mrs Mae Downs and
Miss Tammy Downs.
A personal shower given by the
girls of Oak Grove Church Youth
Group.

Leeper-Wilson wedding on Sunday

Dr.Robert C. Hughes

Laurie Watts as maid of honor.
and Lueann Coleman and Lori
Hensley as bridesmaids
The groom-elect has selected
Ted Gore as his best man, Kyle
Spurgeon and Kevin Key as
groomsmen, and Gary Paschall

and Paul Hensley as ushers
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
No formal invitations are being
sent. All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

YOU CAN BE ONE OF
THE LUCKY FEW TO
PICK UP A REAL
BARGAIN'

Celebrates first birthday
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Elizabeth Nicole Darnall had her first birthday on
April 28. he is the
daughter of Jeff and Elisabeth Darnall of 1318 Vine St.,
Murray. She was
born on the birthday of her great-granddaddy, James
Fain, and she is
also his first great-grandchild. Two parties were held in
her honor. The
first was on April U for a joint celebration with her
great-grandfather,
James Fain, at the home of her great-grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Fain
at Lynn Grove. Present for the opening of their gifts
and Sunday dinner
were Nicole, her parents, Jimmy and Patsy Fain,
Mitchell
and Reba Fain, Mary Nell Shirley, Bobby and Jeanette Fain, James
Fain, and Kim
Forbes. The second party was on April 26 at her home.
Guests were
Charles and Bobbie Darnall, Michael Darnall, Allen
Darnall, Glenda
Meyers, Angie Meyers, Flora Darnall, Justin Lamb, Debbie
Ford, Kandi Ford, Craig Ford, Tracy Puckett, Ashley
Darnall, Beverly Turner
and Ashley Turner. Cake and ice cream were served.

Arthur-Canter wedding planned
The approaching marriage of
Miss Molly Shane Arthur and
Brent Keith Canter, both of
Nashville,'Tenn., has been
announced.
Miss Arthur is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Arthur of
Russellville, Ala.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Melton Wells of
Russellville, and of Mrs. Glenn Arthur and the late Mr. Arthur of
Haleyville, Ala.
Mr. Canter is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Canter of Rt. 1,
Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
Fooks White and the late Mr.
White of Rt. 1, Murray, and of
Mrs. Paul Canter and the late Mr.
ter of Lynnville.
bride-elect, a graduate of
Russellville High School, received
a Bachelor of Science degree in
biology from Judson College,
Marion, Ala., and a Bachelor of
Science degree in nursing from
the University of North Alabama
in Florence.
She is a registered nurse at
Vanderbilt University Medical
Center, Nashville.
The groom-elect, a graduate of
Calloway County High School, attended Murray State University
and is a graduate of the University

Molly Shane Arthur and
Brent Keith Canter to marry
of Louisville with a degree in
repiratory therapy:— ----He is a registered respiratory
care practitioner at Vanderbilt
University Medical Center,

Nashville.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, June 25, at
Crieve Hall Church of Christ,
Nashville.

June wedding planned by couple
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Lisa
Marie Henry of Rt. 5, Murray, and
John Edward Morris of 607 South
Ninth St., Murray, have been
announced.
Miss Henry is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray Henry
of Rt. 5, Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Ms.
Nell P. Hendon and of Mr. and
Mrs. Rayford B. Henry, all of
Murray.
Mr. Miyris is the son of Mrs.
Evelyn Bayless. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs Walter
Feulner of Murray.
The bride-elect is a memtler of
the 1988 graduating class of
Calloway County High School. The
groom-elect is a 1986 graduate of
Murray High School.
Both Miss Henry and Mr. Morris
are employed at Propel Gas.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday, June 4, at 2:30 p.m.
at New Concord Church of Christ.
John Dale will officiate.
A reception will follow at the
church.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

I used to wish that he could stay
My little boy forever
But God wished otherwise
And took him home to Heaven.
And that is why he made
grandchildren
To fill the empty gap
It would be a lonely world
without you
Let's play games while grandpa
takes his nap.
————
Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday, May 14, at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway County Public Library.
Gladys Jarrett, director, said all
interested persons are invited.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some
the poems written by students in
the potpourri as follows:
JEANS
By Franklin Austen McCallum

THETA MEETING — Dorothy Byrn, right in top photo, a member, presented a special program on "Fun with
Flowers" at the April meeting of Theta Department of Murray 1i OITIAll'S Club at the club house. She illustrated the three types of flowers and the seven shapes of flower arrangements. Mrs. Byrn was introduced
by Anna Mae Thurman, vice chairman, center. At left is Martha Enix, department chairman. The department voted to give $20 each to Humane Society of Calloway County, Calloway Public Library, Life House
Crisis Pregnancy Center, W.A.T.C.H., Community Theatre and Need Line, and $50 to United Way of Murray
and Calloway County. Elected as 1988-89 officers were Mrs. Thurman, chairman, Mary Ann Russell, vice
chairman, Wilma Beatty, secretary, and Ann Page, treasurer reelected. Betty Beaman is the retiring
secretary. In bottom photo are April hostesses who are, from left, Opal Howard, Juanita Sparks and Opal
Ginner. The department will have a breakfast at 9 a.m. on Saturday, May 14, at Boston Tea Party, Holiday
Inn, with Wilma Beatty and Mary Lawson as hostesses.

There are jeans that are faded
white,
Like most of mine, full of small
holes;
Thou comfortable and a bit
unique,
Holes in your pants! People turn
up their nose.
Just waiting, someday a gift to
receive,
Not for a polo stick or even a tennis racket;
Just a simple request of plain
blue denim,
A pair of jeans and a Levi
jacket.
I have no dreams of life in a
castle,
No visions as a king crossing his
moat:
For only a chance to wear
Calvin Klein jeans,
Then top them off with a London
Fog coat!
OUR MAJESTI
By Jenne Fry

Taste of the Lord all you
That are living in sin,
Taste of His goodness.
of His power from within
He will cleanse you of
your guilt and shame
six hours on the cross
for our sins He suffered the pain
Will you turn your back
on the One that died for you?
Receive of His Spirit
start your life anew.
Are you a lamb that
has wandered astray?
Ask for His forgiveness,
call upon Him today.
The Lord is gathering His flock
In 1986, for the third consecutive
year. Brazil's manufacturing output increasedachievinga growth
rate of 11.3 percent, according to
the Inter-American Development
Bank. Argentina also registered a
strong recovery in its industrial
output levels in 1986 — 12.8 percent
— more than offsetting the 10.5
percent drop of the previous year
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THE DAISY
114 Southern Village
Shopping Center
(001)479 MO

N. Fulton. Tenn

Quality intimate apparel is an established
tradition at Bright is. This very special
Vanity Fair Sale offers you exceptional
value on your favorite bras & girdles.
exquisite lingerie including pechglo
panties and also save 25% on sleepwear gowns. Pls. teddies & robes.

to give them peace and love,
remember and obey His
commandments,
in eternity you'll meet Him
above.
GRANDMA'S POEM
By Bestrice WWoughby

It seems that Grandma's always
need,
A little boy to hold
To kiss and love with all their
hearts
To shelter from the cold.
It would give me so much
pleasure
When you'd sit upon my knee
To know as I grew older
You'd keep me company.
I'd read you lots of stories
I'd sing you lullabies
An you'd know I loved you more
As each lonely day went by.
I used to hold your daddy
And hug and kiss him too
I loved him very much you know
The same as I love you.

LOVE WAS A GIFT
By Wilma Jean Sanders

Love was a gift
From the Father Divine
Then He doubled my portion,
With paents like mine.
A father that loved us,
And Mama did too,
Now Lord I am happy
They are living with you.
But Mama I miss you,
And still shed a tear,
I miss Daddy also,
But you left last year.
I find myself dialing
To ask how you are,
To ask if you need me,
I'll be there in my car.
But loved ones rest sweetly,
For love is still mine,
With a whole precious family,
To take up my time.
I'll see you in Heaven,
Because you raised me right,
I know Christ as Savior,
'Cause you showed me the
Light.

Weekend Specia

Rent 5 Movies for $10

Members get 6 for $10
Pick Up Friday, Bring Back Monday

Rent a VCR
for the Weekend and
Get a FREE Movie
for only *8.95
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Engagement of couple announced
Mr. and Mrs. Billy D. Outland of
Dawson Springs have announced
the engagement of their younger
daughter, Sherida Ann, to Jeffery
Clint Gentry, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gary C. Gentry of Dawson
Springs.
Miss Outland is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Logan
E. Hyde of P,rinceton and of Mrs.
Estelle Outland and the late
Milton Outland of Murray.
Mr. Gentry is the grandson of
Mrs. Nell Gregory and the late
C.P. Gregory and of Mr. and Mrs.
Jasper C. Gentry, all of Dawson
Springs.
The bride-elect is a 1986
graduate of Dawson Springs High
School. She is attending Murray
State University where she is majoring in elementary education
and is a member of Gamma Beta
Phi honor society.
The groom-elect is a 1985
graduate of Dawson Springs High
School. He is employed by
Buckhorn, Inc., Dawson Springs.
The wedding plans will be announced at a later date.
Mr. and Mrs. Outland, parents
of the bride-elect, hosted an
engagement dinner recently in
their home on Hospital Road,
Dawson Springs.
Guests included Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Gentry, Mrs. Nell Gregory,
Mrs. Francie Ray and son, Chip,
Lee Anne Farmer, Robin Teague,
Lori Hyde, Mr. and Mrs. Logan
Hyde, Larry Hyde, Euple Cavitt,
Margie Thompson and Peggy
Graham.

Pets of the week are featured
These three animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street
off South Fourth
Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left,
"Yoda," a female
Chihuahua feist tax;"Bandit," a neutered male gray/black tabby; and "Midnight," a two-y
ear-old male lab
mix. Also available are a neutered male German wirehaired pointer and kittens, all colors.
Animals who do
not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5
p.m., Monday through
Friday, and Ito 4 p.m., Saturday and Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

Shuffett-Spann wedding Saturday

Sherida Ann Outland and
Jeffery Clint Gentry engaged

Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Miss Rebecca
Louise Shuffett, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Shuffett, to
Michael Cross Spann, son of Ms.
Bettie Ann Spann and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Cross Spann.
The vows will be solemnized on
Saturday, May 14, at 2 p.m. at
Murray Woman's Club House. Dr.
David Roos will officiate. Music
will be by Oneida White of Murray
and Tracy Wells of Athens, W.Va.
Miss Shuffett has chosen Lori
Morris of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,

as maid of honor and Kathy
Phillips of Orlando, Fla., as
bridesmaid. Both are Pi Beta Phi
sorority sisters at University of
Kentucky of the bride-elect. '
Tom Shown of Nashville, Tenn.,
will be best man for Mr. Spann.
Jerry Spann. brother of the
groom -elect, will be groosman.
Ushers will be Jay Simmons and
Ricky Rogers, cousins of the
groom-elect.
A reception will follow at the
club house.
All friends and relatives are in-

vited to attend the wedding and
the reception
A bridal coffee in honor of the
couple was held April 2 from 10
a.m. to 12 noon at Holiday Inn.
Hostesses were Mrs. Pete Hulse,
Mrs. Tommy Carroll, Mrs. Jimmy
Sullivan, Mrs. Buist Scott, Mrs.
Ted Lawson, Mrs. Jerry Scarbrough, Mrs. Sue Costello, Mrs.
Walt Apperson, Mrs. Bill Fandrich Mrs. Larry Hurt, Mrs.
Joann Simmons, Mrs. John McCage and Mrs Franklin Rogers.

DATEBOOK
Alidget to be at Bethel Friday

Single Society to be organized

Lowell Mason, singing midget, only 46 inches tall, seen on NBC's
show,"RealPeople," will appear in person on Friday, May 13, at 7 p.m.
at Bethel Chapel Pentecostal Church, Highway 94 East, Murray. The
public is invited and urged to attend this special service by Mason, a
church spokesman said.

The Single Organizational Society, a non-profit support and social
group, will have its first public meeting on Tuesday. May 17, at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Building, Highway 641
North. Bob Valentine will speak about "Need For Strong Defined
Group." The group is aimed at expanding awareness in the community,
providing suport and group interaction for single adults, whether
always single, divorced or widowed. It is not a dating service, according
to the planning committee for the group. For more information call
Pamela at 759-110k Ken at 753-6935 or Paul at 759-4415.

fri"4

Cochran dance program tonight
Lyndia Cochran Dance and Gymnastics will present a free program,
Over the Rainbow," tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. There is no admission charge and
the public is invited to attend. Summer gymnastics will start June 7. For
information call 753-4647.

Victory Singers to be in area
The Victory Singers of Mattoon, Ill., will appear at two local churches
this week. The group will present a concert at 7 p.m.Saturday, May 14,
at Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church, located off Highway 94
East. On Sunday, May 15, the group will sing at 11 a.m. service and present a concert at 1:30 p.m. at Locust Grove Church of the Nazarene,
located 42 mile north of Kirksey off Highway 299. A basket dinner will be
served at 12 noon at Locust Grove, according to the pastor, the Rev
Ersel Carter, who invites the public to attend.

Temple Hill plans golf tourney
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will sponsor a
golf tournament on Saturday, May 14, starting at 8:30 a.m. at Frances
E. Miller Memorial Golf Course, located on Pottertown Road, Murray.
Anyone wishing to participate should be at the golf course at 8:30 a.m., a
lodge spokesman said.

Coldwater to hear Gospel Four

Playhouse plans sale Saturday
* Playhouse in the Park will hale a yard sale.on Saturday, May 14, from
8 a.m. to 12 noon at the depot in Murray-Mloway County Park. Lots of
items from closets of interested persons will be sale and most items will
be under $1, a spokesman said. No early sales will be conducted and the
public is urged to attend this event.

St. John Church plans singing
Gospel-Aires of Evansville, Ind.,:wilt present a program on Sunday,
May 15, at 3 p.m. at St. John Missionary Baptist Church, located at L.P.
Miller and Spruce Streets, Murray. The public is invited, a church
spokesman said.

Eastern Star events Saturday
Friendship Night by Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will be Saturday, May 14, at 6:30 p.m. at the lodge hall on
Highway 121 North (Coldwater Road) at intersection of Highway 1660
(Johnny Robertson Road). This event will also be in honor of Frances
Chu:chill, Grand Chapter Committee Member of Order of Eastern Star
in Kentucky. A potluck supper will be served and all members and area
OES members are urged to attend, said Iuta Hutson, worthy matron of
the Murray chapter.
WOW

Youth plan campout

Woodmen of the World Youth will have a campout starting
Friday.
May 13, at 4 p.m. at dining hall of WOW Camp Grady, Highway
641
North behind Scotts Grove Baptist Church. This event, through
Saturday, May 14, will be for 8 to 15 year-olds and reservations must be
made
by calling 753-2319 (evenings) or 7534382 (days) and
ask for Colleen.
Each one should bring a sleeping bag or blanket/pillow.

Murray bands plan car washes
Murray High School Bands will have "free" car washes on Saturday,
May 14, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Hardee's at North 12th and Chestnut
Streets and at Sirloin Stockade in Bel-Air Shopping Center on South 12th
Street. Band members have received pledges for washing cars. The
public is urged to participate in one of these car washes on Saturday, a
band spokesman said. The annual band banquet will be tonight (Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. in cafeteria of Murray High School.
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Murray Club plans tennis clinic
An Adult Tennis Clinic, conducted by Scott Frey, tennis pro, will be
Saturday, May 15, at Murray Country Club. Clinics will be forl)eginners
from 9 to 10 a.m., for intermediates from 10:30 to 11.30 a.m. and for advancers from 1 to 2 p.m. Classes will be limited to 12 persons each at a
cost of $5 per person. Persons may sign up at the tennis shop at the club
or call 753-5793.

--Timoth - 'Ryan' Paul Bailey born
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Bailey of Madisonville,formerly of Murray, are the
parents of a son, Timothy "Ryan" Paul, weighing seven pounds two
ounces, measuring 19;4 inches, born on Sunday, May 1, at Regional
Medical Center, Madisonville. They have one daughter, Jessica Leigh.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Bailey of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Tucker of Hopkinsville. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Wyona Tucker of Murray.

VFW Post needs yard- sale.items
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will
be
conducting yard sales in the future. Any person having items to donate
to the yard sales will be appreciated. Persons may call Leonard Brown,
commander, at 436-2674 for pickup of the articles. The VFW post also
will be at various business places on Friday and Saturday, May
27 and
28, selling Buddy Poppies with proceeds to be used exclusively to assist
disabled and needy veterans and the widows and children of deceased
veterans.

Hugh Williams Falwell born
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Falwell, Rt. 2, Murray, are the parents of a son.
Hugh Williams, weighing seven pounds seven ounces, measuring 202
inches, born on Monday. April 11, at 3:31 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother, the former Lori Murdock, is on leave from
Beauty Box. The father is self-employed in the refrigeration service
business. Grandparents are Jerry Falwell and the late Mrs. Jeanne
Falwell, Rt. 2, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hugh Murdock, Rt. 1,
Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. L.B. Falwell, Rt. 2, Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Ira Smith, Farmington, and Mrs. Opal Webb,
Mayfield.

Murray City Schools will provide a screening for all children ready to
begin kindergarten in the fall of 1988. This screening will take place
from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Monday and Tuesday, May 16 and 17. All
children must have an appointment to participate in the screening. Persons may call 753-5022 to make an appointment if you do not already
have an appointment.

Larvngectoniee group will meet
Laryngectomee Support Group will meet Friday. May 13, at 4 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital This is to share ideas.
Information and encouragement of new laryngectomees and their
spouses. It is open to laryngectomy patients and their families and
friends. For more information call Dixie Hopkins. speech pathologist, or
Ann Ingle, R.N., at the hospital, 753-5131.

Farmington event un .s*attirciav
Farmington Volunteer Fire Department will have its annual "Pig
Out" Barbecue on Saturday, May 14, at Farmington Elementary School,
located on Highway 121, just west of Farmington. The cost will be $6 for
adults, $3 for children,6 to 12. and free to children under six. Serving
will
start at 5 p.m. Proceeds will go to the fire department and the public
is
Invited.

Lily Alice Price Winter born
Mr. and Mrs. Nore Vincent Winter of Boulder, Colo., are the parents of
a daughter, Lily Alice Price, born on Wednesday. April 27. at Boulder
Community Hospital there. The mother is the former Mary Craig Miller
of Cambridge, Mass The father is an urban designer based in Boulder
Grandparents are Mr and Mrs John C. %Intel of Hamlin and-Mr. and
Mrs. Robert A. Miller of Spartanburg, S.C. A great-grandmother is Mrs
Fadina Price of Inman. S.0

Tracy Marie Riddle,horn
Mr and Mrs. Richard Lee Riddle of Rt 4, Box 7, Benton, are the
parents of a daughter. Tracy Marie, weighing seven pounds two ounces,
measuring 2044 inches, born on Saturday. April 30. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have a son, Bobby Lee. The mother is the former
Beverly Stone. The father is employed at Walker Boat Yard of Paducah
Grandparents are Bobby and Melinda Stone, Rt. 1. Dexter, and June
Holt, Rt. 4, Benton. Great-grandparents are Arvin and Nadine Hill of
Almo and Mrs Elise Stone Bizzel of Hazel.

David Cooper gets silver wings
Second Lt. David L. Cooper, son of Gary B. and Geneva
L. Cooper of
502 Whitnell, Murray, has graduated from U.S. Air
Force pilot training,
and has received silver wings at Vance Air Force Base.
Oklahoma. His
wife, DeAnn, is the daughter of Rick Kirk, Rt. 2, Oblong,
Ill Cooper is a
1981 graduate of Murray High School and received a
bachelor's degree
in 1986 from Southern Illinois University, Carbondal
e.

Hiland-prornoted to sergeant
David B. Hiland. son of Jane L. Hiland of Benton and retired Capi.
Bobby A. Hiland of Orlando, Fla has been promoted to the rank of
sergeant in the United States Army. HE is a tactical
satellite/microwave system operator with 67th Signal Battalion in West
Germany. His wife, Michelle, is the daughter of John W. and Daisy R.
Smith of Huntsville, Ala. The sergeant is a 1981 graduate of Virgil I
Grissom High School, Huntsville.

Caleb McKenzie Sherrod born
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sherrod of Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn„ are the parents
of a son, Caleb McKenzie, weighing eight pounds nine ounces, born on
Friday, April 29, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
the former Kathy Anderson. Grandparents are Mrs. Rubye Walters of
Springville, Tenn.,and Mr. and Mrs. William Anderson of Paris

Jana LeAnn.Meredith horn
Come On Down And Eat With Us!
Thursday - Ribeye Special
Friday & Saturday - Catfish, Shrimp
Frog Legs
Sunday - Baked Ham
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The Gospel Four of Milburn will present a program of music on Sunday, May /5, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Coldwater Baptist Church. The public is
urged to hear this singing group, a church spokesman said.

Kindergarten screening 1)1anncCi
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Mr. and ,Mrs. Richard Lee Meredith, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., are the
parents of a daughter, Jana LeArm, weighing eight pounds, born on
Tuesday, May 3, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn. The
mother is the former Lori Boyd. Paternal grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Flatt of Parts and maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Bonnie Boyd of Puryear.

Thurs., Fri., Sat. - 4-10:00
Sunday - 12-8:00

Peo le In Florida Swear!

COUNTY LINE
PLACE
(Formerly County

Pool, Patio & Deck Furniture

By Our Maintenance-Free

*Extra Cushions Available
Patio Accessories

Line Grocery) Ir.

121 N. to Mayfield on
Callowa -Graves Co. Line

‘-•

CJ's
"Your Casuals

Complete Patio Shop"
106 N. 4th Mon.-Sat. 9-5 759-1911
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Coming community events listed
Thursday, May 12
La Leche League of Murray and
Calloway County will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Pamela Jetton.
For information call 759-1647.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom, Educational Building,
First United Methodist Church.
For information call Brenda at
753-2513 or Glen at 4354143.
————
Murray High School Band banquet will be at 6:30 p.m. in
cafeteria of school.
•••• .1M.. ANS ••••

Front Porch Swing is scheduled
to rehearse at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7.30 p.m. at lodge
hall.

West Kentucky Lupus Association will meet at 7 p.m. in
Classroom 2, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah
Lyndia Cochran Dance and
Gymnastics will present "Over
the Rainbow -at-7-p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. This is free and open to the
public.

Friday, May 13
Friday, May 13
Square and round dancing with
ROTC Commissioning
music by Sharecropper will be
Ceremony will be at 7 p.m. in
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
RDCiffIll 226-228 of Stewart Stadium,
Roller Rink.
Murray State University. The
————
public is invited.
Fifth annual fish fry for senior
citizens by Blood River Bass
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
Masters will be at 6 p.m. at Ellis
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acCommunity Center. For transportivities by senior citizens.
tation call 753-0929.
————
————
Hazel
Lodge
No. 831 Free and
Twilight Golf for men and ladies
is scheduled at 5.30 p.m. at Oaks Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Country Club.
————
————
Lowell Mason, singing midgett,
Laryngectomee Support Group
will meet at 4 p.m. in board room 46 inches tali-, seen on NBC's
of Murray-Calloway County "Real People," will appear in person at Bethel Chapel Pentecostal
Hospital.
Church, Highway 94 East. at 7
————
Main Street Youth Center at 205 p.m.
North Fourth St. will be opn from 4
Woodmen of World Youth, ages
p.m. to 12 midnight. For informa15, will have a campout star8
to
tion call 753-TEEN.
ting at 4 p.m. at dining hall of
———
Games will be played at 8 p.m. WOW Camp Grady. For reservaat Murray Moose Lodge. This is tions call Colleen, 753-2319 (evenings) or 753-4382 (days).
for members only.
————
Saturd-ay, May 14
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
Mr. and Mrs. Starkie Hall will
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South have open house in celebration of
10th Street Extened, Mayfield.
50th wedding anniversary from 1
————
to 5 p.m. at home on Forrest ColEvents in Land Between the eman Road.
Lakes will include Pioneering Out————
door Enrichment Series at Energy
Murray Bands will have "free"
Lake Campground: Senior Citizen
car washes from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Week at Piney Campground; Iron at Hardee's, North 12th Street, and
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 Sirloin Stockade, South 12th
p.m. at Homeplace-1850.
Street.
————
Honors Day Ceremony will
Farmington Volunteer Fire
begin at 3:30 p.m. in Curris Center
Department will have its "Pig
Ballroom, Murray State UniversiOut" Barbecue at Farmington
ty. A reception will follow.
Elementary School. Serving will
start at 5 p.m.

TOPS is nonprofit support group
If you have a weight problem
and think the fellowship of others
like yourself would help, there's a
program in Murray that may meet
your needs. It's TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensiblyi, a nonprofit support group that, for 40 years. has
been helping people trim down.
Esther S. Manz, a homemaker
from Milwaukee, Wis., founded
the group in 1948. She had read an
article about Alcoholics
Anonymous and asked her physician about applying the AA approach of group support to the
overweight. He encouraged her. A
few nights later, Manz met with
three friends and suggested they
meet regularly to help each other
diet That night, TOPS was born
and has since grown to 333.000

members in 12,000 chapters
worldwide.
"There are 150 TOPS chapters
in Kentucky, including the one in
Murray," says TOPS' Kentucky
spokesperson Jean Mack, who has
lost 40 pounds in TOPS and kept it
off for 16 years.
Members meet weekly in their
local chapters. There is a private
weigh-in, followed by a meeting.
Meeting programs vary from
chapter to chapter, but all in some
way provide members with
positive reinforcement and
motivation. Congeniality and an
upbeat atmosphere are hallmarks
of TOPS meetings.
TOPS stresses a medical orientation and requires members to
obtain their individual weight

goals and diets from their personal physicians. The TOPS
philosophy is that no single diet is
safe or approptiate for everyone.
As TOPS founder Esther Manz
said in the group's early days,
"Your doctor provides the diet.
TOPS provides the do-it."
It's this common sense, sound
philosophy that helped make
TOPS the oldest major weightcontrol organization," notes
Mack. While many fad diets and
plans have come and gone, TOPS'
basic approach has withstood the
test of time."
Besides weekly meetings,
weight-loss competition keeps
members working towards their
ideal weights. The organization
recognizes good weight losers by
naming them kings and queens at
local, state and international
levels. Other forms of recognition
are trophies, charms and
diplomas. Members who, like
Editor of the school newspaper, Mack, are at their goal weights
he is a member of Quill and Scroll, continue to attend meetings for inthe math team and the French and spiration to stay at goal.
Hi-Y clubs
TOPS also sponsors retreats
The Century Club University throughout the country during
Scholarship is a renewable award which members can learn from
for up to four years, provided the each other in a relaxing setting.
recipient maintains a 3.2 grade And a TOPS obesity research propoint average. University gram, established in 1966, has
Scholars are also granted developed a book on nutrition for
automatic admittance into the
members. Like the rest of TOPS'
Murray State Honors Program.
program. it stresses sensible
The Carr award. named after eating habits and offers a guide on
the first president of the universi- meal planning it/ supplement the
ty, is renewable for a second year advice of one's personal
based on maintenance of a 3.0 physician.
GPA. Recipients are selected basTOPS is nonprofit so its annual
ed on their potential to continue
membership fees are a low 312.
the traditions set by Carr: high The Murray chapter meets on
academic achievement, outstan- Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Comding leadership and a concern for
munity Room,Southside Manor on
othes.
Glendale Road. Persons inThe Achievement Scholarship is terested in other information
a one-year award that is presented
about TOPS may write Carol
based on the recipient's Dublin, P.O. Box 905, Mayfield,
accomplishments.
Ky. 42066 or call (5021 247-9911.

Saturday, May 14
Adult Tennis Clinics will be at 9
a.m. for beginners, 10:30 a.m. for
intermediates and 1 p.m. for advancers at Murray Country Club.
Sign up at tennis shop or call
753-5793.
————
Victory Singers of Mattoon, Ill.,
will present a concert at 7 p.m. at
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
Writers' Potpourri will meet at
9:30 a.m. at Calloway County
Public Library.
— ——
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star will have
Friendship Night and honor
Frances Churchill, Grand committee member, at 6:30 p.m. at
lodge hall. A potluck supper will
be served.
— ——
Playhouse in the Park will have
a yard sale from 8 a.m. to 12 noon
in depot at Murray-Calloway
County Park.
— ——
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons will sponsor
a golf tournament at Miller
Memorial Golf Course. Anyone
wishing to participate should be at
the golf course at 8:30 a.m.
————
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
breakfast at 9 a.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.
————
Men's Spring Golf Tournament
will be at Oaks Country Club. For
information call Charlie Hargrove
at 753-6454.
————
WMU Centennial Celebration
will be at 11:30 a.m. in Fellowship
Hall of First Baptist Church.
————
Children's Choir Party at
Memorial Baptist Church will be
at 11 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Park.
— — -First Distri .1 -'PTA Summer
Board/Award/meeting will be at
11 a.m. at
sonia School.
————
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
1 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information ca11753-TEEN.

Saturday, May 14
Dance featuring Wishbone will
be from 9 p.m. to lam.at Murray
Moose Lodge. This is for members
only.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Buildin,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Commencement ceremonies for
December 1987 and May and
August 1988 graduates at Murray
State University will be at 10 a.m.
In Racer Arena. A reception will
follow.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Pioneering Outdoor Enrichment Series at Energy
Lake Campground; Special
- Population Fishing Tournament at
Devils Elbow Lake Access; Senior
Citizen Week at Piney Campground; Yellow Lady's Slipper
Orchid Search at 9:30 a.m. and
Goodness Snakes at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Composting at 1:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m., Muzzleloading Rifle
Match at 1:30 p.m. and Evening at
The Homeplace at 7 p.m., all at
Homeplace-1850.
Sunday,May 15
Mr. and Mrs. Dee Lamb will be
honored in celebration of 50th wedding anniversary with a reception
from 2 to 4 p.m. in Hospitality
Room of University Branch of
Bank of Murray.
————
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
759-4059, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
————
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have its annual homecoming.
————
Dexter Baptist Church will have
an all-day old fashioned event.
————
Gospel-Aires will sing at 3 p.m.
at St. John Missionary Baptist
Church.
————
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene will have all-day
services.

NEW YORK (AP) — Now it can
be told: "Moonlighting" actress
Cybill Shepherd says she used to
date Elvis Presley.
"I don't think I've told anybody
this, but yes, I went out with Elvis.
... It was mythic. He looked great.
And he smelled great — he really
did," the "Moonlighting" star told
Vanity Fair magazine for its June
issue.
"I really liked him. I thought he
was very warm. And one of the
most beautiful men I'd ever
seen," said Miss Shepherd, adding
she later saw the darker side of the
king of rock 'n' roll.
"As I spent more time with him,
I realized he did have a drug
dependency — and I've never been
interested in drugs at all," Miss
Shepherd said. "It was like, 'Well,
it's time to go to sleep now, here's
your pills.—
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Pre-Season Sale
Above Ground
Pool Kits
Buy Early,
SAVE NOW!

Dismissals listed
by local hospital
Murray•Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Tuesday, May 10
No newborns were listed.
Dismissals
Miss Laura Thomas, Rt. 1, Box
320, Clinton; Mrs. Sandra Culver,
Rt. 1, Box 162, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Sheryl Nab, 601 College
Cts., Murray; Larry Burkeen, Rt.
1, Box 330, Dexter; Mrs. Stella
Barnhill, Rt. 1, Murray;
Bobby Darren Lamb, Rt. 1, Box
147, Murray; Mrs Lula White, 1606
Parklane, Murray; Samuel Nanny, 505 South 16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Mary Lou Bivens. National
Hotel, Apt. 7, Murray; Mrs
Frances Morris, 1513 Patriot Ave.,
Paris, Tenn.

Cybill Shepherd
says she dated
Elvis Presley

HOMEMAKERS

Scarbrough is named
Marty Jay Scarbrough, a senior
at Murray High Scool, has been
awarded scholarships totaling
$3,200 for the 1988-89 academic
year at Murray State University.
The awards include a 31,000 Century Club University Scholarship,
a $1,000 John W. Carr Scholarship
and a $1,200 Achievement
Scholarship.
Ranked seventh in the
107-member senior class at Murray High Scarbrough is the son of
Jerry and Dana Scarbrough of
1126 Circarama Dr. He plans to
major in radio-television to
prepare for a career as a
broadcaster
An honor roll student, he is a
member of National Honor Society and was voted "Most Dependable" by his classmates. Scarbrough is a four-year member of
the academic team and participated in "Scholastic
Challenge" on Kentucky
Educatonal Television this year.
An accomplished speaker and
thespian, he has consistently performed well in speech tournaments on the regional, state and
national levels. Scarbrough has
demonstrated his acting ability in
a variety of school and community
theatre productions.

Sunday, May 15
Gospel Four will sing at 2 p.m.
at Coldwater Baptist Church.
————
Reservations for Old Faxon
High School reunion on May 28 at
Calloway County High School
should be made by today with
Ruby Dyer Herndon.
————
Gospel singing for Wayne
Blackford family will be at 2 p.m.
at First Baptist Church.
————
Luncheon for graduating high
school seniors of Memorial Baptist Church will be at 1 p.m. at
home of Dwane and Margot
McIntosh.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Pioneering Outdoor Enrichment Series at Energy
Lake Campground; Iron Industry
at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Controversial
Coyote at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
————
St. Leo Marian Pilgrimage to La
Center will start at 1 p.m. in parking lot of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
————

"The original
portable pool"

Tim Langford - A VOICE For Concerned Citizens
such as Judy Stahler.

*M.S.U. Graduate *Farmer
*Sunday School Teacher/Deacon
*Civic Leader *Lawyer
Elect

"THE POOL SHOP,LTD."
4720 Reidland Road, Paducah, KY. 42001
502-898-3666

TIM A. LANGFORD
STATE SENATOR

Please send me free literature on Doughboy Above Ground Pools with
decp end options & 20-year warranties. I am under no obligation!

Name_
Street
City
State

Paid for by friends to elect Tim Langford, Marvin Harris, treasurer. Murray. Ky

Zip
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Gaddis first recipient of MSU honor diploma

Murray State University President Kala M. Stroup (left) and Dr. Anita Lawson, director of the MSL' Honors
Programs,congratulate Christina VIttitow Gaddis on receiving the university's first Honors Diploma. Gaddis
entered the program as an upperclassman and completed the honors seminars, study abroad and senior
honors thesis required for the diploma. In addition to a specially designated diploma, MSU honorees receive a
commemorative medallion in recognition of their accomplishments. A finance major from Owensboro, Gaddis will graduate summit cum laude with a 3.97 grade point average.

The Only REAL Italian Pizza
1

LARGE
16" PIZZA

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

Extra Cheese

Extra Cheese

plus 2 toppings of your choice

$599

plus 2 toppings of your choice
on each pizza

$899

Dine In Or Pick Up Onh,
Expires 51488

Dille In Or Pick Up Ow%
Expires 51488

ChristiDa Gaddis of Owensboro,
a member of Murray State
University's May 1988 graduating
class, will have a special accessory to wear with the traditional cap and gown on Commencement Day, May 14.
The first recipient of Murray
State's Honors Diploma, Mrs.
Gaddis will wear a bronze
medallion recognizing her status
as a graduate of the university's
Honors Program.
A Presidential Scholar, she is
the only upperclassman who
elected to participate in the
Honors Program when it was offered for the first time in 1986-87.
"I saw the program as an opportunity for a strong, broad-based
liberal arts education," the honor
student said. "Plus, as members
of the first group, we thought of
ourselves as pioneers."
The finance major took her role
in the charter class seriously, providing valuable leadership as
president of the Honors Student
Council. As head of the group, she
helped the members explore ways
to develop the program in the
areas of recruitment, fundraising,
publicity and social events.
"Chris is representative of the
quality students who take part in
Murray State's Honors Program,"
Dr. Kala M. Stroup, university
president, stated. "The fact that
when she joined the program she
added to an already demanding
academic load is evidence of the

Central Shopping Center(across from MSU Stadium)
Murray
759-9600
Sale starts Fri. May 13
May 15. 198b

9199 Mon.-Sat. I 1I5 Sun.

thru Sun .

gm.
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Styles and Mfg May Vary On Some Items
,..aduimps%&ftemAai•••iguiaamommr•Sonauenuarmy•nd.•...ftauunpAie.
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25% Off
Evergreens,
Flowering Shrubs
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LAWN
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Miracle Gro S-10 Lawn
Food. Fast and easy, no
measuring, no mixing. Reg.
947.

7.88

RYAN

sissuam''

Ryan 265 Gas Trimmer. 2cycle, rear engine gas
powered trimmer. 17' cutting swath. No. 265. Reg.
79.88

69.88

Hyponex
Pine
Bark
Mulch. Mulch for decorating landscape Has many
uses in yards and garden 2
Cu. ft.

2.50

DEAR M.L.K.: I inquired of
three prominent mortuaries in
Los Angeles and was advised by
all three that because they want
proof of receipt, cremated reCharcoal
mains are always sent by regisBriquets
tered mail, return receipt requested. Also, because they
choose not to "surprise" the
Tru-Bum Charcoal Bri- recipients, the contents are
quets. 20 lb. bag. Reg. clearly marked on the outside of
3.97
the box, and the recipients are
notified in advance that it is on
its way.
•

VA... MHO

2.97

•••

91R1

Prof. Delbert E. Wylder, of the
Department of English at Murray
State University, has been asked
to join a group of 2'7 Hemingway
scholars who will be engaged in
preparing scholarly editior.s of
seven Hemingway works: "The
Sun Also Rises," "A Farewell to
Arms," "For Whom the Bell
Tolls," "Across the River and Into
the Trees," "The Old Man and the
Sea," and "A Moveable Feast "
project is being headed by
Abigail The
professor James Hinkle of San
Diego State University, who has
Van Buren described the editions as "line-byline explication, commentary, and
interpretation" of these Hemingway volumes. The intended audience will be "Hemingway professionals, teachers of Hemingway, and perhaps some
students and readers who want
DEAR ABBY: With all the public- more than other sources can give
ity. you gave palitYhoTliiiiie-i-• them."
Prof. Paul Smith,of Trinity Coltrue story for you.
When Mount St. Helens erupted lege, and Prof. Michael Reynolds
in May of 1980. blowing the top of North Carolina State University
2,500 feet miles into the air, the will be associate editors. Other
volcanic 'ash was so heavy that in members I the project are
HemSpokane at 3 o'clock in the after- ingway
scholars
from
such
univer7
noon, it looked like midnight! In
Yakima. Wash , breathing was sales as "Brown University,
University of North Carolina at
difficult
The automobiles sucked the ash Chapel Hill. the University of New
into their air filters, and the Mexico, the University of Colabrasion ruined the engines. One orado, Northeastern University,
family was stranded when their air San Francisco State University,
fitter became plugged The husband the University of CaJofornia at
removed the plugged filter, bor- Davis, the University
of British
rowed his wife's pantyhose,
Columbia,
and
the
Sorbonne.
wrapped them around as a filter,
Dr. Wylder will be working with
and continued their trip in safety.
Hemingway's
Spanish Civil War
They were stopped by a highway
patrolman near Moses Lake, Wash., novel "For Whom the Bell Tolls."
where there was up to 7 inches of The leader of that group will be
the stuff on the ground (You can Prof. Allen Josephs of the Universtill see it.1 The patrolman asked sity of West Florida. Dr. Wylder
how they could keep going They said, "I feel very good about
being
explained that they had shaken the chosen
to work on this project,
ashes from the pantyhose each time
especially when there are so many
the engine quit.
The Highway Patrol then pur fine people on it And there are
chased pantyhose for their cars and lot of tine ones who aren't. On the
continued to help stranded motor other hand, I guess it isn't as imists in that area. Pantyhose saved portant as being picked for the all
many engines until proper filters OVC ping pong team." Dr. Wylder
could be installed.
has published a book on Hem_KEN THELANDER, ingway - "Hemingway's
Heroes"
SEATTLE
.-:and has delivered a number of
DEAR KEN: Thank you for papers and published articles on
Hemingway and his work. He joinsharing your unusual story.
ed the Murray State English
• ••
department in 1977.

People ere eating them up! To order
of Abby's favorite recipes,
send your name and address, clearly
printed, plus check or money order for
9.3.50 ILI in Canada) to:'Abby's Cookbooklet. P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
III. 81054. Postage and handling are
included.
your copy

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

ELE

FLEXATE

STEVE LAX

•••.. _
01

•
/
1
21e-'
3-Gallon Tank Sprayer.
Sturdy, lightweight polyethylene tank resists corrosion.

20' Lawn Edging. Heavy
duty edging with connec- 75' Garden Hosa. 75'x5/8"
tors. Controls growth. No. flexate hose. Lightweight.
320. Reg. 5.97
flextile Reg 17.97

Rapid Gro Plant Food. 5lb bag of K-Gro water soluble 15-30-15 plant food.
Save! Reg. 6.97

16.88

3.99

12.88

4.97

Plastic Cape Cod Fencing. Beautiful white wood
panels for flower borders,
walkways, etc. 14 high No.
455 Reg. 1.17

22" Lawn Mower. 3.5 HP
push mower. Height adjustment and 8' wheels. No.
4008.

Lawn and Leaf Rake. Fanshaped, speeds garden
chores. Strong flexible
tines. 24" sweep No 0689. Reg. 3.77

2/$1

$188

1.97

each

Wylder to join
scholars preparing
Hemingway works

Angry Reader Is Burned When
Aunt's Ashes Appear in Mail
DEAR ABBY: In a_,Ietter to_you,
a reader protasta the cialowit4
manner in which he learned of the
death of a friend in a nursing home.
Wait until you hear what happened
to me: My cousins in Texas asked
me if I would handle the funeral
arrangements for their mother (my
aunt) who had died while visiting
them. She was to be cremated there,
and her remains sent to me (in
California) to be taken to a nearby
cemetery and placed in the crypt
she had previously purchased.
Of course, I agreed, assuming the
remains would arrive by registered
mail and that I would be notified
either by my cousins or the crematory as to the date of arrival.
Imagine my horror when I opened
my curbside mailbox one morning
to find a box with these words
stamped on the outside: CRE-,
MATED REMAINS OF MRS. -(my aunt's name).
That was 10 years ago, and I still
get furious when I think of it. Talk
about unfeeling and calloused! I
can't believe it's common practice to
send cremated remains through the
regular mails. Is it?
M.L.K., MONROVIA, CALIF.

a./

'

laude with a 3.97 grade point
average. She is married to G.
Scott Caddis, also an MSU senior,
and is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Vittitow of 3857
Krystal Lane in Owensboro.
Mrs. Gaddis was named a 1987
*Outstanding Young Woman of
America and to the 1988 edition of
Who's Who in American Universities and Colleges. She served as
president of Alpha Chi honor
society and co-chairman of the
Student Alumni Association's
alumni affairs committee.
Other honors include being
selected as the Outstanding
Honors Student and Outstanding
Senior Finance Student in 1987.
She received the National Collegiate Business Merit Award and
the Wall Street Journal Student
Achievement Award.
Her husband is the minister of
music and activities at Trinity
Baptist Church in Hopkinsville.

By
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commitment to excellence that
she and our other honor students
have."
The honors sequence requires a
minimum of 30 semester hours including seminars in social
science, fine and performing arts,
literature and philosophy, science,
and international affairs. Participants in the program must also
demonstrate competency in
mathematics and foreign
language and complete a
minimum of three semester hours
of study abroad.
Another component of the program is the Senior Honors Thesis.
Mrs. Gaddis used her background
in finance to develop a structured
financial plan for the operation of
MSU's Honors Program and
Presidential and University
Scholarship programs.
She also represented the university at the 1987 national Alpha Chi
convention in Williamsburg, Va.,
and the 1987 Southern Regional
Honors Council in Tallahassee,
Fla., where she delivered a paper
on the importance of fine arts in
education.
"I believe I have gained in a
variety of areas, thanks to the
Honors Program," Mrs. Gaddis
commented. "Plus. I was able to
meet a group of people outside of
my field of study that I probably
would not have had contact with
otherwise."
The first Honors Diploma recipient will graduate summa cum

FOR

Magistrate District 2

Art ePoc •
Rebate

<6t,oe

20" Replacement Blade.
Hi-lift mower replacement
blade cuts grass cleanly
and easily without tearing
No. 28-78.

2
:57

Beverly and Steven Lax ask for your
support for their husband and dad.

VOTE MAY 24th
Paid for by the candidate

Kortendick named outstanding Murray State University ROTC cadet
Cadet Lt. Col. Karen L. Kortendick of Mequon, Wis., a senior
engineering physics major at Murray State University, has been
named the outstanding cadet of
the year in the Reserve Officers
Training Corps (ROTC) program
at Murray State.
Ms. Kortendick, 23, was named
as the recipient of the year's most
prestigious honor, the President's
Sabre, at the annual President's
Day Awards program Thursday,
May 5. She accepted the award
from Dr. Kala M. Stroup, Murray
State president.
Ms. Kortendick will be commissioned a second lieutenant, signal
corps In a military eereMony on
campus Friday, May 13. She has
been selected for active duty,
regular army and will begin the
Signal Officer Basic Course at
Fort Gordon, Ga., in September.
Presentation of the President's
Sabre climaxed the recognition
program in the Curris Center
Theater during which cadets were
honored for individual achievement in both general and classlevel categories
The other awards, recipients
and guest presenters were:
ROTC Marksmanship Award to
Liesel M. Twenhafel, Carlyle, Ill.,
sponsored by the Murray Hiwanis
Club and presented by Dr. Durwood Beatty.
ROTC Sportsmanship Award to
Gary D. Stephens, Columbus, Ga.,
sponsored by the Daughters of the
American Revolution, Jacob
Flournoy chapter, and presented
by Dr. Kenneth Winters, dean of
the College of Industry and

CONFIDENT FAITH
Christian worship is a personal
acknowledgment of one's
reverence for and homage to God.
Christians are admonished to
engage regularly in private devotion and public worship, thereby
keeping alive their spiritual vision
and making the most of their opportunities to be used in the accomplishment of God's purposes.
An Exhortation - Hebrews
10:23-25
Christians are exhorted to draw
near to God, to hold firm their profession of faith in Christ, and to
consider ways whereby they make
provoke others to love, and then to
perform good -works. Christians
are exhorted to incarnate the
spirit of Christ in such a manner
that their conduct will cause
others to live the kind of life and to
do the kind of works they see exemplified in them. When Christ
has His rightful place of
preeminence in their live, Christians worship God publicly and
regularly
Christians who are in close
fellowship with God are faithful in
their attendance upon the public
worship services in their church.
They go to the church services to
worship God, to receive Biblical
Instruction, to enjoy Christian
fellowship, to receive spiritual inspiration, to prove their love for
Christ. to commit themselves to
the Lord for use in His service, and
to set a worthy example. Proper
worship of God will call forth the
best that is in those who participate in this spiritual exercise.
An Encouragement - Hebrews
10:32-38
The readers of these verses are
encouraged to make their calling
and election sure, to guard against
the danger of backsliding, and to

Technology.
Outstanding Pershing Rifleman
Award to John R. Watson, Marion,
sponsored by Disabled American
Veterans, Chapter 15, Murray,
and presented by Maj. Andrew B.
Stratton, assistant professor of
military science at MSU. Watson
also received the Leadership
Award MS III, sponsored by the
Association of the U.S. Army and
presented by Winters.
Outstanding Ranger Award to
Charles E. Crabtree, Hopkinsville,
sponsored by the United
Daughters of the Confederacy,
J.N. Williams chapter, Murray,
and presented by Lt. Col. James T.
Vaughan, professor and chairman
In the Department of Military
Science.
Outstanding Color Guard
Member to David M. Haywood,
Grayville, Ill., sponsored by the
Daughters of the American
Revolution and presented by
Vaughan. Haywood also received
the Sojourner's Award, sponsored
by Chapter 177 of the National Sojourners, Fort Campbell, and
presented by retired Col. Wayne
Chance.
Military History Award MS II to
John D. Wolfe, Dahlgren, Ill.,
sponsored by the Daughters of
Founders and patriots of America_
and presented by Stratton Wolfe
also received the Superior Cadet
Award MS 11, sponsored by the
Department of the Army and
presented by Stratton.
Society of the War of 1812 Award
MS III to Richard D. Berry, Bernie, Mo., sponsored by the Society
of the War of 1812 and presented

by Vaughan.
Vaughan. Ms. Burt also earned a
El Tigre Award MS III to 4.0 GPA for the 1987 fall semester
Michael S. Wallace, Murray, spon- and will graduate with 198 credit
sored by the American Veterans hours and a 3.9 GPA.
fo World War II (AMVETS) and
Reserve Officer Association
presented by Stratton.
Award MS III to Bart T. Parnall,
Outstanding Summer Camp Waldeboro, Me., sponsored by the Performance MS IV to Sheila R. Reserve Officers Association and
Stevens, Clarksville, Tenn., spon- presented by Winters.
sored by the Reserve Officers
Leadership Award MS I to RegAssociation and presented by gie B. Thomas, Cadiz, sponsored
Winters. Ms. Stevens also receiv- by the Woodmen of the World and
ed the Leadership Award MS IV presented by Stratton.
sponsored by the Veterans of
Leadership Award MS II to
Foreign Wars and presented by William W. Willis, Princeton,
Roger Emmert,
sponsored by the Mayor of Murray
Scholastic Excellence MS I to and presented by Mayor Holmes
William Hoston, Washington, Ellis.
DC., sponsored by the Murray
General Military Excellence MS
Rotary Club and presented by I David K. Green, Mayfield, sponCharles Eldridge.
sored by the Sons of the American
Scholastic Excellence MS II to Revolution and presented by
Dale E. Davis, Hopkinsville, spon- Brown Tucker.
sored by the Murray Lions Club
General Military Excellence MS
and presented by Winters.
II to Michelle Lockhart, Cadiz,
Scholastic Excellence MS III to sponsored by the Military Order of
Mark L. Nelson, Paducah, spon- World Wars and presented by
sored by the Murray Civitan Club Stratton.
and presented by Wayne
General Military Excellence MS
Williams. Nelson earned a perfect III to Ronald L. Jackson,
4.0 grade point average for the Louisville, sponsored by the VFW
1987 fall semester.
and presented by Tucker.
Scholastic Excellence MS IV to
General Military Excellence Ms
Shannon Burt, Grand Ledge, IV to Steven B. Combs, Murray,
Mich., sponsored by American sponsored by American Legion
Legion Post 26 and presented by Post 26 and presented by

bear their trials with patient sub-,
mission to the will of God.
- --The writer urged his readers to
Michael S. Wallace of Murray (right) accepts congratulations from
recall the earlier days of their
Maj. Andrew Stratton, assistant professor in the Department of Military
Christian experience, to consider
Science at Murray State University, as he receives the El Tigre Award
MS HI sponsored by the American Veterans of World War H
what they had previously sacrificed for Christ, to remember how (AMVETS).
the Lord had sustained them when
they had been sorely tried, and to
strive to regain the joy which they
had lost. Knowing that God had
not promised them a smooth and
easy passage through this world,
due to the presence of sin in and
around them, he let them know
that it was not surprising that they
were called upon to reap the bitter
fruits thereof.
An Explanation - Hebrews 11: 1-3
Here we have a classic description of faith and an explanation of
what it does. Faith is a firm per10 ft. section
suasion and expectation that God
Raingo Vinyl Guttering.
will fulfill to us the promises He
Brown or White.
has made, and this conviction
106692 100644
gives to the souls of those who exercise it a sense of possession as
though they already and really
have what has been promised.
Faith makes us certain of realities
we have not see. When we exercise
faith in God and commit ourselves
to Him, and we have faith in the
things that are unseen. He gives us
the assurance that these things
100 sq. ft..
will be ours In due time. Exercis6.4.F. Shingles
ing faith in the Lord is well pleasing to God, but we cannot please
God without faith. Early Christians exercised a living faith in
God and it enabled them to live so
as to obtain a good report.
Through faith we perceive that
God fashioned this universe which
is teeming with the evidences of
His handiwork. Faith enables us to
gal.
Rustic Semiunderstand that God was before, is
Super Flat
Transparent Stain
in, and has power over this world.
•A masterful flat finish for
*Enhances the natural
"Faith is the tile-deed of things
walls, ceilings and
grain of wood
woodwork.
hoped for," or the guarantee of
*Penetrates, preserves
•Dries quickly.
possession.
and protects

2-4414,..1 %tut. Market %ear. florvtiro Nay It
IOW kourtur9 y Purrham4 alvo ling Market Report
I 6f-too/own 4 Maytag atatIon• Itoc44104 act 174 Fel
494 Ilarrovr• & au I 76 I SO hIglirr. Plows eloady
I 14 II SW We 194
$47.414447.60
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1149.99-47.110
I
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2 Door,Power Seats, Power Windows,Power Door

Locks, AM / FM Cassette W / CB— Clean Car

Trucks - Trailers. Buses Inc.
Ask For Jack, Don or Ben
753-1372

Vaughan.
sored by the Department of the ArSuperior Cadet Award MS I to my and presented by Vaughan.
David S. Smith, Mayfield, sponSuperior Cadet Award MS IV to
sored by the Department of the Ar- Todd F. Lamb, Metropolis, Ill.,
my and presented by Winters.
sponsored by the Department of
Superior Cadet Award MS III to -the Army and presented by
Anthony A. Sims, Louisville, spon- -Vaughan.

Karen Kortendick of Mequon, Wis., (right) accepts congratulations
from Murray State University President Kala M.Stroup as she receives
the President's Sabre sponsored by the College of Industry and
Technology. The presentation was part of the annual President's Day
Awards ceremony at Murray State.

Steven B. Combs of Murray (right) accepts congratulations from Lt.
Col. James Vaughan, professor and chairman in the Department of
Military Science at Murray State University, as he receives the General
Military Excellence Award MS IV sponsored by American Legion Post
26.

COOL & QUIET COMFORT
Energy Saving
Room Air Conditioners

3

•115 volts, 5.6 amps.
-Easy installation
•Built-in handle
•l0-position thermostat.

GE Rebates'30-50 On Selected Models
Good Thru May 20th

988

*Forms a scrubbable
surface
*Equipment cleans quickly
with w

STAINMASTER
Acryguard
•An exterior house paint for
the professional painter
•Equipment cleans quickly
with water.

1.1.1111
,
.
11A1 1
111.11Mill

• Hi-efliciency, 9.0 EER.
• tt5 volts, 10.7 amps.
• Energy saver switch.
• 3 fan cooling speeds.
• 4-way airflow direction

• 230/208 volts, 13.0/13.9 amps.
• 4-way airflow direction.
• 2 fan'2 cooling speed.
• 10-position thermostat.
• Energy saver switch.

As lAm As 10
99

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
NONA
759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week
411' Your Cornonte Wine Building Supply AnusMea.-Irt. 7:50-1100 Sat. 11-11 Sun. 1-5
Salo Prices deed at Murray Store Only
°titer Ler:otiose—Beate' and Lake City

EASY TERMS FINANCING AVAILABLE
Long Monthly Payments
Low Interest Rates
Horne Owned
Large Inventory
Feat, Efficient Service
Free Warranty

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY

Amy Falwell, Eric McK*Matt Perry and Michael Crouse wrote their
own script after mdine"Tbe Case of the Missing Roller Skates," a
story starring Encyclopedia Brown.
Debra Toth, a senior at Murray High School, was recently named Student of the Week through a program sponsored by WSJP and Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realty. The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bart Toth, she is an
honor student, is a member of the National Honor Society, speech team,
Tri Alpha, and has been a member of the marching band. She has also
-4erved as a Spanish Club officer and has participated in the Foreign
Language Festival. Pictured with Toth, left to right: Bill Wells, MILS
principal; Marilyn Germane, Century 21; Sue Vandegrift, Sue Miller
and Brenda Vandegrift, Student of the Week Selection Committee at
Murray High.

"Mr. Toad" is the story of a wealthy British toad who is crazy about
motorcars. Mole, Rat and Badger are three friends that decide
something must be done to cure Toad of his motorcar madness.
Shawnelle Daniel, Grant Pittman, Jay Herndon, Justin Murphy and
Timothy McDaniel entertained that; classmates with their interpretation of the play.

Joey Burnett, Jason Grogan, Tommy Cunningham, David Smotherman
and Joe Ferguson presented the "Tiger and the Brehm."

'students at Carter Elementary recently observed Wacky Wednesday.
Teachers and students did many things In a week( way such as:
elebrated everyone's birthday, switched class time, taught each
other's classes, used Christmas and Halloween games, and took wacky
Costs. Pictured are the winners for best (or worst) dressed from each
ircl-grade homeroom, left to right, Timmy Nall, Angie Fitch, Tara
!Jarman and Bryan Davis. Prises of dead roses were awarded.

"I Remember Mama" is a play recalling what life was like in a large
family with more brothers, sisters, aunts and uncles than money in the
bank. The characters were played by : Jason Herbert, (lens Cooper.
Shane Minter, Cane Bates, Melanie Stemmer, Leigh islker, MacRae
Coleman, Mary Lowe, Melanie Morris and Ashley Cleaver.

Calloway fifth graders present plays

Grant Pittman, Josh Moorehead, Misty Boswell, Erica Rowlett and
LeAnna McCoy enjoyed fooling the tiger in their play, "The Tiger and
the Braharn.

Fifth-grade students of East
Calloway Elementary, under the
direction of Linnle Hooks, have enjoyed presenting plays for their
classmates.
The students have learned to use

their imaginations in creating
props and costumes They have
also learned to work together. independently in groups. as well as
overcome the4r fears of speaking
in front of a group

Tonda Thomas's kindergarten class from Robertson Center recently
received a personal tour of Piggly Wiggly supermarket by Mr. Piggly
Wiggly, pictured here with the class.

Robertson Elementary students in Mrs. Bloodworth's Reading Olympics concluded with presentations to the winners: Kim Morris, first
place; Jacob Mathis, second place; Joseph Harris, third place. The
first-grade class read a total of 73 hours.

New Waterfront Subdivision
on Lake Barkley
Now offering for sale for the first time selected
waterfront and waterview lots.
5 Ft Water Level Year Round.
DRIFTWOOD ESTATES is located in
Canton, Kentucky.1 mile north of
U.S. 69, adjacent to Canton Heights #1.

VOTE FOR THE CANDIDATE THAT
CAN SERVE YOU THE BEST!
MAY 24TH
Paid for by the candidate

Fireman John Lane of the Murray Fire Department spoke to the fourth
graders at Carter Elementary of fire safety recently. The talk was a
part of &balk training sponsored by the American Red Cross under the
direction of Peggy BIllington. Elementary school guidance counselor
Mary F. Valentine dressed in a fire fighter's outfit for the
demonstration.
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the L,Mger & Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4383) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-M3).

Nameplate Family Restaura0
10 Oz. Club Steak $475 ThGurniat
•Includes choice of potato, toned
salad & french bread

May 12-14th

ALL YOU CAN EAT
betakes, fish or Catfish Stooks

KY 1-800-633-9647
Out of Stat. 1-800-435-4466

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Students honored at FBLA conference
A McCracken County high
school student has been elected
president of Kentucky's chapter of
the Future Business Leaders of
America (FBLA). Karen Wooley,
a student at Lone Oak High School,
was elected state FBLA president
at the organization's annual
Leadership Conference in
Louisville Apri11 21-23.
The FBLA is a national
organization for students enrolled
in business and office programs in
public, private secondary and
postsecondary schools, colleges
and universities.
Other 1988 FBLA officers
elected during the conference are
vice president Tina Thomas, Paul
G. Blazer High School (Ashland);
secretary Vanessa Belcher, Lincoln County High School;
treasurer Scott Sosna, Graves
County High School; representative Julie Warden, FranklinSimpson High School; parliamentarian Duane Bird, East Hardin
High School.
The $1,000 Eugene Smith FBLA
Scholarship award winner was
Daryl Pepper, East Hardin High
School. Pepper also won the FBLA
Who's Who award. The $800 Ethel
M. Plock FBLA Scholarship
award winner was Sherry Dickinson, South Hopkins High School.
The following students and
schools were awarded first and second place positions in competitive events held at the FBLA
conference. The winners of these
events will compete in the national
FBLA convention in Cincinnati on
June 25-28.
Accounting I, first place, Jay
Ellis, Franklin-Simpson High
School, second place. Thomas
Lairson, Powell County High
School Accounting II, first place
Brian Bowman, Corbin High
School, second place, Billy Herron. Laurel County High School.
American Enterprise Project,
first place. Monroe County Area
Vocational Education Center, second place. Lone Oak High School
i McCracken County. 1
Business Calculations, first
place, Susan Ferreby, Paul Blazer
High School, second place, Debra
Cole, Trigg County High School.
Business English. first place,
Stacy Brawley, Hickman County
High School, second place, Doug
Fish, Walton. Verona High School.
Business Law, first place,
Angela Gutherie, Conner Senior
High. second place, Vickie Herndon, Calloway County.
Business Math, first place, Jill
Fuller, Marshall County High
School, second place, Co Le, North
Bullitt High School.
Community Service Project,
first place. Somerset State Vocational Technical School, second
place. Oldham County. *.".'??
Computer applications for
Business, first place, Shawn
Brown, Russell/County High
School, second place, Lethu Coleman, Detrick Area Vocational
Education Center (Louisville.)
Computer Concepts, first place,
Brian Vogt, Holmes High School,
second place, Tyler West, Allen
County High School.
Economics, first place, Daniel
Hale, Graves County High School,
second place, Joe Jenkins, Mclean
County High School.
Impromptu Speaking, first
place Tracy Hankins, Ballard
High School (Louisville) second
place, Tony Hall. Bardstown High
School.
Information Processing Concepts, first place, Tracy Henry,
Calloway County High School, second place, Jennifer Bonar,
Bracken County High School.
Introduction to Business, first
place, Jeremy Burnette, Mullins
High School. second place,
Michelle Marks, Bourbon County
High School.
Job Description Manual, first
place, Holly Hammond, Highlands
High School, second place, Barbara Mattingly, Valley High
School.
Job Interview, first place, Lori
Green, Scott County High School,
second place, Clarissa Caskey,
Graham High School.
Keyboarding/Typewriting Applications, first place, Robert
Allen, Pulaski County High
School, second place, Angie
Abney, Ohio County Area Vocational Education Center.
Keyboarding/Typewriting Applications, Advanced, first place,
Kent Champion, Butler County
High School, second place, Lorri
McKinney, Leslie County Area
Vocational Education Center.
Local Chapter Annual Business
Report, first place, Valley High
school (Louisville) second place,
Boone County High School.
Mr. Future Business Leader,
first place, Daryl Pepper, East
Hardin High School, second place,
David Greer Warren East High
School.
Ms. Future Business Leader,
first place, Laura Owsley, West
Hardin High School, second place,

Kathie Maynard, Belfry High
School.
Office Procedures, first place,
Laura Bandy, Mead County High
school, second place, Jill Johnson,
Warren Central High School.
Parlifunntary Procedure, first
place, Duane Bird, Jonathan

Buckles, Jon Kimberlain, Kenny
May and Donald Smith, East Hardin High School, second place
Julie Burkart, Lisa Bush, Dana
Aseere, Sally Sickmeir and Lori
Taylor, Highlands High Scool.
Partnership with Business Project, first place, Graves County

High School, second place,
Highlands High School.
Public Speaking, first place,
Melanie Julian-Murray High
School, second place, Joey
Ralston, Bardstown High School.
Shorthand I, first place, Kristan
Staton, Highlands High School, second place, Phyllis Popham,
Mead County High School.
Shorthand II, first place, Betty
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Rowe, Virgie High School, second
place, Tammy Evans, Campbell
County High School.
Bulletin Board, first place, Lincoln County High School, second
place Belfry High School
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Local Chapter Scrapbook, first
place, Detrick Area Vocational
Education Center, second place,
Allen County Area Vocational
Education Center.
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Murray State specialists to test speech,
hearing during designated month of May

I
CLASSIFIED SEC770N OFSTYLES - Dan Foster, store manager of Corn-Austin, is pictured with a window
display including The Ledger and Times. The display shows a classified section of young mens fashion, with
the Ledger and Times and also the theme that the newspaper is there as the effective advertising vehicle for
merchandise. This unique idea is one of several displays planned by Foster for the store.

WASHINGTON (AP) - House
Speaker Jim Wright has set a June
21 deadline for committees to
draft legislation to step up the
government's fight against-illegal
drugs.
Wright, D-Texas, denied the
move was an election-year ploy,
saying he hoped the package
would build upon the anti-drug
programs Congress passed two
years ago, just before the last
election.
"Anything we do that people
like" is denigrated as motivated

by election politics, he said on
_Monday, but that should not deter
lawmakers. ''We cannot sit by as
the United States loses the war
against drugs," he said.
Wright said the legislation to be
completed next month would be
similar to proposals the Senate
has attached to other legislation,
with money for programs such as
treatment of addicts, law enforcement and prison construction.
-We'll see how much it takes
and then we'll find ways to pay for
it," he said.

The month of May - officially
designated National Speech and
Hearing Month - will be an ideal
time for area residents to have
possible vocal and aural disorders
checked at Murray State
University.
Professional clinicians in the
university's Diagnostic and
Remediation Center on campus offer examinationsAnd therapy sessions to treat speech and hearing
problems.
Recent figures supplied by the
center show that one of every 10
Americans experiences some type
of speech, language or hearing
disorder, ranging from delayed
language development to hearing
loss to aphasia (an inability to
understand words that is prevalent
in stroke victims).
"These problems may be caused
by faulty learning, physical or
mental abnormalities, even environmental and emotional factors," said Dr. Elizabeth Blodgett,
interim chairman of the Department of Special Education.

Pavco Paving-Co.
Asphalt Paving
Parking Lots • Driveways • Streets
FREE ESTIMATES
On Call 24 Hours
Phone: 247-7503 or 247-7201

Mayfield, Ky.

Persons contacting the center for
help will undergo an initial screening by a professional speechlanguage
pathologist
or
audiologist. Then, specific
treatments will be recommended,
with fees charged on the basis of
the client's income.

Information about speech and
hearing disorders and appointments for screenings may be obtained by calling the center at (502)
762-2448 between 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friclay (during regular university sessions).

China and Japan signed a communique in 1971 which established
diplomatic relations and declared an end to the state of war that had existed between the two countries for more than 35 years
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Large Samplers
DINE-IN,PICK-UP OR FREE DELIVERY!
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May 12th-15th
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20
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Two programs carried on KET in summer •
to be offered for MSU undergraduate credit
Two programs to be carried on
Kentucky Educational Television
(KET) in June and July will be offered for undergraduate credit
through the Murray State University program _si__,es.tended
education.
Dr. James L. Booth, vice president for academic affairs at Murray State, listed the KET titles as
follows:
"The Business File," to be offered as Business and Public Affairs 140, Introduction to
Business; and "Understanding
Human Behavior," to be offered
as Psychology 180. General
Psychology.

Each course carries three
semester hours of credit. The fee
is $45 per semester hour for
undergraduate credit for Kentucky residents.
The KET Programs will each
have four half-hour programs a
week, with one repeat of each
class. Telecasts for the business
course begin June 6 and end July
24, while telecasts for the
psychology begin June 7 and end
July SO.
Students who enroll in the
business course will meet for the
first time at 10:30 a.m. June 4 in
Room 402 of the Business
Building, while the psychology
class will meet for the first time at

6 p.m. June 2 in Room 210 of Wells
Hall.
Students may register for the
KET courses in the Center for Continuing Education on the third
floor of Sparks hall prior to the
first class meeting or in the Curris
Center on the first day of Summer
Session I June 2.
Anyone who would like information about course descriptions, the
schedule of KET showings or further details about registration
may visit or call: Center for Continuing Education, Sparks Hall,
Murray State University, Murray,
Ky., 42071, telephone (502)
762-2086.

Former Kentucky Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield of Frankfort (center) congratulates the winners of the
1988-89 Harry Lee Waterfield Governmental Studies Scholarships at Murray State University. The recipients
are (from left): Tim N. Thomas of Kuttawa; Michael J. Papa of Kell, Ill.; Lori Ann Sullivan of Fairfield, Ill.;
Steven R. Heckler of Carmi Ill.; Richard D. Berry of Bernie, Mo.; and Dr. Gene Garfield, chairman of the
Department of Folitical Science and Legal Studies at Murray State. The scholarships are awarded annually to
upperclassmen studying for government-related careers.

Five MSU students selected to receive
Harry Waterfield studies scholarships

Five Murray State University students have been accepted for admission into law schools for the 1988 fall
- term. They are (from left): Timothy H. Paschall of Marion, Ill., Emory University; ill Ann Loberger of Mur.
-kay, University. of Louisville or University of Kentucky; Marti Erwin of Murray, University of Louisville or
Southern Illinois University; Dr. Gene Garfield of the Department of Political Science and Legal Studies and
pre-L*14 adviser; Todd A. Rose of Murray, Vanderbilt University ; and Charles Sagui of Paducah, University
of Houston Legal Center.

G.M. Program Cars Just Arrived!

Alpha - political science honor
Careers in government office,
fraternity
and a third year student
among
are
service
law and public
in Murray State's Reserve Officers
the goals of five Murray State
Training Corps(ROTC). The son of
University students who have been
Mr and Mrs. James Berry, he is
1988-89
the
of
recipients
selected as
preparing for a military or governHarry Lee Waterfield Governmenment service career.
tal Studies Scholarships.
Richard D. Berry of Bernie, Mo., •., Heckler has a-double major in
and Steven R. Heckler of Carmi, -criminal justice and political
III., have been chosen to receive the
science. A junior, he is a member
award for the second consecutive of Lambda Alpha Epsilon, Alpha
year. First time recipients are Lori Phi Sigma criminal justice
----Ann Sullivan of Fairfield. Ill., honorary and Phi Sigma Al#ra,,
Michael J. Pape of Kell, Ill., and
The son of Roger Heckler, 1-e is
Tim N. Thomas of Kuttawa.
studying for a career in law or
Their selection for the $800 government service.
scholarships were announced at the
Miss Sullivan is the daughter of
annual Harry Lee Waterfield Mr. and Mrs. Michael Sullivan. A
Distinguished Lecture on the cam- junior at MSU, she is majoring in
-pia- Former Kentucky
—criminal justice with a minor in
Waterfield is a Frankfort insurance legal studies.
executive and 1932 graduate of
Memberships include Alpha Phi
Murray State who continues to
Sigma, Lambda Alpha Epsilon,
have close ties with the school
A junior political science major, Gamma Beta Phi honor society and
Berry is a member of Phi Sigma Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority.

Pape has a major in political
science and a minor in history to
prepare for a career as a government official. He is a member of
Alpha Lambda Delta freshman
honor society and the MSU speech
team.
A sophomore at Murray State, he
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Pape.
A senior at MSU,Thomas serves
as president of Phi Sigma Alphs
and is active in the Student Lait _
Association and the Marketing
Club. The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Thomas, he has a political
science major and a minor in
marketing and history.
Waterfield is chairman of the
board. of_ trustees_ fouttie MSU _
Foundation and a former member
of the board of regents at Murray
State. A native of Calloway County, he is a Distinguished Alumnus
of the university and holds an
honorary doctorate.

Take your pick from our selection
of GM Program Cars and Save IF
as much as
Choose from our large selection of new cars.

Save $900 on Selected Buicks
Save $500 on Selected Oldsmobiles
Save $750 on Selected Pontiacs
Save up to 9500 on Cadillacs
These savings are in -addition tO-Our BestDeal.
Buy now while selectioti is large & prices are low.

During the past se en yeRt-s, people of the first district
have counted on Senator Greg Higdon. In the last si‘ legi.lative sessions. Greg has listened to our concerns and worked with In, colleague..
RI solve many problem. facing Western Kentucky.
Greg Higdon his been a hard worker: his level-licadcd
approach to government has earned the respect of telkm legislators and
and
local community leader. ;dike. Senator Higdon has
smoothed out the rouv.h spots for many project..

John Pur lom
Sales

Open Mon., Tues., Thurs., & Fri. 8:00-6:30, Wed. & Sat. 8:00-5:00

Purdom Motors, Inc.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
Oldsmobile-Pontiac-Buick-Cadillac

Empha.i/ing accessibility. Greg
to all the people in the first
open
door
his
has
district. If you hie a problem that can be
impacted by state.governinent,Test assured.that
Senator H igdon ill listen.

GREG HIGDON
State Senator

Paid tor by the Greg Higdon Campaign Fund. William Hale iii. treasurer
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Your Individual
Horoscope

MSU scholarship to honor
alumni director Herndon
A scholarship has been
established at Murray State
University to honor Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs, by
the Student Alumni Association
(SAM on the campus.
Andy Jobs of Murray, Skit
treasurer, announced the scholarship as the next SAA fund-raising
project at the annual alumni banquet. Students must have been
-enrolled -at Murray State. for. at..
least one semester to be eligible to
apply.
Herndon was instrumental in
1984 in the establishment of Murray State's SAA chapter, which
quickly 'became the largest
organization on the campus.
Paul Rister of Paducah, SAA
president, said the scholarship
will not be restricted geograhically or by discipline.
"Most of the scholarships offered at Murry State are for incoming freshmen," he pointed
out. "We in the SAA see tremendous need for more scholarship
assistance for students who have
already begun their studies on the
campus — and we responded in
this way."
Herndon has held her present
position, as well as served as
secretary-treasurenof the Alumni
Association. since 1981. For the

past two years she has served as
president of the MSU Staff
Congress.
Her background in Murray and
Calloway County also includes two
years as a biology teacher and
three years as counselor and
director of Project COPE at
Calloway County High School.
A Murray High School
Graduate, she earned the B.S.
degree. with summa cum laud!_
honors at Murray State and the
M.A. in education at Western Kentucky University.
Herndon is in her sixth year on
the Kentucky Juvenile Justice
Commission and was one of the
organizers of the CHAMP,a local
group dedicated to the prevention
of exploitation and abuse of
children.
She is a graduate of the charter
class of Leadership Murray and
the 1987 class of Leadership
Kentucky.
Tax-deductible contributions to
the Herndon Scholarship fund may
be sent to: Student Alumni
Association, Office of Alumni Affairs, Sparks Hall, Murray'State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Checks should be made payable
to the MSU Alumni Association
and denoted for the Herndon
Scholarship.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.
-Blessed is he who expects nothing,
for he shall never be disappointed.- Alexander Pope.

When the opponents remain silent
during the bidding. its reasonable
ta expect normal trump breaks.
When they bid on distribution, declarer should anticipate a bad
trump break.
Dummy's heart ace won. and the
ace and king of trumps were cashed
to reveal the 4-1 break that should
—have-been- expeeted-,--FOur rounds-of
diamonds came next and the 4-1
break in this suit allowed South to
discard his heart loser. Success now
rested with the club finesse, and
when this lost. South was forced to
concede one down.
It is possiblelhat today's trumps
would break 3-2 to make the slam a
laydown. However. it costs nothing
to provide for finding four trumps
with West.
After winning the ace of heaps,
it's correct to draw two rounds of
trumps, but not with the - ace and
king. Instead. South should cash his
ace and queen. If trumps are 3-2, he
draws the last trump and discards a
heart and a club on dummy's diamonds. If the club finesse wins, he
then has 13 tricks.
When trumps prove to be 4-1,
South runs four diamonds to discard
a heart and then ruffs a heart. South
then leads his last trump to dummy,'p _king and discards a club on
dummy's last diamond. If West
ruffs, he must lead a club for
South's '12th winner, and if he
doesn't. .dummy's last trump puts
West on play for the same result.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
5-U-A
411 K 9 5 4
•A/
•K Q 1096
+82
EAST
WEST
•J 10 8 6
•2
W 94
•K QJ 106 53
•5 4 3 2
•7
•K 104
+9753
SOUTH
4AQ7 3
•82
•A J 8
*AQ.16

Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? Tt) find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, MAY 13, 1988
SCORPIO
- ARIES
(4 lel. 23
Nov. 21)(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
. You'll be milking some beneficial
Personal charm works for you. changes at home now. Do-it-yourself
Added income come through the job. projects are favored. Partnerships are
You're effective in getting your ideas emphasized tonight.
across to others and you'll he making 'SAGITTARIUS
some new friends.
(Nov 22 to Dec.21)
TAURUS
. Self-discipline and ingenuity coin(Apr.20 to May 20)
bow to bring you work gains. It's also
You'll get much accomplished from an active time for you socially.
behind-the-scenes now. You'll Romance and leisure events get the
receive valuable support regarding a green light now.
career endeavor. A trip may have to CAPRICORN
be made for business reasons.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) GEMINI
You may add a decorative touch to
(May 21 to June 20)
the home now tiood taste is your ally
Like Cinderella, you'll probably
when shopping today. A familiar
have to leave the party early, but haunt may suit your mood tonight.
you'll make a wonderful impression. • Romant•e is likely
•
Private matters of a business nature AQUARIUS .
preoccupy you tonight
(Jan 20 to Feb. 15)
CANCER •
Creative pursuits and hobbies are
(June 21 to July 22)
highlighted now You'll make a good
Connections prove helpful to you impression on those you contact
regarding the furthering of your now. Evening hoias are a natural for
career. A new understariding is home and family matters.
reached with a close tie You may PISCES
>IOW
. owe an old friend a call or visit. (Feb 19 to Mar. 20)
LEO
You'll find something you like in an
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
out-of-the-way shop Someone drops
You'll be happily making plans with by for a lovely visit. Group activities
a loved one for a holiday. Social are favored tonight. Meet with friends
invitations arrive now. You're on-top With similar outlooks.
of things at work and will be pleased
IF HoRN TliDAY you are creative
with your prowess
and practical but sometimes have
VIRGO
difficulty reconcilmg these qualities.
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
It is necessary for you to like your
Some make summer camp prepara_ work, or. you won't pit forth the
lions for the children today. You're proper effort With self-discipline
efficient and a higher-up is impressed though. you will make the most of
with your output. Celebrate tonight
your creative potentials. which are
LIBRA .
considerable Often you choose a
(Sept. 23 to Oct-22)
aft business allied with tlw NU and can
You'll get encouraging news about be successful as a merchandiser too.
a property matter today. You may ask
You usually have critical and writing
to help a relative out in some way. A abilities Birthdate of. Beatrice
luncheon today may have romantic Arthur. actress; Daphne du Mauler. •
overtones.
writer, and Stevie Wonder, singer

de

Per

IFA

Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs at Murray State Universiq.
got a surprise at the annual alumni banquet on the campus when the Student Alumni Aasociation (SAA) announced that it has established a
scholarship in her sante. She is shown with Paul Rister of Paducah,SAA
president.
In WO,a new translation of the Bible, known as the New American Bible, was made public by Roman Catholic authorities in New York. It was
designed to replace the Douay version of the Bible, standard in Englishspeaking Roman Catholic churches for MO years.

Vulnerable North-South
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
1•
3
5•
6

West
North
East
3•
Pass
1•
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass
5•
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Heart rune
BID WITH THE ACES

SouthlolcLs:
•2
K Q J 10 6 5 3
•7
•9 7 5 3
North
2 40

South
• weak two-bid

eh?

re20,

ANSWER: Four hearts. This hand
belongs to the opponents, who might
make game(or slam)in no-trump or
a minor.
Send kids question to The Aces, PO Boa
12313, Dallas, Texas 75225, with lelI-addressed.

stamped eavelops far reply.
ceserida. aria Mind Roam IlTudint•

"The most savage controversies are
NORTH
5-1114
those about matters as to which
•A 9 6
there is no good evidence either
•7 4 2
•KQ4
way."
•Q 1043
— Bertrand Russell.
The play of today's club suit pro- WEST
EAST
vided much fuel for a heated argu- •J 8 2
•Q 5 4 3
ment. Unfortunately, because of the •K 8 6 3
•J 10 9 5
heat, neither North nor South was •10 9 8 7 3
•5 2
able to see the light.
•7
•AJ2
South won the diamond jack and
SOUTH
led a low club to dummy's queen
•K 107
and East's ace. East shifted to the
•A Q
heart jack. and South's queen lost to
•AJ6
West's king. Back came a heart to
40K 9 0 6 5
knock out South's ace, and success
now rested on the play of the clubs. Vulnerable: Both
After crossing to the diamond king Dealer: South
to lead a club, South played for the The bidding:
2-2 split. And instead of putting an
North East
end to the rubber, declarer gave the South West
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
defenders a plus score.
The play for the drop is the perOpening lead: IXamond 10
centage line," explained South.
"When East follows with the club
BID WITH THE ACES
deuce, West has one more unknown
card than East and is therefore
$-12-8
more likely to hold the club jack. South holds
According to my books, those odds
•Q 5 4 3
are 13-12."
V J 10 9 5
South didn't convince North, of
•5 2
courki, but both missed the best
•A J 2
chance. Since South needs only
three club tricks and not four, he
North South
should min the first diamond in 1•
1•
dummy and finesse to his club eight 2•
at trick two. Had this lost to West's
jack, West could not attack gainful- ANSWER: Pass When there is not
ly in hearts and South would have enough combined strength to justify
had time to knock out the club ace. a game, pass at the lowest, most
In the actual layout, the deep fi- reasonable part-score contract
nesse results in a well-earned
overtrick.
Sorwl brulge qurstion• to The Aces, PO Rol
-Why argue about obscure per- 12241. Dallas Texas 75225. with telt-'damned,
centages when a Cinch play is in the %tamped envelop* for reply
cards?
Copyright INA lleilded Irest•r•

IIrii

r
s.
7

•
•I •
411Mit
li1

YOU DON'T
NEED CASH
FREE FINANCING FOR
90 DAYS-41P TO 36
MONTHS TO PAY—
CHECK OR CASH

•

ON THE WEST SIDE OF WARD ELKINS ON THE
SQUARE IN DOWNTOWN

MON THUR 8:15 6
FRIDAY 8:15 7
SUNDAY 1 4

It Will Pay
You To
Drive Miles
To This
Sale!!
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Murray High School
Senior Superlatives

Most 4thletic
Mark Miller and Julie Bazzen

Most Dependable
f'herN1 Rillington and Marty Scarbrough

'Host Talented
‘latt(:ohen and Laney Hov.ell

Best ABA round
Lori Pane and Eric Easley
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Fiesty Tabatha Foster dies
of organ failures, infection
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Tabatha
Foster, the 3%-year-old Kentucky
girl who charmed America with
her vitality after defying the odds
and surviving with five
transplanted organs, has died
after a six-month struggle that
doctors say will further research
into the experimental surgery.
Tabatha, of Madisonvthe, Ky.,
died shortly before 3 p.m. EDT
Wednesday in the intensive care
unit at Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh. ..he was the world's
longest survivor of a five-organ
transplant.
"This is • 110t- the loss meaninglessly of a life," said Dr.
Thomas E. Starzl, director of
transplant surgery at Children's
Hospital and the affiliated
Presbyterian-University Hospital.
"Along with death came the accrual of something really
worthwhile.'
An infection in Tabatha's
bloodstream caused her heart,
kidneys and liver to fail, said
hospital spokeswoman Sue
Cardillo.
"It was system falure,
everything. It was like a chain
reaction," she said.
Tabatha's parents,Roy and Sandra Foster, were at her side and
had told doctors not to try to
revive her if her heart stopped,
Ms. Cardillo said.
"I was a little surprised that it
ended as suddenly as this," Starzl
said. "Even though she was a
child of enormous physical and
enormous emotional strength, it
was just slowly ebbing away."
As Starzl described the devotion
of Tabatha's parents at a news
conference, he stopped speaking
in the middle of a sentence and sat
down, fighting back tears.
Starzl said a study of Tabatha's
case within the next several weeks
will help determine the feasibility
of future multiple-organ
transplants.
Tabatha's parents decided they
did not want an autopsy performed, but Starzl said he hoped they
would allow doctors to study some
tissues from the transplanted
organs.
The 36-pound, pigtailed toddler
received a new liver, small intestines, pancreas and parts of a
stomach and colon during a
15-hour experimental operation
that ended Nov. 1.
The feisty child, who would have
been 4 next month, won the hearts
of hospital staff with good-natured
teasing, playing peek-a-boo, giggling each day at "Sesame Street"
and singing "The Itsy-Bitsy
Spider."
Well-wishers from around the
country, including President

Reagan and Frank Sinatra,
donated more than $350,000 to help
cover her medical expenses. Much
of the money came from black
churches. Tabatha also received
boxloads of toys, cards and notes
from schoolchildren.
"Many Americans were drawn
to her because of her courageous
battle against birth defects,"
Reagan said in a written statement expressing sympathy to
Tabatha's family.
Because of'Ian intestinal deformity, doctors had been forced to
remove 95 percent of Tabatha's
small bowel three days after she
was born. She was placed on a
highly concentrated liquid diet,
which damaged her liver.
Doctors said Tabatha would
soon die without undergoing the
transplant. They determined it
would be easier to replace the entire five-organ group rather than
just her liver and small intestine.
Similar procedures had been
performed only twice before in the
world, and both patients died
within a few days.
A multiple transplant has since
been done at Rush-PresbyterianSt. Luke's Medical Center in
Chicago. The patient, Michael
,Steward, 10 months,-oLlitockford,
Ill., was reported in good condition
Wednesday. He received a new
liver, small intestine, pancreas
and part of a stomach Feb. 9.
Doctors had ruled out the
possibility of another transplant
for Tabal because the child was
too we0 to withstand the operation,
Cardillo said.
Her parents knew from the start
that the operation was a risky proposition with no guarantees.
"Just to let her die instead of
trying to give her all the help that
we can possibly give her ... we just
couldn't give up," Mrs. Foster
said in an April interview.
Tabatha's condition
deteriorated Monday from serious
to critical. She developed trouble
breathing and her blood pressure
fell after surgeons changed
drainage tubes inserted last
month to relieve a buildup of bile
in her transplanted liver, Ms. Cardillo said.
The child's condition worsened
further early Wednesday, and doctors determined she had
developed severe septicemia, or
infection of the bloodstream,
which was causing the organs to
fail, Ms. Cardillo said.
The hospital has not determined
the amount still owed for
Tabatha's care, or exactly how the
bill will be settled, said Lynn
McMaMahon, another hospital
spokeswoman.

New poll says Kentuckians
trying t.43 improve education
Best Looking
Carl Keeniar.Jennifer Rayburn and Richard Stout

ittiest
Nlitch Cattle) and Leisa Capo

Wont Likely To Succeed
Ilebbie Rutledge and Erie Baugher
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Stranger!
Searchinn for answers to sit
those who/what/whore quostions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative. It's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more. Cell
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Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Asst Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348
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FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP ) — Supporters of higher education in Kentucky say a new poll that stZws
widespread support for more
money for state universities is
encouraging.
"The results are just overwhelming in one direction ... the
, people of Kentucky support high
quality higher education," said
Robert Bell, chairman of the Kentucky Advocates for Higher
Education, which paid for the poll.
University of Kentucky President David P. Roselle said the poll
presents solid evidence that Kentuckians want to get the state moving in education.
"I think the people of Kentucky
are sending a clear and unmistakable message when 98 percent of them say that it is very important that Kentucky have good
schools," Roselle said.
The poll by Cambridge Reports
Inc. of Cambridge, Mass.,
surveyed 400 Kentuckians, age 18
and older, by. telephone March
14-16. The poll's margin of error
was plus or minus 5 percent.
The poll's finding on public attitudes toward taxation and education came from these questions:
"Are you willing to pay higher
state taxes to help improve the
quality of education, including
higher education, in Kentucky, or
not? ... If you were convinced that
raising state taxes was the only
way to improve the quality of
education in Kentucky would you
be willing to pay higher state taxes
to help improve the quality of
education, including higher education, in Kentucky, or not?"
Seventy-two percent said yes
and 16 percent said no, according
to the survey. Seven percent said
no to the first part of the question,
then said they would be willing if
convinced. Five percent didn't
know.
When told Kentucky ranks 48th

among the 50 states in per-pupil
spending for elementary and
secondary education,86 percent of
those questioned said the state
should spend more. Seven percent
said the state should not spend
more and 7 percent were
undecided.
Most would prefer raising the 5
percent general sales tax, as opposed to increasing income or property taxes, to get extra money for
schools, according to the survey.
Similarly, 72 percent said state
funding of public colleges also
should be increased, 10 percent
said it should remain the same, 9
percent said less should be spent
and 9 percent didn't know.
"Most interesting to us, of
course, is the fact that 70 percent
of those surveyed said that state
government should increase funding of public higher education,"
Roselle said.
Bell acknowledged that the support for more money for education
does not automatically translate
into the political will to raise
taxes.
"I don't think people generally
clamor ... to have their taxes raised," he said.
The results of the survey will be
forwarded to political, educational
and civic leaders in the state, including Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
The survey also found a greater
appreciation for educational attainment and the benefits it brings
in economic development. Bell
said.
The poll includes some
statements that precede questions
that extol the virtues of education,
but a representative of the survey
company said it accurately
reflects popular opinion.
"We think we ask fair questions
that give a fair reflection of people's true attitudes," said Ted
Byers, vice president and senior
analyst for Cambridge Reports.

Will he stay or will he go?
Only Knight knows whether he's going
to accept coaching job at New Mexico
By The Associated press

Calloway County's Trevor Coleman led his team with a 44 Wednesday afternoon, but the Liters couldn't
match Graves County. The Lady Lakers, however, downed Graves at Murray Country Cob.
Staff photo b (lay Walker

_

Calloway golfers split with Graves
Staff Report

Calloway County spat matches with Graves County at
Murray Country Club Wednesday. The Eagles' Chris Wilson
and Mike Henson shared
medalist honors to help Graves
knock off the Lakers 153486.
Joanna Gibbs shot a one-overpar 39 to lead the Lady Lakers
to a 192-248 win.
The Lakers were led by
Trevor Coleman's 44. Adam
Chambers fired a 46 and Mike
Wilson and Chad Jenkins shot
48s.
Scores that did not count included Trent Gibson's 53 and
Jay Newton's 54.
Shelby Morgan followed

Gibbs' score with a 41 and Kim
Roberts shot a 51. Ami Barnett
and Kelly Gupton fired 558,
although only one counted in
the team standings. Angie
Haywood finished at 61.
Calloway meets University
Heights at Western Hills Country Club Friday.
Murray's meeting with
University Heights on Wednesday was cancelled.
TENNIS
Murray High's tennis teams
suffered their second sweep of
the season to Lone Oak Wednesday afternoon and Ellen Hogancamp suffered her second'consecutive loss after going 10
matches without a defeat.

The Tigers were clobbered
7-2 by the Flash. Jason Hunt lost his No. 1 singles contest to
Eric Grogan 8-2 and Mark
Whitaker lost to Chad Dowdy at
No. 2 singles by the same score.
Andrea DeSantis went down 8-4
to Peyton Jones, Scott Foster
lost 8-1 to Richard Tracy, Greg
Knedler lost to Steven Borders
8-5 and Russ Adkins dropped an
8-3 decision to Niki Harnice.
Murray picked up its only two
wins at No. 1 and No. 3 doubles.
Whitaker and Foster downed
Haniice and Borders 8-6 and
Knedler teamed with Adkins to
knock off Shannon Mungle and
Chad Seabaugh 8-6. Hunt and
(Cont'd on page 5B)

Will Bobby Knight remain as basketball coach at
Indiana, or will he move to New Mexico? Only
Knight knows for sure, and he isn't saying.
After spending most of Tuesday in Albuquerque,
Knight returned to Bloomington on Wednesday. He
met with his Indiana players and with IU athletic
director Ralph Floyd upon his return, but nobody
revealed what was said during those sessions.
Later Wednesday, in an interview with WTHR-TV
of Indianapolis, Knight didn't reveal whether he'd
made a decision.
On several different occasions in the past, we
talked to the people from New Mexico,and have tallied to them about a variety of things in many different ways, both from their standpoint and from
mine," Knight said.
"That's a part of the country that I enjoy very
much. The people at New Mexico are awfully nice
people. I think it's one of the really outstanding
coaching situations that there is, particularly for a
person that would enjoy the western part of the
country.
"And I have conveyed my thoughts to the people in
Albuquerque in that regard as we have discussed
various things here."
As for Indiana, Knight said: "Regardless of what I
ever do, I would always think some of the truly
outstanding people in the world reside here in the
state of Indiana, but there have been some things
that have changed here."
Knight may have been referring to the change of
leadership at Indiana that brought in Thomas
Ehrlich as president.
Ehrlich recently reprimanded Knight for comments the coach made on television about rape and
stress, saying he deplored Knight's reference to rape
and that the "coarse language was in very poor
taste."
On Wednesday, Ehrlich released a statement expressing hope that Knight would remain at Indiana,
where he has nine years remaining on his contract.
"In my view, he is an outstanding coach and I certainly want him to stay at Indiana University."
Ehrlich said. "He is an outstanding teacher I don't

think there's a conflict."
Asked whether Knight was leaving, Floyd said,
"I'm not going to comment on that at this time. I
can't answer. I hope the whole thing is cleared up by
tomorrow night or Friday."
He added that if Knight left Indiana it wouldn't be
because of pressure from any individual or group.
"Everyone at Indiana University wants Bob to
stay here," Floyd said. "He's got to decide for
himself."
There were several published reports, all quoting
unidentified sources, saying Knight had made up his
mind to accept the New Mexico job, vacated on April
26 when Gary Colson resigned under pressure after
eight seasons.
The various reports offered wildly divergent
salary figures, although UNM president Gerald May
said flatly that the salary for a new coach would
range from $80,000 to $85,000. As with other coaches
of major programs, however, Knight would
presumably attract a lucrative salary supplement
through such things as television shows and camps.
The Albuquerque Tribune reported on Wednesday
a contract over five years worth, with salary and
.other job-related income. about $250.006 annually.
"It's a done deal. Knight's coming," a sourer said
In the Dallas Times Herald today. "All he has tokio is
sign the contract." That newspaper placed Knight's
proposed contract at $350,000 annually for five years.
The Albuquerque Journal reported today that It
was told by a source that Knight is UNM's choice,
but that he hasn't officially been offered the job.
Dave Bliss, a former Knight assistant now coaching
at Southern Methodist, is the second choice,
Rick Galles, owner of a large automobile dealership in Albuquerque knti of the Galles team that competes on the Indy-car circuit, provided the private jet
that brought Knight to Albuquerque, the Journal
said.
"He told me he felt that the University of New
Mexico was one of the.only two or three schools he'd
ever consider leaving Indiana for," Galles said "He
said that Arizona was another one. He told me he was
real interested, much more than a casual interest"

Bird takes 'battle of superstars';
Celtics hold off Atlanta 110-101
Boston downs Hawks for 1-0 series lead
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON — The two superstars
took turns having super quarters
Larry Bird's came early. Dominique Wilkins' came too late
Bird hit his first 10 shots and
scored a Boston playoff record 24
points in the first period. Wilkins
had 15 points in the fourth period
when Atlanta sliced a 17-point
deficit to seven.
But with Bird's teammates scoring Boston's last 13 points. the
Celtics held off the Hawks 110-101
in Wednesday night's opener of
their NBA Eastern Conference
semifinal series.
Game 2 of the best-of-seven matchup is scheduled for Friday night
at Boston Garden, where Atlanta
has lost 13 consecutive games.

Bird, who led all scorers with 38 they never led, they fought back
points, was rolling as soon as the and trailed by only 54-48
at
game began and the Hawks were halftime. Then, after Boston
sluggish. He broke Dave Cowens' started the second half with a
14-4
14-year-old team record of 20 run and opened its biggest
lead of
points in one playoff quarter and the game,80-61 with 1:02 left in
the
outscored the Hawks in the first third quarter. the Hawks
rallied
period, which ended with the score
38-23.
A 3-point shot by Bird had made
"I play basketball all the time the score 95-78 with 7:59 to
play in
and I sure haven't seen many the game. Wilkins' nine
points
quarters like that," Atlanta guard then led a 21-11 Atlanta run
that
Glenn Rivers said. "But then you made the score 106-99
with 53
don't want to. Bird is just a seconds to go,
phenomenal player, better than
Although the Hawks couldn't
great."
close the gap further, they were
"I was just moving and getting
(('ont'd on page 5B)
the ball in areas I like to get it in,"
Bird said. "I was looking for my
shot early."
But that wasn't nearly enough to
finish off the Hawks. Although

%II Equipment

10% OVER Cost

The first
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Marshall County won the Fourth
District baseball title with an 8-0
win over Mayfield at Calloway
County Wednesday.
Greg Jaco pitched the shutout
for the Marshals and Curt Ives
went 3-for-4 with two RBI. Matt
Blossom added a homer as Marshall went to 17-3 and Mayfield fell
to 9-9.
Both teams advance to next
week's First Region Tournament
at Murray High School's Ty
Holland Field.

Stop in and
see all the
Simplicity Equipment
available...

60th
Anniversary
Prizes!
To be given away

Tuesday
May 31

It you have a safe driving
record, you merit something
special when it comes toyour
Auto Insurance top-flight
coverage, low preferred rates
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our agency and the State Auto
Corn
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Mears, Andretti continue personal speed war
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Motorsports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS — The T-shirt vendors at the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway are always on the cutting edge in May.
By Wednesday morning they had shirts in their stalls proclaiming:
"Life begins at 220."
Someone should buy a couple of those shirts for Marto Andretti and
Rick Mears, who are putting on one of the most spectacular shows the
24-mile Indy oval has ever seen.
By the end of Wednesday's practice session for the May 29 Indy 500,
Andretti was slightly ahead in the two-man speed war with a lap at
221.565 mph, the fastest ever at the Speedway.
Mears, who broke the 220 barrier on Tuesday with a lap at 220.448 mph,
tried very hard on Wednesday to meet the challenge from Andretti. But
Mears came up just short at 220.967.
Andretti, who was upset Tuesday after Speedway officials apparently
failed to score his final lap, one which his team insisted was faster than
Mears' quickest of the day, got a measure of retribution 24 hours later.
A warming sun kept the track hot and slick through the afternoon
hours, suppressing speeds a bit, with Andretti's best a 218.499 and Mears
getting up to only 217.864,1'_4
However, when the track cooled in theffinal hour of practice, the time
known at the Speedway as "Happy }lour," the cars heated up
considerably.
Andretti's Lola-Chevrolet did consecutive laps of 219.191, 219.887 and,
finally, the lap over =1.
Mears got his Penske-Chevrolet out in the final 15 minutes of the practice session, but fell just short,as time ran out.
Track records are set only in qualifications and in the race, but the
battle for the unofficial record has energized Andretti and Mears, both
former Indy winners
"It's phenomenal, really," Andretti said. "We're both enjoying it very
much. Both teams are enjoying it while we can do it. These things usually don't last very long." The challenge from Mears has definitely motivated Andretti, who
said, "There's no question when you're challenged that closely, you're
going to reach and reach and reach."
The 1969 Indy winner added, "Any plateau is new and unknown. You
find you've got to drive the car differently. On those three 1,41s,I made a

"Larry really stretched their
defense out and it loosened things

I

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
David King

Lechelle Yates and Kim Sexton
was defeated by Sheryl Beasley_
8-5.
Carr and Oakley fell to Stroud
and Beasley 8-5 at No. 1 doubles.
Hogancamp and Wilson beat
Brantley and Yates 8-5 and
Hughes and Sexton lost to Caroline
Steele and Jody Tick 8-3.
The Tigers, 9-4, and Lady
Tigers, 10-2, visit Christian County
today and host Graves County on
Friday.
Murray travels to Paducah to
play in the Big Four Tournament
at Bob Noble Park on Saturday.
Murray'Yill compete with Lone
Oak, Henderson and Bowling
Green.

By The Associated Press

Kevin Mitchell hit a 16th-inning
homer to end the longest game by
innings in the majors this year as
San Francisco downed St. Louis
5-4. Mitchell's homer off Bob
Forsch was only the Giants third
hit over the last 10 innings and
marked an end to a four-hour
48-minute game.
Atlee Hammaker pitched three
scoreless innings for the victory as
the Cardinals' stranded 19
baserunners.
"We battled'... that's why we're
a good ballclub,— Giants Manager
Roger Craig said. "This club —
they're too dirmb to know how to
quit."
Vince Coleman's RBI triple with
two out in the eighth inning tied
the score 4-4.
Candy Maldonado and Will
Clark homered to help the Giants
take a 4-3 lead.
The Cardinals-Padres game was
one of five that went extra innings
in the National League.

S4)(Ili

Tourney slated
for Saturday
round-robin soccer tournament will be held at the Bee Creek
Soccer Complex in Murray Saturday. Games involving the Murray
Chiefs and teams from Smyrna.
Tenn., and Elizabethtown wil'
meet at 10.30 a.m., 1:30 p.m., and
3:30 p.m.
All three teams are girls under
14.
In last a recent tournament, the
Murray Strikers under 14 boys
team placed third.

RACERBASKETBALL CAMPS...
BIGGER AND BETTER
THAN EVER

For a complete look at last
night's results and tonight's pitching match-ups, check the
Scoreboard.

FIRST CLASS FACILITIES
• Fully air-conditioned dorms
• Great food at Racer Training Table
All you can eat
• Daily swimming available
NO PRACTICE,
JUST COACHING AND PLAY —
• Free room and board for coaches
• Coaches' stipend
• Coaches' Party
• For more information call
Racer Basketball Office (502) 762-6804
or write Racer Basketball Camp
Stewart Stadium
Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 42071

Boston
series -0

Hockey
Contemner Finals
Wednesday.Slay 1 i
Oarnpbell Conference
Edmonton 8 Detroit 4 Edmonton wins
series 4 1
Thursday. May It
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SESSION at
SESSION a?

LA Lakers at clan
SaIurday,May 14
Detroit at Chicago
Denver at Dallas
Sunday, May II
Boston at Atlanta
L A Laken at Utah
Detroit at Chicago
Denver at Dallas

Thursday. May 12
Chicago sr Detroit
Dallas at Denver
Friday, May 13
Atlanta at Boston

Elsewhere, it was New York 9,
Houston 8 in 10 innings;
Philadelphia 4, Cincinnati 3 in 11
innings; Pittsburgh 2, Los Angeles
1 in 11 innings: Chicago 1, San
Diego 0 in 10 innings, and Atlanta
3. Montreal 2.
In the American League, Jack
Clark's sixth hcmer since coming
to the Yankess helped New York to
a 12-2 win over the White Sox.
Elsewhere, Detroit beat Oakland
8-4, Texas defeated Baltimore 8-0,
Cleveland edged California 4-3 in
13 innings, Toronto downed Seattle
9-3 and Minnesota got past
Milwaukee 2-1.

Sacked by SEARS

Barry Goheen
will be the
Guest Speaker
for Individual Week

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Esat Division
36
L Pct. GB
New York
23
8
742 —
Pittsburgh
21
11
866
2%
Chicago
16
15
516
7
Montreal
15
16
454
8
St. Louis
14
18
.438
Po
Philadelphia
11
19
367 11%
West Division
V.
L Pct. GB
LAre Angeles
19
10 666 —
Houston
17
14
.668
3
Cincinnati
16
17
485
5
San Francisco
16
17 .486
5
San Diego
10
21
.323 10
Atlanta
9 21
.300 10%
Wsaresiars°sass
_
Chicago 1, San Diego 0, 10 innings
Atlanta 3, Montreal 2
Pittsburgh 2. Loa Angeles 1, 11 innings
Philadelphia 1, Cincinnati 3, 11 Innings
New York 9, Houston 8. 10 innings
San Francisco 5. St Louts 4. 18 innings
Thursday's Games
San Francisco i Reuschel 5-1 ) at St Louis
i Tudor 1-0)
San Diego Show 2-4 ) at Chicago I Schiraldi
2-2)
Los Angeles iHershiser 6-0) at Pittsburgh
I Smiley 2-21. n
Only games scheduled
Frtday's Gaines
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh. in
Atlanta at St Louis. n )
Chicago at Houston, I n
Philadelphia at Los Angeles. n
Montreal at San Diego. ( n
New York at San Francisco, in )

onferesee Semi/nab
; he-at-of-se yes
ednesday.
, May 11
110, Atlanta 101. Boston leads

vp&chilks‘xit

June 25 — 30
Team- Camps

I.

NBA

Elsewhere

Made by

Racer Basketball Camps
TWO BIG SESSIONS
• Play an entire week of basketball
• Several levels of play in our individual
camp for students in elementary
through senior high school
• Officials provided
• Guest speakers
• Each camper will receive a free Racer
basketball T-shirt
• Attend our Individual Camp and/or
attend our Junior High- Middle School
Team Camp on dates listed below.

753-8355

Cleveland at Milwaukee
Kansas City at Texas

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
36
L Pct. GB
New York
22
11
667 —
Detroit
20
12
625
1%
Clveland
21,4
19
13
594
Milwaukee
18
13
681
3
Boston
17
13
547
3%
Toronto
14
18
438 7%
Baltimore
4
28
_1.25 17%
West Divisioo
36
L Pct. GB
Oakland
24
9
777 —
Chicago
15
16
484
8
Texas
15
16
484
8
Kansas City
15
17
456
8%
Seattle
15
19
441
91,
Minnesota
13
18
419 10
California
13
21
382 11%
Wediseadays Gaines
Detroit 8. Oakland 4
New York 12. Chicago 2
Toronto D. Seattle 3
Minnesota 2. Milwaukee 1
Texas 8. Baltimore 0
Cleveland 4. California 3. 13 innings
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Seattle Swift 240) at Toronto 1 Flanagan
3-2)
Cleveland Candlottl 4-1 ) at Milwaukee
Nieves 4-2)
Baltimore !Bautista 0-1 ) at Texas Guzman 3-2 )
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
California at New York
Seattle at Boston
Minnesota at Detroit
Oakland at Baltimore
Toronto at Chicago

Mitchell's homer difference_
as Giants beat St. Louis 5-4

up inside," McHale said.
Bird's last points came with 5:40
left on a 12-foot turnaround shot
which gave the Celtics a 97-83 lead.
Of their final 13 points, McHale
had five, Parish four- and Dennis
Johnson and Danny Ainge two
each.

901 Sycamore

Baseball

Spring sports round-up...

Bird wins...
(Coat'd from page 413)
pleased with the way they finished
after the way they started.
"We didn't give up," said
Wilkins, who led the Hawks with 25
points despite giving them little
help through the first three
quarters "That's a good sign.
"I was too tense and too tight."
he added. "Usually we are loose
and laughing. Tonight we were
tight We're at our best when we
are loose.
Wilkins made only three of 11
shots in the first half and had just
10 points in -the- /hit three
quarters. Rivers had 16 and Kevin
Willis 13 for the Hawks.
For Boston, forward Kevin
McHale had 25 points and center
Robert Parish added 22 points and
14 rebounds as the Celtics worked
to get the ball inside after Bird
hurt the Hawks from outside in the
first half.

PAGE SB

SCOREBOARD

few adjustments because everything was happening so much faster. I
tried to maximize the situation, but you're learning every lap because
it's so different."
Mears said he missed Andretti's mark on his final fast lap because he
caught Penske teammate Danny Sullivan in turn three and eased off the
accelerator just a bit.
Mears holds the official track records of 217.581 for one lap and 216.828
for four laps, both set during qualifications in 1986.
Andretti said weather conditions probably will determine whether
those marks fall when the pole position goes up for grabs on Saturday,
the first of four days of qualifying for the May 29 race.

(Cont'd from page 4B)
DeSantis lost at. No. 2 to Dowdy
and Tracy 8-3.
Hogancamp dropped a 9-7 decision to Lana Allcock, throwing the
possible seedings in the upcoming
girls regional tournament in a
jumble. }logancamp, the defending regional champion, has split
matches with Allcock and
Calloway County's Amy Haskins.
Haskins and Allcock have only
met once, with Haskins coming
outictorious.
Beth Wilson dropped her No. 2
seed match to Joy Beth Ezell 8-6
and Allison Carr fell to Shannon
Stroud 8-1. Heather Hughes lost to
Shari Brantley 8-1, Katherine
Oakley dropped an 8-3 contest to
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Carson ends reruns, writes own monologue
BURBANK, Calif. (AP) —
Johnny Carson returned with a
vengeance to his late-night show.
poking fun at revelations of White
House astrology in a monologue he
wrote himself to end reruns forced
by a 2-month-old writers' strike.
"I just could not stay away any

longer from all things that are going on in the country. I was compelled to come back," Carson said
Wednesday in his first new show
since the strike began March 7.
"You know, we finally have a
clue now as to what the hell (are)
the Looney Tunes things that have

been coming out of Washington,"
he told viewers of "The Tonight
Show."
Carson referred to revelations
by former White House Chief of
Staff Donald Regan that Nancy
Reagan regularly consulted an
astrologer to determine President
Reagan's schedule.
"We apparently have a new
cabinet officer in the government
I was not aware of — the Secretary
of Health, Education and
Soothsaying.
"I am not an expert on
astrology, I know a little bit about
it, but I understand the horoscope
with the chart as they call it, is
divided into the so-called_ 12
houses, and I just didn't know the
White House was one of them,"
Carson quipped.
"Apparently the astrologist says
that Reagan's sign is the rising
house of Aquarius. Nancy's house
is, I think, in the house of Adolfo. I
could be wrong, it could be Bill
Blass, but I think that's close," he
joked, referring to the fashion
designers.
Carson also quoted an
astrologist as saying that
"Reagan performs at his best during a full moon."

Introducing Toshiba's New TF-211
The Shortest Distance Between You
and Success!!
Waiting forthe mail?
Paying for overnight couriers?
Flying to too many meetings?
Why*?
------ ---With Toshiba's new TF-211 Facsimile System, you
could send and receive important information in seconds...any time you want!
All for the price of a phone call!
So put new profit potential in your business.
See Toshiba's TF-211 Facsimile System right now—
before someone else gets closer to your customers!

TOSHIBA
Sales &
Service
C0PA

1-800-633-7296

Carson pointed out that Reagan
said he never made a policy decision based on ,astrology, then —
dropping into*" an imitation of
Reagan's voice — Carson said,
"Well, because that little pointer
on my Ouija board moved to
'No."
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118 North 7th Street

Inside Kentucky

Mayfield, Kentucky

Kentucky First Lady Martha Wilkinson is pictured here placing a miniature of her inaugural gown for
InFederation
the State Capitol. The doll is the 54th in the Kentucky First Lady's Collection begun in It'll by the display
Kentucky
of Women's Club. The collection

is one of the most popular attractions in the State Capitol Rotunda

seen by thousands evey year.

DR.GOTT
We're Celebrating With
Big Savings for You!

RadioIhaek

Peter
Gott, M D
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
'

Tandy 1000 SX Computer
Tandy
1000
SX

CD, PlayerfAM/FM

Save *24905

95

599....,„or

•-rieT^r-7---

Stereo Cassette

Low A.$50
Per Month.

,
IP

Start using it right away with included DeskMate' U Built-In 5'/4"
disk drive 384K RAM #25-1052

--

Low-As $tS

With CM-5 Color Monitor
n5-1052/1043

Reg. Separate
Items 1148.95

8

Voice-Actuated
Cassette CTR-85 by Realistic

CT-200 by Radio Shack
------

Cut$400 • • ..

79900
Reg. 1199.00
mob.ie antenna and
adapte, pack etdra

Use in Car Or Carry Along
Never drive alone again. Turns commuting time into productive time
#17-1003
Low As $40 Per Month.
Save S40 on CT-200 Portable
Adapter Pack With Two Rechargeable Batteries. #17-203, #23-181
Reg Separate Items 139.85. Sale
99.85
'

•HO for Sharper Picture
• Hi-Speed Visual Search

Hi-Fi Stereo VHS VCR With On-Screen Prompts
Model 43 by Realistic

Save $60
Reg. 159.95

Low As VS Per Month•

Picture won't wash Out in sunlight

Watch, record, play MTS stereo TV programs HO system Remote #16-613

#16-156 Bame•.es eAtra

Aernole batter's eAt,a

k,
k . ..

R.
Flog.

Reg.99.95

2995

Three faders control inputs for two
mikes and master volume control 3band equalizer #32-2032

Touch-redial and ringer-adjust
Touch-Tone/pulse dialing' #43-344

Dual-Alarm Clock Radio

Card-Size FM Receiver

Hey Kids' Transmit/receive voice or
Morse code, tune local AM stations
#60-4012 eariwy eri•a

Wake to FM, AM or a "beep” Bat-

tery backup #12-1566

Dual-Power Calculator

Science 3 Lab Kit

EC 416 by Raci,o Stiar

3495

27
95
Vs" Thin!

Built-in rechargeable
batteries with charger.
#12-130 Headphones extta

Reg. 49 95
Bance,as esira
Stereo-Wide' expands depth and

separation Built-in FM-AFC #12-706

LCD Wristwatch

LCD Travel Alarm

By Micronta

By Micronta'

Cut 35% Cut 34%
112!1)5 Reg
19.95
988 14.95
Reg

Reg
9.95

Auto-switches between solar and battery power. Auto-shutoff. Folding
style #65-561

44.95

By Science Fair'

30% Off
695

Backup
battery ertra

C incertmate by Realistic

Cut
30%

Cut 38%

33% Off

2995

AM/FM Portable Radio

Moty Thin' by STEREO MATE

Chronomatic*-259 by Realistic

Reg.
44.95

MPA-40 by Realistic

Cut 5Q95
$40"

Cut 40%

Reg.

Reg
15.95

Low As S20 Per Month •

•14-Day/4-Event Timer
• Quick-Timer Recording

Compact 35-Watt PA Amplifier

Space Patrol by Archer'

38% Off

Save $200
39995
Reg. 599.9 -

_

$50

Walkie-Talkie
AM Radio

Record all those programs you've been missing' 14-day. 6-event timer Quick -timer recording #16-508 Ramo,. CAMEO,AS xl•a

9995

a...

Has 32 mini keys, eight presets. 10
rhythms #42-4006 sanes em.8

Synchro-start dubbing for making
copies of your personal cassettes
Plays two tapes in sequence Jacks
for headphones and external mikes

tt,
S15
.

Reg.
49.95

B&W Pocket LCD TV

Save
•• ••
iiiiiiiiligliill n
095 \
Reg. 139.95
Ow

Banrews Iowa

Save 900
24995
Flog. „g.
o:y

Sampling Concertmate'-650 Big-Button Telephone
By Realistic
Keyboard.
. . , ET-201 by Radio Shack
'

#14-525

el.tra

Model 19 by Realistic

#Ha,4n-c1(356-freetatre,eceosredrirnsg

By Realistic

BartIr

Reg. 99.95
014-751

VHS VCR With HQ System and Wireless Remote

40% Off

2995

_

95

Reg.
369.95

Take the sensational sound of digital audio along'
Built-in 3-band equalizer for fine-tuning frequency
response. Auto-search finds CD selections fast

Save
Low As $45 Per Month• 524996

Transportable Cellular
Phone Now 33% Off

•„
II

Per Month•

SCR-32 by Realistic

Save- Save
970 *30

Reg. 849.00

extra

AM/FM Dual-Cassette

CD-3300 by
Realistic'

45% Off
• • :• :•
J J ,•)

Learn about mechanics and solar

Displays month/day/time
power' Assemble a microsCope and or use as a stopwatch.
view the world of microorganisms
24-hour alarm Backlight
#28-189
#63-5057

995 1775

034
Ii-

#63-707
Dependable backup for motel
wake-up calls Quartz accurate

S

Check Your Phone Book for the Midge Mat* Store or Dealer Nearest You
'TOUCH TONE/PULSEehOneS work on both tone and pulse lines Therefore ari•Ac haying only pulse rotary dial,
lines
services reeurnog tones Inie the new tone ("stance systems and computerized services FCC registered Not tor oarty
what we sell

PRICES APPty AT PARTiCiPATINC; STORES AND DEALERS

•

diadin Shack

you Can still use

idles We service

revolving creki Paym.iot may vary depending upon Your Ptirchakes

Most Major
Credit Cards
Welcome

DEAR DR Gorr There was an
outbreak of Kawasaki disease in Colorado that was linked to newly shampooed rugs Can you tell me what the
symptoms of this condition are and
how one can
• -----DEAR READER Kawasaki's syndrome is a newly discovered disease
of children, marked by fever, lethargy. swollen lymph glands. abdominal
pain and a rash that typically desquamates lshedsl alter about 10 days The
most dreaded consequences of the disease occur after the rash has faded
inflammation of the coronary arter•
ies or the heart covering. arthritis and
meningitis Intravenous injections of
gamma globulin have been reported
to reduce the death rate from cardiac
complications
The agent of Kawasaki's syndrome
is still elusive Some researchers believe that the disease is caused by an
-unusual form of herpes virus
'
Other
scientists have pointed out the similarities between Kawasaki's syndrome and rheumatoid arthritis. suggesting an autoimmune phenomenon
In one report. doctors concluded that
the disease was triggered in children
who were exposed to newly shampooed rugs This suggests that some
compound in the rug cleaner may be
the culprit
Until the cause of the syndrome is
discovered, there is no known way to
avoid the disease However, it has
been recommended that concerned
parents not let their children crawl or
play on rugs for 24 hours after the
rugs have been shampooed
DEAR DR GOTT After a car accident, I developed a driving phobia I
cannot ride with family members
Why can't I control my fear'
• DEAR READER Phobic fears are
virtually beyond our control They
arise from very primitive fears about
injury and survival, and can be quite
incapacitating Some intense, irrat /0nal fears are produced by traumaticevents, such as the auto accident vni,
experienced Other phobias have a
less obvious basis and seem to develop from childhood experiences that
are harder to define Phobic patients
can be helped by behavior modification and psychological counseling.
Ask your doctor to refer you for therapy. You may also contact The Phobia Society, 5820 Hubbard Street.
Rockville, MD 20852
In addition, I am sending you a free
copy of my Health Report on MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL ILLNESS,
which tells how to find appropriate
counseling. Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1 and their
name and address to PO Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR GOTT Are arteriosclerosis and atherosclerosis the same
thing' .
DEAR READER Technically, the
term "atherosclerosis" refers to an
age-related buildup of material within the walls of the body's larger arteries Arteriosclerosis means a buildup
within the smaller arteries as well.
For practical purposes, the two words
are interchangeable In all of us, the
end result is the same progressive
narrowing of arteries, causing increasingly diminished blood flow to
the body's organs
aix. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Read the
want ads daily
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'S.' is for Sarah, Updike's scarlet woman
NEW YORK (AP)- It is no accident that the cover of John Updike's new novel consists entirely
of an oversize scarlet letter.
"S." (Knopf, 817.98) is a contemporary spin on Nathaniel
Hawthorne's classic tale of
adultery. It is also a lighthearted
send-up of the New Age fascination with Eastern religions and a
poignant study of the dynamics of
marriage through Updike's everwise eyes.
"S." is actually Updike's third
telling of "The Scarlet Letter."
His 1075 novel, "A Month of Sundays," was the Rev. Dimmesdale's version in modern
dress; his last novel, "Roger's
Version," portrayed the cuckolded husband, Roger Chillingsworth.
Sarah Worth, the protagonist of
"S.," finally tells us Hester
Prynne's side of the story.
Updike talked about his 13th
novel during a recent visit to New
York from his Beverly, Mass.,
home. Wearing a writer's gray
tweed jacket and exuding boyish
energy, the 58-year-old Pulitzer
Prize winner sat behind a desk in a
vacant office at his publisher's,
fidgeting with a paper cilp-and
pondering why he is so captivated
with the subject of adultery.
"It fascinates a lot of novelists
Somebody once said that without
adultery you don't have the novel.
It used to be ... the only way in

which a woman became a revolutionary. It *as a high-energy transaction. It was the way in which
marriage, which was the basis of
the bourgeois social order, was
betrayed," said Updike.
For men, the author noted,
adultery was part of the social
order: "There were mistresses
built into the system. There were
brothels built into the system, so
that in a way the male adulterer
does not seem to be as conflicted
or as passionate or as troubled or
as vulnerable a creature as the
adulteress."
In "S.," Sarah, a middle-aged
New England housewife, flees her
inattentive doctor husband (after
taking amply from their joint bank
accounts) to join a religious corn-.
mune in Arizona that bears more
than aliassing resemblance to the
now-dismantled Rajneeshpuram
in Oregon. Her imperial air and
Seven Sisters pedigree quickly
gain her entrance into the guru's
Inner circle, where she becomes a
kind of personal secretary and
bookkeeper.
"There is a way in which Sarah
is a 'wicked woman,' kind of
selfish and heedless and cavalier;
she's no saint," Updike -said of his
protagonist. "But there is a way in
which Hester Prynne is not a saint
initially either. When we see her
as a young woman, she's kind of
sassy, really."

Summer set.% ice

Asked if the reader is supposed
to like Sarah, this "wicked
woman," Updike laughed and
replied shyly, "It'd be nice if you
would. I'd be grateful. I like her ...
because she's energetic and also
purposeful. She's no slouch. Tossed out into the world she does pretty well in it.
"I think what we like in fiction is
life. And the novelist's hope is to
Imbue the characters with life
rather than virtue. Dickens had a
nice way of getting us really enthusiastic about virtuous
characters. I'm not sure that in
the late 20th century we can make
people that pure."

Schlabach has
temporary job
John Schlabach, assistant professor of music at Murray State
University, has been invited to
perform as guest principal
trumpet in the New Mexico Symphony Orchestra in Albuquerque
from May 9 through 30.
The New Mexico Symphony Orchestra is a full-time, professional
symphony o,rcheetra with a
40-week season.
Schlabach, who joined the faculty at Murray State in 1083, teaches
trumpet and is the jazz band director on campus. He plays principal
trumpet with both the Owensboro
and Paducah Symphony
Orchestras.
'
His background includes two
years of full-time experience as a
member of the Symphony Orchestra of Mexico in Toluca,
Mexico.

Horn player Chris Smith, right, and trumpeter Jessica Shanklin are among three music majors at Murray
State University who have been chosen to perform with the American Waterways Wind Orchestra. They are
shown discussing the notification of their accepatnce with John Schbhach, assistant professor of music at
MSU. Not shown is the third student selected, Kevin Sitton of Kevil, trombone.

Three MSU students to tour in orchestra
- Three Murray State University
music students have been chosen
by audition to perform in the
American Waterways Wind Orchestra for the 1988 season from
May to August.
They are: Jessica Shanklin of
Hopkinsville, trumpet; Kevin Sit.
on of Kevil, trombone; and Chris
Smith of Mascoutah, Ill., horn. All
xre music Majors.
A professional group of about 45
young musicians selectively

recruited from universities and
conservatories across the country,
the orchestra travels the nation's
lakes, rivers and coastlines to present concerts in every state touched by navigable water.
John Schlabach, assistant professor of music at Murray State,
said it is extremely unusual for
three performers from one university to be selected for the group.
Formal concerts by the or-

'k% ItNIS Highlights
p.m. Jazz Horizons with Trent Puffin.
11 p.a. Beyond the Edge. Forward music for those who like it.
fioaday,Slay 15
a.m. Opus 87 A morning of chamber music, festival performances and classical music from the WKIIS library.
11 Lis. Weekend Edition with Susan Sternberg.
1 p.m. The Big Band Era with Bobby Bryan. Stan Kenton, Guy
Lombard, Ray Anthony. The Mills Brothers and others are
featured.
4 p.m. All Things Considered.
6 p.m. Our Times with host Byron (aloz
4 p.m. Soundprint. Weekly documentary series hosted by John
Hockenberry designed to intensely explore a subject each week.
CM p.m. NPR Playhouse.
7 p.m. A Note to You with host Roland Nadeau takes you on a tour
of the world of music Tonight: Anthony and Joseph Pirates,Min in
a discussion of the music of Gottschalk
p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Sumer
•p.m. New Sounds with John Schaeffer
1S p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space Electronic and
meditative space music.
Monday. May 16
4 p.m. Fresh Air with Terry Gross.
6:85 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell.
7 p.m. Evening Classics — The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra.
I p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan.
Tuesday, May 17
7 pin. Evening Classics — The Cleveland Orchestra
p.a. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
Wedsesday, May 18
7 p.m. Evening Classics — Atlanta Symphony Orchestra.
p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan.
Thursday, May 11
7 p.m. Evening Classics — The Chicago Symphony Orchestra
1 p.m. Easy Street with!lobby Bryan.

IrrMay,May II Miew511Thin/ay,Illy le
Ilkieemrrttday
11:10 a.m. Morning Edition. Terry Gross' Fresh Air joins Morning
Edition at 8 30
I a.m. Daytime Classics. Seven hours of classical music with
news headlines and features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe
Jackson
4 p.m. All Things Considered. National Public Radio's news
magazine of the air
4 p.m. Fresh Air with Terry Gross.
4:111 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Eaten. "Voyager" by Jeans
Yeager and Dick Rutan.
12 Mbght. Mseday-Ilmrsday An hour of new age music
Brialy, May II
7 p.m. Evening
Classical Encore with C.B. Hunt.
• p.m. Nightbeat. A program of cool and provenly,jam
11 p.m. Soulflight Jam funk, dance and soul music
2 a.m. Sign-off
Sularday, May 14
6 a.m. Pickin' with...a look at new albums In the W1CMS
folk bluegrass 1.1brarjr.
7 a.m. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon
I a.m. Music from the Front Porch. Folk and bluegrass music
hosted by Angela Johnson and Jan Pruitt
12 sea. Mountain Stage, Livingston Taylor. Rory Block, Larry
Coryell, and Brian Keane are featured.
!p.m. Our Front Porch with John Sheffier John Jackson Is
featured
3 p.m. Lonesome Pine Special The Bobs
4 p.m. All Things Considered.
3 p.m. Marion McPartbuld's Piano Jazz with guest, Elaine Elias
4 p.m. Focus on Jars. Stan Getz Is featured.
7 p.m. -The Blues" with John Griffin and Jim Carpenter Music
from one of America's earliest and continutng hist forms

Read the classifieds

The Playhouse in the Park has announced that Louise Weatherly will
assume the position of administrative director of the community theater
for the summer of 1988. The theater's executive director, Liz Etussey, is
taking a three-month leave of absence to join Louisville's Shakespearein.the Park theater company. Weatherly has many acting and directing
credits with the theater; most recently, she directed the dinner theater
production of Black Comedy and appeared as Ethel Thayer in On
Golden Pond. In addition, she has served on the Board of Directors and
has volunteered as an administrative aide for several years.
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SALE ENDS MAY S1

Tiempo Radial
'32"fo
Steel Belted Strength...P155/80R13
All Season Tread
Whitewall

Bel Air Center, Murray
Open: Mon.- Sat. 9 - 6

Arrive Radial
Great Traction
In Any weather

"THE SPECIAL DECORATOR"

sral
I

PwicA44

MIME QUANTITIES LAST

Black 36 X 80 only
Decorator Grill
0- 3 Stainless Steel Hinges
6- Pre-hung for Easy
Convenient Installation
I. Tempered Glass Kickplate
• I'/" thick, 2" wide Main frame • Self-storing storm door 01 extruded.
heat treated aluminum • Tempered glass inserts interlock at Meeting
rail • All inserts are weatherstrlpped and are removable • Key lock
cylinder. anti-lockout feature • Wide drip cap on the Z-bar frame header
• Wraparound "Marine type" glazing on glass inserts • Adjustable bOttorn expander with vinyl sweep • Strong extruded key corners held
firmly, double screwed • Zinc hardware and metal swivels on all inserts
• Contoured Z-bar Is adaptable to rtiOst casings • Delivered and In
stalled 1199 00
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"
flreed
s:s
:
ale
tt re
TRUST SEARS TO GET
IT INSTALLED RIGHT,

I

1,010i:OMMIt;f9Althigtir,r-44.r-StRain

$4698for
P155/80R13
Whitewall
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Eagle ST Radial
Road Gripping
Performance

P185/70R13

Delivery Will Be:
TUESDAY, MAY 17
At Th. Following Location:
Southern States Co-op
Murray, KY
(502) 753-1423
Tim*: 10:00-11:00 AM
Pond Equipment Now Available
Call your local store to place your order or call

Toll From 1-800-043-8439

Fish Wagon, Inc.
Icor :

s

C
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All Radials Sale Priced Thru May 31st.
90 Days Same
As Cash

The next Duke Ellington may be
4iving right around thc-corner.
but without the opportunity to
stUaVmusic anUpeiform,those
gifts may never be encouraged or
discovered. A strong, sequential
program of music study helps
talent shine.Just as importantly.
it nourishes cultural awareness,
builds a deep and abiding love of
the arts, and stimulates interest
and development in all children.
As a member of your community, you can help ensure that
everyone has access to an education that includes training in basic
musical knowledge and skills.
Who knows, you may find
another Duke Ell.ngton in your
own neighborhood- without
even having to "Take the A
Train."

Foundationfor
the Advancement
ofEducation
in Music
1902 Association Drive
Reston. Virginia 22091

with approved credit

Jones Goodyear

•

721 S. 12th ST.
Endorsed by the Murray Music Teachers Assoc

753-0595
4

- 2432

• q1E.

One in a series from the •

White letter

You may use Ooodyme's own credit card or American Exposes • Dinners Club • Discover Card • MasterCard • VISA
RAIN CRICK —II we sell out et your sIse we vlill Issue you
ii rein check, eseurIng future delivery at the edvertIsed Wee

It's Time For Stocking
CHANNEL CATFISH, HYBRID BLUE GILL
Fathead Minnows Large Mouth Bass. Black
Crappie and Triploid Grass Carp (for Pond
Weed Control) The Hybrid Blue Gill will
reach a weight of 2 to 3 pounds

Music study-think about it.
It's an education for Ifr

$6399for

Just Say Charge It!

Fish Day

MUSIC STUDY AND THE NEXT DUKE ELLINGTON

EL

BIG 3

chestra, which has its headquarters in Pittsburgh, are
presented on a self-propelled,
ocean-going vessel which is :)quipped with a large concert stage, an
art gallery and a small theatre.
In addition to formal concerts on
the waterfront, the orchestra
plays chamber concerts in
schools, churches, nursing homes
and private homes in the various
communities it visits.
The orchestra has traveled
more than 200,000 miles on U.S.
and Canadian rivers and coastal
waterways, all five of the Great
Lakes and in the Gulf of Mexico,
as well as journeys --to-Cuba,
Jamaica and Puerto Rico. Future
plans include a two-year residence
in Europe.
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rm going to read you some suggestions people have made for dealing with the current
situation in Israel Tell me whether you favor or oppose each one ft you have no oprnion.
please just say so.
Direct negotiations between Israel and the
Palestine Liberation Organization. the
PLO
OpPost,
Favor

No opinion

Not sure

Reducing U S aid to Israel as a way to
pressure Israel into addressing the
problems of the Palestinians
Favor

Setting up a Palestinian state in the West
Bank and Gaza
Oppose
Favor

Oppose

No opinion

Not sure

Insist the PLO publicly recognize Israel as
a condition for negotiations between Israel
and the Palestinians
Favor
Oppose

No opinion

No opinion

Not sure

Direct negotiations between the United
States and the PLO
Oppose

Favor

Not sure
No opinion

Thinking about the past several months,
would you say your opinion of Israel has
grown more favorable or less favorable.
or would you say your opinion of Israel
has not changed much in recent months?

More favorable
to Israel

Not sure
3

i Margin ot error + 3%

Not sure

1988 C!lcago TrOune Source Peter C Hart Research Associates inc
Se$ect,o" 4esearc41Inc

Opinion has
not changed

Less favorab e to Israel
with ,ntervews COnCruCted Dy

Goal of Elks ruler to get over 1.5 million
members involved in community service
Getting more than 13-million
members of the Benevolent and
Protective Order of the Elks involved in crmunity service projects is the primary goal of Grand
Exalted Ruler Ted Callicott.
As the current leader of the
119-year-old group, Callicott - a
Paris, Tenn. dentist and Murray
State University alumnus - plans
to use grass-roots support to
achieve that goal.
"Each local lodge must be an integral part of the community's
heartbeat," Callicott said. "We
should enlist every member to
vi• share a
renewed awakening to the
potential of Elicdom."
Callicott became leader of the
Elks on July 6, 1987, in an election
at the Grand Lodge Convention
(the annual national meeting of
more than 16,000 Elks delegates 1
in Atlanta, Ga. Nominated by Tennessee Gov. Ned Ray McWherter,
Callicott was supported by the
state Elks delegations of Kentucky. Missouri, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee and
Virginia.
"Become involved - serve
Elkdom" has become the key
theme of Callicott's year in office.
"The outstanding images that
our local lodges enjoy have
resulted from the hard work our
members have put into civic,
patriotic, charitable aad family.

centered programs," he
explained.
In addition to local projects, the
Elks sponsor several national programs through contributions to
the Elks National Foundation:
1. A college scholarship program that awards more than $2.5
million annually to 1,700 students;
2. The Elks' "Hoop Shoot"
basketball free-throw contest,
with more than 3.5 million
participants;
3. The Elks' National Home in
Bedford, Va., a retirement facility
for Elks;
4.. A vocational education grant
program that awards more than
$538,000 to 296 students (including
many adults); and
5. The Elks National Service
Commission, an effort aimed at
caring for veterans in hospitals
across the nation, particularly
long-term patients.

"We will continue our mission to
educate youngsters in the dangers
of substance abuse and the
benefits of a drug-free life."
Contributions to these Elks National Foundation programs totalled more than $4,387,000 during the
1987-88 fiscal year.
Callicott's term ends in July at
the national meeting in Las Vegas,
Nev. As a Past Grand Exalted
Ruler, however, his work in the
Elks begins anew: he will be given
sponsorship of several states in
the southeastern United States,
having total jurisdiction over Elks
activity in those areas.
The first dentist to hold the top
position in the Elks, Callicott joined the Paris lodge in March, 1955.
After serving in "almost every
local and state capacity imaginable," including district deputy for western Tennessee and
president of the Tennessee Elks
Association, he began terms on
the Grand Lodge Ritual Committee and the Board of Grand
Trustees.
A native of Paris, Callicott
graduated from Murray State
University in 1949 with his
bachelor's degree. He received his
Doctor of Dental Surgery degree
in 1952 from the University of
Tennessee.
He and his wife, the former Betsy Dye, have one daughter, Kathy
(Mrs. Larry Ray I.

Another Elks project that has
gained considerable attention in
recent years is the Drug
Awareness Program.
"The 'gateway' drugs lalcohol,
cocaine and marijuana ) pose the
greatest of threats to our country's
most precious resource: its
youth," Callicott said. "The promise of our young people is
seriously threatened by the everincreasing use of illicit drugs by
all segments of our society

Kentucky re-evaluating program for toxic waste

By L41RA KING
Associated Press Writer
George Bush's Republican candidacy finally got the presidential
seal of approval, with President
Reagan vowing to "campaign as
hard as I can" on Bush's behalf.
Democratic front-runner Michael
Dukakis, meanwhile, was conferring with congressional leaders and
making forays into the foreign
policy arena.
Dukakis' only remaining rival,
Jesse Jackson, brushed aside this
week's losses in Nebraska and
West Virginia with his stock line
that his candidacy is "winning
every day."
All three candidates were campaigning today in Western states,
as the race pointed toward June 7,
with its big delegate payoff from
races in California, New Jersey,
Montana and New Mexico.
Dukakis, who has been criticiz:
ed by Bush for lacking foreign
policy experience, had a meeting
set this morning with Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu of South
Africa, who was in Washington to
lobby for new sanctions aimed at
ending apartheid. Dukakis also arranged for a luncheon with Latin
American ambassadors.
In between, the Massachusetts
governor was making the rounds
on Capitol Hill, meeting with
leaders including House Speaker
Jim Wright, House Majority
Leader Tom Foley, Senate Majority Leader Robert Byrd and House
Budget Committee Chairman
William Gray.
Bush was formally given
Reagan's endorsement at a pricey
Republican fund-raiser in
Washington on Wednesday night.
Reagan had remained neutral
during the fight for the Republican
nomination, but the vice president
has had a mathematical lock on
the nomination since the Penn-

sylvania primary last month. The his delegates.
president said the time had come
But later, Robertson aide
to break his silence.
Richard Pinsky said Robertson
"I intend to campaign as hard as was suspending his campaign
can,." Reagan said."I'm going to _rather than quitting outright, and
work as hard as I can to make would release his delegates, but
Vice President George Bush the not right away.
next president of the United
Still later, the Robertson camStates."
paign weighed in with a press
The brief endorsement came at release asserting that the
former
the end of a lengthy speech in television evangelist had told
which the president cited his ad- reporters he was not withdraw
ing
ministration's -accomplishments7- and was n-ol releasing Ns
Reagan referred to Bush by name delegates. It promised Robertson
three times, at one point calling
would discuss his campaign status
him "George Bosh.'
on Monday, however.
Bush, who preceded the presiTelephone calls to the campaign
dent at the podium, praised
Reagan for "your simple humani- seeking clarification were not
ty, your decency and your returned Wednesday night.
Some Robertson supporters
strength," adding: "What an inspiration you have been to all of were already vowing to keep up
the fight. In Washington state,
us."
After Reagan spoke, Bush join- where Robertson won a straw poll
ed him and the two clasped hands earlier this year, his backers were
and held them high, while hun- gejring up to try to deliver all of
dreds of red, white and blue., the state's delegates to the former
television evangelist.
balloons were relased.
•
Bush's former rival Bob Dole
"We're not going to go out and
drew laughter from the crowd at shoot ourselves in the head,"
the Republican event when - Robertson state chairman Bruce
acknowledging applause as he Hawkins said Wednesday, adding:
rose to speak -said: "I would ac- "We're trying to make a statecept the nomination, but I think ment, not be jerks."
it's already been spoken for."
Bush was leaving today for a
"I can't remember the guy who week-long campaign swing
got it," added Dole.
through several Western states.
Hours before Reagan's endorse- Dukakis was also heading to
ment, Bush got the blessing of Oregon and California today,
former television evangelist Pat while Jackson campaigned for a
Robertson, who technically re- third day in Oregon.
mains a candidate although he has
The state holds its primary on
long ceased active campaigning Tuesday, with 45 delegates at
and has only 46 delegates to Bush's stake.
1,344, according to the latest AP
On Wednesday, Jackson led a
count.
march against drugs through a
Robertson, who came to crime-ridden neighborhood in
Washington to formally bestow his Portland, and visited an Indian
support on Bush, told reporters at reservation in central Oregon.
the White House afterward he,
"I earn my votes every day,"
would withdraw from the race on Jackson told a cheering crowd in
Monday, and would be releasing Salem. "When I win, you win."

or

All Trees, Shrubs
and Roses

25
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Now

Peat Moss, Mulch & Bark

15% off
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
May 12th-14th

Industrial Rd, Murray
Open M-F 7-5, Sat. 7-12
4

off

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP - Kentucky is re-evaluating its program
for examining hazardous-waste
dumps after state employees
"more concerned with filling out
forms than with human health"
failed to notify a family that its
drinking water had been declared
contaminated a year ago. officials
said.
"The reason we go out and take
samples and look at sites is not for
the exercise of doing that but to
determine if these sites pose some
risk out there for the public," said
Don Harker, director of the Division of Waste Management.
Harker and two-aher officials
with the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection
Cabinet said they are reviewing
the way the state identifies, investigates and cleans up old
hazardous-waste dumps. The
review will involve more than 100
dumps.
The state also is trying to determine why the Klapper family of
Bullitt County was not told of tests
showing that its drinking-water
spring contained unsafe amounts
of a dry-cleaning chemical.
"The primary role of the agency
wasn't fulfilled in this case," said
Deputy Secretary Charles Martin.
"We've got the entire process
under review," added Harker.
"Are we doing all the right things
in the areas that need to be done?"
They were joined in an interview Tuesday by Commissioner

Superfund list within months,
Harker said. But he said the
employees conducting the
analysis - whom he did not name
- didn't warn the people who live
nearby.
"We got into the mode with
fulfilling the requirements to get
these sites on the list and off the
track with people who are potentially exposed out there," Harker
said.
After retesting the Mapper spring and water inside the family's
home last week, state officials
gave the 'Clappers and two nearby
families bottled drinking water
and urged the Mappers not to
bathe in the polluted water
The new tests showed lower
levels of tetrachloroethylene in
the spring than were found a year
ago, but more than federal officials recommend for drinking.
In light of last week's
disclosures. Harker, who was
named to head the waste division
„last month, said he is trying to
steer the division "back to the
basics of what it's about."
Martin said officials are reviewing the investigations of approximately 100 old toxic-waste dumps
that were evaluated for
Superfund.
He said the review is aimed at

for Environmental Protection
James Corum.
Officials learned of the polluted
spring - as well as soil and sediment contamination - while investigating the old Tri-Cities Industrial Services landfill in northern Bullitt County.
The dump, which operated from
1964 to 1968, was being evaluated
for inclusion on the federal Superfund list, which would make it
eligible for cleanup money.
Using the test results, the
evaluation was completed, and the
site is expected to be added to the

Charles D. Tucker, M.D.
announces the relocation of
his office Murray Surgery
Center to the new Medical
Arts Building for practice of
General and Peripheral
Vascular Surgery and
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy.
Office hours
Monday - Friday,
8:00 am - 6:00 p.m.
Suite 182
Telephone 502-753-8724

making sure officials analyzed
every way people could be exposed to'hazardous chemicals and
that residents were told of any
hazards.
In addition, files on an undetermined number of landfills that
have been managed under a different huardous-wasie program
will be reviewed, in an effort to
find other places where people
may have been exposed to
dangerous substances
Harker said information from
two other old dumps - where officials suspect that residents were
not notified of contamination, but
which are "not as clear-cut" as
the Bullitt County case - had been
submitted to a special threemember team It is evaluating
human exposure to chemical
hazards
The U.S. Environmental Protec•
tion Agency will pay up to 10 people to investigate old dumps in
Kentucky and up to three to locate
the dumpers and force them to pay
for cleanups.
But Harker said most of the 10
investigative jobs remained vacant last year and were filled only
recently: he said the state is
finishing the paper work to tap tle
fund for the three additional
employees.

US. book sales
By market segment. protected '988
total sales $12 8 Odeon

Religious
)ther•

Technical
scientific &
professiond

Textbooks

• ncludes university press encyclopedias
reference, book club mail order publications
arid other books

Poplar Street

•••
•
.
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• Bush gets Reagan's nod: Dukakis heads for capitol
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arts
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INVITATION
TO BID
The
Calloway
County
Fiscal
Court will accept
bids for the painting of the trim,
clock and posts co
the Calloway County
Courthouse.
Posts
to
be
repaired and paint
scraped
where
needed. Bids are to
be returned to the
office of Judge/e3Lecutive George H.
Weaks by 10:00
a.m., May 27, 1988,
in the Calloway
County
Courthouse, Murray,
Kentucky.
The
Fiscal
Court
reserves the right
to accept or reject
any and all bids.
George H. Weaks,
Judge/executive
Calloway County,
Murray, Kentucky

INVITATION
TO BID
The
Calloway
County
Fiscal
Court will accept
bids to purchase
one tandem static
roller, (either new
or used). Bids are
to be returned by
May 27, 1988, at
10:00 a.m., to the
office of Judge/executive George H.
Weeks
in
the
Calloway County
Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky. The
Fiscal
Court
reserves the right
to accept or reject
any and all bids.
Specifications are
available in the office of Judge/executive George H.
Weaks
in
the
Courthouse.
George H. Weaks,
Judge/executive
Calloway County,
Murray, Kentucky

INVITATION
SID
Bids will be accepted by the
Calloway County
Fiscal Court on May
27th, 1988 at 1
p.m. for computer
and printer to be
used for indexing of,
deeds, mortgages,
etc. Contact Teresa
Rushing, County
Clerk for specs. The
county reserves **right to-fetect-any
and oil bids.

RUSS 151Wvson
Please
call Len Carlson, 753
0010 about wall project

4EKE-5-ANC/THEI ONE I Th01.161.41.
OF• iT'S CALLED THE "OLP
HIDDEN FIRST BASE TRICK
11(

VIA WORKING ON A
NEW ANTI-TERRORIST
DEVICE

CLOSE out safe, 100%
cotton calico, $2.59/yd.
100% cotton solids,
S2.49/yd. Embroidery
floss, 541. Sign up now
for classes including
Reed Muffin, Field and
Market baskets. Quilting
classes still open are
double Irish chain, Judy's
star, Precision piecing by
hand or machine and
double wedding ring. For
more information visit
The Magic Thimble, Inc.,
813 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Ky. or call 759
4769.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care.
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever.
For free information
cell:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance-753-41N

PoRMER WORKERS
OF SAGER GLOVE
CORPORATION: The
undersigned attorney
represents workers
with asbestos disease
and families of deceased asbestos
workers and is currently investigating cases
on behalf of his Western
Pennsylvania clients.
He is interested in
speaking with anyone
who worked for the
Sager Glove Corporation in making asbestos
products. If you fit this
description, please
_COntac;t: Robert L.
Jennings; Jr., Esquire,
of Henderson & Goldberg, P.C., 1030 Fifth
Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15213 (412)471-3980.

Make
ass
ass
ssussassss
assassassussasss
sass ass sass
sus
ass
me
ms m
sassussmss
smsssassass
ass sass
sass
ass
sus
sass
ass
sass
sass ass sass
sassassassassuss
sass:mass
ass
ass

To all my
family and
friends who
provided so
much love,
support and
encouragement
through past
and recent
misfortunes,
you're very
special to me.
With Love,
C.B.

Berklne
urniture Gallery
Now Open Al

Shoppers Mall
Wiggins Furn.
Se law.N. of Murray
On U.S. 641
Acton Ns/ Mole,
753-45a

Parttime
Stack person
and Carryout
Help /deeded
Apply in person at
Owen's Food Market
1407 Mein St.

NURSES Aid Needed
for 3-11 and 11-7 shifts
Apply at Westview
Nursing Home.
Open: Thurs., Fri.
PARTS Manager for
Automotive De
Sit. 9-5; Sun. 12-5
partment: Starting pay
$17,000 annually. Gain
recognition for your
auto parts knowledge
LOST: Cat, gold tiger while working for an
With Classified
striped, short hair, no established company.
LIQUIDATION Sale
collar. Last seen near Benefits include: InAll equipment 10% over
corner of 4th and Elm surance, Pensions,
cost. All in stock parts
Vacations, Sick Leavg
St. Call 753-4907.
20% off. Cash sales only.
and Holidays. Send
dale
service"
"tree
Weal
Indust
Tractor,
Stokes
resume to: Personnel,
rial Road. Call 7531319.
P.O. Box 1040-B,
$450 PER 100 paid Murray, KY 42071.
NEW Concord Family THE Gold Nugget,
weekly. Easy assembly PART Time Church
SALES CAREER
Hair Station, Wolff south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
work at home making Secretary with good
LOWE'S U Pick Tanning Special, 360 Diamonds, black hills
OFFER:
FOR
QUALIFIED
PERSONS
WE
small decorative typing and bookkeeping
Strawberries: Open minutes for $30. Perms, gold, 14kt. gold
MONTH
13,000
PER
chainspillows. Full or part- required. 15 hours per
Monday through $20 Call for appoint
*NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED
"We sell for less!" "We
time. We supply all week. Call between
Saturday at 7A.M. 1.50 ment, 10A.M-6P.M., guarantee it." Jimmy
*WE PAY TRAINING FEES
pre-cut materials and 9A.M.•12, Mon.-Fri.,
Closed Mondays, Open
per quart.
"NO RELOCATION
pay shipping. Free Info.
Saturdays 9A.M.-12 Thompson Jeweler.
7 5 3 - 6 4 6 0 , First
*NO OVERNIGHT TRAVEL
Send a stamped, self- Presbyterian Church.
TRANSFER your 8MM
Noon. 436-2714.
*SALARY AND COMMISSION OPEN
addressed envelope to
home movies to video
PART Time Help
*PAID VACATION
Coast Enterprises,
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
Dept. 102, Biltmore St., Needed, 3 or 4 days a
'OPENINGS FOR ADVANCEMENT
reel, tape included.
PSL, FL 34984 or call week, from
Also, slides, negatives
"WE TRAIN FOR OUR UNIQUE MARKETING
6A.M.-2P.M
If inter407-335-0456.
and photographs. Free
•
PROGRAM
ested,
send resume 10
BE
-a
SUPERpick-up and delivery.
Financial
FOR INTERVIEW CALL 111411-064Lt am-5 pm
Personnel, P.O.,,.,. Box
MAN. Salespeople
Call Donna Darnell,
Fos QUALIFIED PILIESILNTATIONS AS PER OONTILACT
1040-0, Murray, KY
needed immediately!!! 42071
Video Production
FIDELITY EQUIPMENT COMPANY
If you have ever sold
Specialties 759-9246.
RECEPTIONIST Need
insurance, cars, books,
WALLACE'S U -Pick
home improvement, someone with good
Strawberries- Open
personality that can
etc., you could qualify.
Tues, Thurs., Sat. at
work Friday, Saturday.
No cold calls, incredible
7A M. & Mon., Wed.,
lead program, first year Sunday and Monday.
Fri. at 4:30P.M. & Sun.
dependable,
potential, 50K +. Man- Must be
at 1P.M. North 16th Stkno.wledge
agement also needed.-__computer
and Poor Farm Road.
Call Mr. Greg Williams helpful. For appoint
U -Pick, 1.50/ quart.
ment, call 474-2255.
502-442-4655 on 5-17-88.
Ordered, 11.00/ quart.
Friday and Monday
ENERGETIC
753-0195.
only.
Housekeeping Staff
SERVICE Station Atresort.
Needed
to
clean
One of North America's largest bulk truckof
Must have transporta- tendant: Knowledge
minor car repair. Send
ing firms is seeking company drivers to haul
tion and be flexible. Call
resume to: P.O. Box
Mrs. Beam for interchemicals interstate. Applicant must be 23
1369.
view,
436-2345.
years of age, have 2 years over-the-road exWANTED Reporter for
EXCELLENT Income
West KY weekly
perience in all four seasons with an ICC Cerfor Home Assembly
newspaper. Must have
Work. For information
tified Carrier. Must furnish past 10 year
call 504-646-1700, Dept and be proficient with a
safe
good
employment
record,
-verifiable35mm camera and have
P821.
knowledge in darkdriving record, take and pass a drug and
1 mile from
GET Paid for reading
room Send resume to: books! $100 per title.
alchol screening test. Excellent earnings and
Murray
P.O. Box 410, Benton,
Write: PASE-87N, 161 S.
benefits. Apply in person at Liquid
Hwy 94 East
KY 42025.
Lincolnway, N. Aurora,
Transporters, Inc., Hwy. 95, Calvert City, KY
IL 60542.
HAIR models needed for
An Equal Opportunity Employer
style show. Monday, May
MEDICAL
16th Call 759-9757 for adINSURANCE
ditional information.
BILLING CLERK
'HIRING' Government
tHAf5-A-6000
jobs- your area. $15,000 - ---MurraY:taTTovvaN;,
County Hospital is acIDEA „I'LL 60
168,000. Call (602)838tively seeking an in8885, Ext. 684."
HIDE BEI4IND
LPN'S Needed for 3-11
dividual to pros,de pa•fl.iE DRINKING
and 11-7 shifts. Full and
tient billing for physician
FOUNTAIN
part time positions
services to all third par
available. Apply at
ty payors Qualified ar
Westview Nursing
plicants must has,-•
Home.
previous experienc,
MATURE Woman to
with billing third part,
babysit in my home, 3
payors. For more nfor
days per week, West
Poplar St. area. Call
malion contact:
759-1578.
Personnel Office,
NEED Lady to live-in
Murray-Calloway
With invalid lady Board
County Hospital
and salary. 759-1661.
803 Poplar Street
NEED a lob? 4 openings
Murray, Ky. 42071
now. You may qualify
15021753-5131
if
(1)you de not have
GED or your high
ext. 114.
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3) WANTED: Roofers for
you are between ages 16 out of town work and
& 21. We are a EOE. lots of it. Must be
experienced in wood
This project is funded
by the Western Ky. shingling, rubber shin
gling and some tar
Private Industry
roofing. Good pay.
Council- JTPA. Call
__J.T.P.A. Out Of School Purchase Area Roofing,BOX 1192, murray, 01- 753-9378 between 8,30
call 753-7755 and ask for
12:00 5 days a week
Little Beagle.
WE
Maintenance
Mechanic: High School
graduate or equivalent
required. Must have
four (4) years of ex
perience in all phases of
35 "Lucky"
fabrication and welding
number
1 Stop
including electric, gas,
38 French wilds
FLOSS
BOW
MOP
6 Trials
heliarc, TIG, etc.,
37 Exist
ARA
RODOO
11 Despicable
ERA
which can be acquired
38 Extort money
12 Fixed amount
through construction
N AUR OW DARREN
from: coital.
14 Faultless
work or welding shop
DIMEU
PAR
39 Household
15 Exorbitant
experience
Ad
pet
DELL
ROT
DROP
rate of
ditionally, must have
40
At
home
IT SCRAMBLES THE
interest
industrial mechanical
L I E
RENUM POD
41 Has on one's
17 Behold!
maintenance ex
AiRWAVE5 50 THE
MA
NAG
DEN
EA
person
18 Bitter vetch
perience in replacing
TERRORIST5 CAN'T
42
Tardy
ADD
RAP
AA GUS
19 Highlanders
bearings, couplings,
GET Tv
43 Most recent
BASH
20 Young boy
RAM
DYED
and V belts; changing
45
Seesaw
COVERAGE
seals; repairing hi lift
21 Equally
CAROM
gl E
47 Amounts
pumps; alianing
22 Sweep of a
owed
JABBER
SPENDS
sheaves and V belts;
scythe
48
Remained
DEPOT
HEN
LE I
oiling and greasing
23 "Three Blind
erect
pumps, fans, and elec
Y E A RE] 113L M
EIZID
tric motors General
24 Iterates
knowledge of plumbing
26 Rants
27 Evaluate
required. Must be able
1 Golf links
7 Hearing
to assist in mechanical
28 Lavish
2 Sins
organs
fondness on
tuberances
work to complete
3 Frult drink
8 Pigpen
necessary mainten
29 Transactions
16 Drunkards
4 Yes: Sp.
9 Agave plant
19 Hits hard
ance. Salary $7.21 per
31 Distributed
5 Instruct
10 Console
hour. Apply at Per
34 Rodents
slang
6 Veracity
11 Lance
sonnel Services, Sparks
20 Dwelt
13 ProHall, Murray State
22 Closes
University, Murray, KY
securely
42071. EOE/M-F.
23 Morning
prayer
WENDY'S has part
25 Talk idly
time position available
26 Wandered
for afternoon and late
28 Dispossesses
evening shift. We offer
Sewer
29
Christmas bonuses,
30 Merited
paid birthday, insur31 "The ance and tuition._.r.C.Hunter"
imbursement program.
32 Happy
For more information
33 Hinder
apply in person
35 Narrow, flat
Mon. Fri. 2 4p.m.
boards
9. Situation Wanted
38 "Father
Knows -"
CHRISTIAN family will
39 Roman
do mowing, light hauling,
statesman
and hotise cleaning. Also,
41 Spider's trap
plumbing. Prices re
42 Zodiac sign
asonable. 492 8899.
44 The two of us
4ENERAL house and
46 Latin
office cleaning. 6 years
conjunction
experience. Re
ferences Call 759 1578
after 3P.M.
CAWN Mowing Service
and Trimming Call
753 3646.

753-1916

-NOSPiTALINSURANCE
Age 40 To-85
If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.

We Represent 7 "A" And
"A +" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Are In Average
Health For Your Age, We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year.
CALL TODAYJerry McConnell Insurance
753-4199

DRIVERS WANTED
LIQUID TRANSPORTER& INC;
A TRIMAC COMPANY

ByGones

AntiquesCollectiblesGifts. .

MENEM MINIM
MEM= MMINIMM
MIME MIMEO MU
MEM MIMI MU
Mu
MIMEO= MIN=
ME= MIMI
WM= MEMMEMM
MINIM MEMO WM
MI MEM MOM
• MIME MINIM
MINN= MMINIMM
MIME MEM
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CLASSIFIED
9. Situation

Wanted

15. Articles for Sale

24. Miscellaneous

NEED an Experienced
„Painter? Free Es
timates. Will Work
hourly or by the job.
Call 759-1068.
WILL care for sick or
elderly male at home
M F Experienced. Re
ferences. Phone 7536817
WILL keep children in
my home, anytime. 437.4678.

27. Mobile Homes torstile

M E TA L 4 ' X t _ARIENS Riding Lawn LAKE Property 1/X80
Breakdown Trailer, Mower, new 8HP motor, Mobile Home. A.1 con
$200. 14' Polarcraft $385. 12HP Cub Cadet dition, 3 bedroom, 2
boat, 20HP Mercury hydrostatic 42" deck, bath, range, dis
motor and trailer, no S575. Phone 489.2804
hwasher, central heat
gas tank, $950. Can be BUSINESSES Caps, and air, 14X24 deck, on
seen at 1504 Oxford Dr. jackets, T-shirts, golf large private lot in
after 5P.M.
shirts for employees Pirates Cove $22,000.
NEW Full Size Bed, and advertisement. Can Call 35.4-8933.
headboard, mattress be embroidered or
and box springs. Like printed. Faye's, 514 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
new GE gas dryer. Main St., 753-7743.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
Three matching room• CHAIN Saw- Echo 510 unfurnished, some new
divider book shelves. EVL, powerful, 20" bar. furniture, natural gas
1 1 . Instruction
Dressers, mirrors and Like new, used one electric, air conmore. Canterbury. season, $3013. Call 474- ditioned. Shady Oaks
Phone 759-4155.
8848 evenings.
753-5209.
PEAVEY PA System. COMPUTER Zenith FOR Rent 1 and 2
LEARN TO DRIVE
XR
-700
Sound board. Z158, IBM Compatible, bedroom trailers, also a
TRACTOR-TRAILER
Peavey Tri flex, 5 30 Meg hard drive, 360K
house in the country.
tpS
microphones with floppy drive, 640K
Adult preferred Call
stands, 40' snake. Call 'RAM, Zenith Color 753-9866.
•DOT Certacabor
•Foil a parttime
435.4446.
Monitor (CGA), some
trsornse
SALE- Saturday, May software included. Set
I •Placement Dept
•rnancal Axl
14th at 10A.M. There up and instruction if 30. Business Rentals
Anstalt)*
will be a tag sale to desired. Excellent con- OFFICE or Store
space
ALLIANCE
make. space for auction dition. Call 753-9903 available mid
TRACTOR- TRAK,ER
may.
to be announced soon on (evenings).
TRAINING CENTERS
Southside Shopping
LEBANON TN
the Avalon Restaurant CORRIGATED metal Center. 753 9386
or 753
Call Tod Fres
and adjoining property, roofing 8'-$4.95; 10'46.40; 6612.
due to a disagreement 12-17.60. Mid -South
with the City of Paris. Building Supply; 342 East SMALL Building near
campus. Ideal for office
We need to cut our Washington, Paris, 901
or small business. Call
before
losses
claim
a
642-2552.
BALLET CLASS
can be filed in the DRYER For Sale, $50. 753-2967.
Sept. 1-Dec. 15 proper courts. We have Will deliver it around 31. Want to Rent
stored on the property Murray. Call 753-1242.
Ages 7 antiques, appliances, FIREWOOD for sale. WANT to Rent By June
Nancy Nerney furniture, office desks, Also, tree removing. 30 lst- Two or three bed
chairs, filing cabinets, years experience. 436- room house, washer
759-1445
dryer hook-up, ap
safe, building supplies, 2758 or 436.2562.
proximately 10 miles or
scaffolding, chain saws,
FIREWOOD for sale. less from Murray. $200
motel furniture, lamps,
437-4667.
price range. Call 753color TV's, all kinds of
restaurant equipment GLIDDEN Latex Wall 0284 before 3P.M.
;EL
(new and used), solid Paint 5 gallon can
oak chairs, round oak $29.99. Get at Black's 32 Apts for Rent
Tr-ern to be e
tables. (36", 42", 48", Decorating Center, 701 DUPLEX: 2 Bedroom,
washer and dryer hook54" and 96", some in S. 4th St., Murray, KY.
TRAVEL AGENT
Lion feet). Can be GOOD used water foun- up, carport. Located
tain.
759-4864.
TOUR GUIDE
purchased before sale
behind Cain's AMC.
day. 642-6542, Old LARGE, large, large Available June 1st Call
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
Avalon Restaurant, 1319 selection of storage 753-4487.
East Wood St., Paris, buildings in stock for _EXTRA Large one be
Start locally ,full,part time
immediate delivery. droom apartment.
TN.
Train on live airline corn
SCOTSMAN Super. Acree Portable Plenty of privacy and
puler. Home study and resiFlaker ice machine, Buildings, Mayfield, parking. Near hospital.
dent training Financial aid
available Job placement
makes 600 lbs. per day. Ky. 502-247-7831.
$150 per month. Call
assistance National Hdqtrs
Stores 350 lbs. 1550. Call PINE Bark Mulch 2.29 2 759-1987.
Pompano Bch , FL
Tommy Brown, cu ft. bags. Pine FURNISHED 2 bed
nuggets 2.49 2 cu. ft. room apartment in
753-8084, 753.6513.
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL
TREATED lumber in bags. We also have top sorority house, June 1 to
1-800-327-7728
stock. Check our prices soil, potting soil & peat. July 31. Call 436-2399.
• redited member N H s
and save! Mid -South Coast to Coast MUR-Cal apt. Nor
Building Supply; 342 East Hardware, Murray.
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Washington; Paris; 901., DELUXE Frigidaire Now renting. Equal
30" Range, solid cast Housing Opportunity.
litri-eTementS,
year
759-4984.
16. Home Furnishings
old. Call 753-0519.
TRAM'
NEW Two Bedroom
TO BE .4
BEDROOM Suite, less REAR -Tine Tillers- I Duplex economical heat
forward
speeds
and
PROFESSIONAL
mattress and box
pump system, carport,
springs, $75. tall 753- reverse, Briggs and outside storage. No
•SECRETAR
Stratton
HP'
engines.
5
0235 after 6P.M.
pets. Deposit required
*SEC. RECEPTIONIST
DINING Room Table, $599.99; 8 HP -S689.99. Phone 753 3778 or 753
•EXECI.TISE
Wallin
Hardware,
7947.
all wood (pecan), 6
SECRET 1111
chairs, extra leaf, like' Downtown Paris, TN.
ONE Bedroom fur
%an Iowa) tail pan Una
new, $500. 759-1320, RED Hot Bargains! nished apartment, some
Loam weed premising sad
Drug dealers' cars, utilities wiid, near un365634.
Massa seassarial skills
Me Ratty sad Reekteet
s-Wi and-fib-fp
GOOD Used Bunk Beds, boats, planes- re-- Iver-TM.
Trsidag. Beasas3 Met"
solid oak, bed mattress possessed. Surplus. Phone 7534012 or 753Pempeas Bch.. FL
and box springs. Call Your Area. Buyers 8756.
Guide 1-805-687-6000, ONE Bedroom apart
759-1808.
I -800-327-77U
ment furnished, all
King Size "GOLD Ext. 5-8155.
THE, H I1RT •1141•01
61,1cenom0.0 .11•••••••
LEAF" headboard. TAKING Bids on used utilities included in
NM<
equipment.
office
Call
rental, $185 per month.
0.•••••
$550. Phone: 753-0914
ACT Ca
7 5 9 - 49 41 from Deposit required, no
after 5 P.M.
9A.M.-5P.M.
children or pets. Now
SEVEN Piece Living
Room set, like new, TWO Plots and markers available, near MSU
14. Want to Buy
$300. Call 753-0509 after in Murray Memorial and downtown Call
Gardens, cheap. Call 4362755.
15' CANOE. Call 753- 5P.M
492-8282.
ONE and Two Bedroom
3006 evenings.
VINYL siding (8' white furnished apartments,
FOLD Up Ping Pong 19. Farm Equipment
double 4) $49.50 sq. Mid
1604 Miller Ave ,
Table and Pool Table.
SUPER C Farmall South Building Supply, available May 15 For
Call after 4:30P.M.,
Tractor with plow and 342 East Washington; appointment phone 753
753-4455.
Paris; 901-642-2.552.
0932 or 753-5898.
disc. Call 753-0195.
WANTED: Extra nice 3
WEST KY Hardwood
bedroom home with
Kiln- FAS Poplar, $.95
Duplex Apartment,
acreage and out- 22. Musical
per B.F. Other hard
buildings on South side PIANO For
1 Block from MSU
Sale: woods available. Call
of county. Call 46-2105.
Wanted. Responsible 395-5900.
WANT To fiuy: Boats, party to assume small
175 per month
WOOD For Sale. Green
motors, trailers, parts, monthly payments on
and seasoned,
753-1914 or
anything marine. Paris, piano. See locally. Call S25/rick. Call 437-4927.
TN, 901-6426569, 8A.M.. Manager at 618-234-1306
753-2649
5P.M. daily, 1.5P.M. anytime.
Sunday.
SMALL Apartment in
PORTABLE Electric
Blood River subdivision
Wurlitzer Piano with
15. Articles for Sale
on lakeside lot, $75 per
case_. Realistic
200 AMP Electric pole AM/FM receiver,
month. Call 436-242r. -for trailer. Also, Snap- phonograph and
TAKING applications
per riding lawnmower, speakers. Call 753-9625.
for Section 8. Rent
twin cylinder, 4 years
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
old. Call 437-4588.
BR. Apply Milk:tale
24.
Miscellaneous
2x4 ECONOMY studs .99
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
cents each Mid South APPLE He Computer
E qual Housing
Building Supply; 342 East For Sale: 128K Ram,
Opportunity.
Washington, Paris, 901
Apple Monochrome
THREE Bedroom
642-2552.
Repair and refinish
Monitor, Two Apple
Duplex with all ap•
3/4" PLYWOOD $9.95. 5 25" Disk Drives,
pliances, double carport
furniture
Mid South Building Parallel Printer Inter
with storage, central air
Qualified & experienced
Supply; 342 East face, Super Serial Card,
and heat. Call 753 5114
Washington, Paris; 901
$700. Call 753-7698 after
Here choice
or 753-7947.
6,
12 2552.
5P.M
Antique Furniture
VERY Nice 1 or 2
bedroom apartments,
fully furnished, near
campus. Also, 3 bedroom house for rent,
641 South
492-8 71 4
nicely furnished near
campus. Call 753.6111
(days), 753 0606
26. TV -Radio
(nights).
Location: At the Corbet Tucker borne place
BLACK & White Pornear Hardin. From the traffic light at 841
table TV, used carpet, 33. Rooms for Rent
& 80, go South on 641 approximately % mile
RCA Stereo set. Call FOR rent: Sleeping
to Tucker Rd. Turn West on Tucker Rd., go
753-3589.
room, furnished, $75 per
month and utilities, 1
/
1
4 mile to sale.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
block from campus. Call
Selling the personal property of the late
10X40 MONARCH 759-4104.
Opha Tucker. Will sell couch, platform
House Trailer, air con- ROOMS for Rent: One
rocker, Zenith color TV,coffee table, Dunditioning, 2 bedroom, block from campus,
can Phyfe end tables, lamps, pictures,
fully furnished, washer $125 per month, all
vacuum cleaner, fan, 2-3 pc. bedroom
and dryer and hook up, utilities paid. Call 753underpinning, new 6709.
suites, old vanity dresser, kitchen table &
carpet, linoleum, pan
4 chairs, maple dining table & 8 chairs, 30"
cling $3,000 or best 34. Houses for Rent
electric range, electric skillet, toaster oven,
offer. Call 753-1242.
NICE 3 bedroom house
crock pot, toaster, mixer, coffee pot, can
10 X 50 TWO Bedroom and basement, close to
Mobile Home,
,
a‘
.
or campus. No young
opener. pots & pans, dishes, glassware, old
best offer. Call
children. Will rent,
fruit jars, food chopper, churn, iron
1979 14X60 SHULTZ 1 option to buy. 502-834
skillets, milk can, wash kettle, old Gypsy
bedroom, central h/a, 7715.
pot, old cotton cards, old Edison
200 amp. service. Call THREE Bedroom
phonograph (plays cylinder records), old
489 2150.
house, newly decorated,
cider mill, old qullt box, cane bottom chair
1979 14 X 70 WINDSOR, $375 per month. Cali
2 bedroom, 1 bath, front 753-2967.
frames. 2 bicycles, roller skates, grills,
kitchen, central l air, TWO Bedrooms, stove,
metal lawn chair & glider, lawn cart, post
washer and dryer:. Call refrigerator, disposal,
hole digger, hand tools, rubber-tired farm
436 2630.
married couples, no
wagon, horse collars & hanes, old ground
1986 SHELTON Mobile children, no pets, re
Home, 14X70, like new, ferences, deposit. Call
slide, double shovel, rastus, bull tongue, &
2 bedroom, 2 baths, 492-8.594.
lots of other misc. items
central H/A, $13,000.
Sale Conducted By
Call 615 232-5537 or 615- 36. For Rent °Oases
232 5459.
7OIZ14 WINDSOR, 2
Miller's 1 2 1
Hardin, Ky.
bedroom, 2 lots, well,
septic tank and storage
Mini Storage
Auctioneers:
building, $8,500 436 2997.
Pat Johnston 437-4448
Located on 1 21 By PASS
X 93 HOUSE Trailer
Charles Starks 527-9552
with utility pole, $1,000
753 6774 or 753 6855
LET US SELL FOR YOU
for both. Call 492 8485
after 5 p m
after 4P.M.

Adult

Estate Auction
Saturday, May 14
10:00 a.m.

Johnston Auction Service

Hubert Coles
Antiques

36. For Rent or Lease

38. Pets-Supplies

DARK Fired Tobacco
Base. Call 498-8855.
FOR Lease 1/2 acre
Dark Fired Tobacco
Base. Call 492-8989.
RENT to Own a Heavy
Duty Washer and
Dryer, $18 per week.
Call Movie World at
753 .4663.

AKC REGISTERED
Maltese pups, 2
females, 1 male, $250
each. Call 474 2286.
C REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzers,
$125. Call after 6P M ,
492-8631.
ONE Year old running
male Beagle, $25 Also,
new pair of fiberglass
water skiis, $80 Call
753.9291.

37. Livestock-Supplies
PERFORMANCE
Tested Simmental and
Maine-Anjou crossbred
service age bulls. Only
the very top perform
ance bulls offered for
sale. All bulls health
tested and guaranteed.
Broadbent Farms,
Cadiz, KY 42211 (Day)
(502)235-5182, (Night)
(502)235.5170.
SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls_ Per
formance & semen
tested. Excellent qual
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz.
Ky. 522-8794

41. Public Sales

Yard
Sale
Thurs & Fri
May 12 & 13
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
1508 Dudley
Drive

4 1 . Public Sales

Yard Sale
Fri., May 13,
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat., May 14,
7 a.m..1 P.m.
In yard of
Immanuel
Lutheran Church
15th & Main Sts.

4 Party
Backyard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 13 & 14
528 S. 6th St.
8 a.m.-5 p.m. •
Ladies better clothes.
size 4-12, boys clothes
size 1-7. knick knackS
& alot more

3 Party
Yard Sale
Friday
7 a.m.-?
601 Broad Ext.
Lots of iitte boys
blue jeans _81 , iirne
girls clothes, lot of
misc

Large Moving/
Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
627 Broad
Extended
Garage Sale
Friday
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m.-12 noon
1500 London Dr.
Lots of clothes, small
appliances & items of
all kinds
No Phone Calls Please

Yard Sale
Sat., May 14
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Blue house in Old Almo
Bell & Howell movie
camera Mary Kay makeswing
porch
up
women's clothes saes
3-14, brown chair, lots of
knick knacks. sofa bed.
twin bed & mattress
No Sale 11 Rain

2 Family
Yard Sale
Rain or Shine
Fri., May 13 &
Sat., May 14
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
94 East toile] - 2 miles
to Anderson Shores.
Chairs, household items
auto/truck items, boy's
clothes. & ladies clothing
sizes 1 4/16

3 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 13 & 14
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Off 121 North Landfill
Rd. Watch for signs.
Lamps home interior
lots ,pf clothes t.
miscellaneous

4 Family------Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Rain or Shine
8 a.m.
121 North near Graves Co.
Una, Sandafiald Sub.
Baby bed children & adult
ciotning all sizes) light fixtures
radio
curtains
bedspread dishes new
cookware glassware
much mucn more

Yard Sale
Fri., May 13
8 a.m.-?
1710 Holiday
Drive
Children's clothes
girls clothes 0-6X
boys 0-18 mo , mater
nity clothes, cradle
w/bumper pad & mattress oddS & ends

641 Auction House
Paris, TN

baby items

items
toys

misc

413 S. 9th St.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday
May 14

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.mk
1614 Ryan Ave.

8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
2014 Gstesborough Cr.
Jewelry
Furniture
Toys Stereo, Books,
Misc

43. Real Estate
BUSINESS Property
for sale by owner • 1303
Chestnut adioining col
lege Building with 5
apartments and busi
ness front Large lot for
future development. 10,
000 below appraisal.
Call 615 262 0000.
FOR Sate - Good riiiTl
property, four apart
ments, 1 block from
campus $40,000, call
753 1203
KO-PPErtUD-Realii
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices 753 1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L for courteous,
--competent Real Estate-service We Take buy ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you

rParly Yard Sale

Garage
Sale

MOVING
L:-SALE
Sat., May 14

Furniture, clothes
Tupperware, large
pickle churn many
other items

New office space
for lease. Will
finish to suit tenant. 600 sq. foot
office, 1,000 sq.
foot warehouse
with 10 foot
overhead service
door.
Gas
utilities, Located
Hwy.841 N. next
to Joe Smith
Carpet Center.
Call
753-1294
(after 5 p.m. and
weekends.)
45

Farms for Sale
165 ACRES, 12 miles
from Murray 5 miles
from Kentucky Lake,
43.'Real Estate
with 75 acres tillable.
BOB Haley
Credible
year round running wa
Knowledgeable
Easy ter, Poplar timber Call
to Work With Cali him - 502 759 4169 between
at 489 2266 or Roberts YAM 5P M 502 436 14?4
Realty 753 1651
eyeninos

PIN000 cams or ,0sits ovo,10

7534413

8 3C Saturday mOrn•ra;
riot accePte0

4 Bedroom Brick, 1 Acre. in City-liVBFP-,-Good Neighborhood,
Many Amenities, Trees.

Yard Sale
Fri., May 13
8 a.m.-?
311 N. 4th St.
or 312 N. 5th St.
Clothing
and
household items
too numerous to
mention

759-1117
relliMIKINIIG=011[411t

Shopper's Mall
Inside Wiggins Furniture Bldg

I

.
Big

I
I

Selection
of 11111111011101101
Concrete-birO bathsflower pots-swing and
clay pots-deer-horses-

conret'

picnic

and lots
I ornaments

Big Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
610 Broad Ext.
(Off Sycamore)
Toys clothing knickknacks ceramics books.
-odds & ends for
everyone 73 Ford LTD
,uns $250 '72 Chevrolet
impala $100
4744057

Playhouse In
the Park
Cleans Our
Closet Sale
Sat., May 14
8 a.m.-12 Noon
At The Depot
Lots of hats, dressup clothes
Most

items under $1 00
No Early Sales

Garage
Sale
Fri., May 13th
7:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
1806 Sherry
Lane
Clothes, toys, framed bathroom mirror,
lots of misc

Friday, May 13th, 6 p.m.
This Week Scotty will be here with a load
from St. Louis. A partial listing follows:
Oak buffet w/mirror, piano bench, rockers,
Hoolder cabinet, music cabinet w/mirror,
mantel clock, oak dresser w/large mirror,
walnut cathedral clock, wicker rocker,
tools, pictures, ruby red Bellek plates,
Jewelry, dolls, blue and white German
spice )ans, crockery, primitive floor lamps,
quilts, doilies, copper broiler, lots more
Gary Pinson and Charles Earley, owners
Firm 11882
Bryan Dell Carter, Auctioneer 11941
For more information call 901-844-9528

Household

Fri. & Sat.
May 13 & 14
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
1511 Clayshire
Drive
Clothing and
household items.

Fri., Sat.,
Mon., Tues.Northwind Trailer
Park
(N. 16th Street)
Nev. ceratr.cs Avor mDtsot
clothes washers & dryers
some furniture Tom-Wat
droducts lots of rnisc
Cane&

Baby clothes & lots
of miscellaneous
Items

Fri.-Sat.
8-1
Lynn Lawson Rd.
1/4 mile South of
Stella off Hwy.
121.

-Yard Sale

Clothes, furniture
-swing set7 GE stove,
lots more

Sat., 7 a.m.-?

Yard Sale

Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
121 behinyen Mayfield &
Murray, 5th house on
left before Graves County line.
'.by items. toys & crafts
at all kinds including
paper twist dolls &
wreaths Lots of other
items

Big
Yard Sale

Go out 94 East to
Happy
Holiday,
turn left, 3rd house
on right.

Public Sales

41

Yard and
Garage Sale

Harris
Grove
Junction of 893 &
1550.

Auction
Hwy. 641 North

Public Sales

Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

3 Party Yard Sale
Yard
Sale

41

Carport
Sale
1610 Magnolia
Drive
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Avon, misc items

of

tables
yard

You'll find it all at

iShoppers Mall
in

I
I
•

Wiggins Furn. t,

2 MI N of Murray US 64' 753-4506
Open: Thurs., Fri., S Set. 9-5, Sun 12-5
•• ..
wned & Operated b P •"' '• •

Big Auction
Sale
Sat. May 14th. 10 A.M.
At the Lemar Britt farm between Bell(1
ty and old Protemus in Southeast Graves
Co. Turn east off Hwy.si at Bell City 1 ml.
to sale. Or turn south off Hwy. 94. 3 mi.
west of Lynn Grove. 3 ml. to sale.
Will sell nice gas stove • refrigerator •
washer-dryer • small appliances • living
room furniture • bedroom suits • dinette
set • lots of chairs • small tables • choice
antiques • player piano • chests • tables •
trunks • corner cabinet • spool cabinet •
rockers • piano and organ stools • high
chair•antique fan • platform scales•John
Deer upright corn sheller • porch swing •
primitive cabinets and shelves • 2 wash
kettles • cast iron skillets • cream
seperator • bee smoker • powder horns •
stone churn • Jars • Jugs • iron wheels •
pulleys • lots of good old glass • China •
stoneware •Deptession • crystal • carnival
turene • wash bowl *China platter•lamps
• trinkets• horse drawn tools-buildings piled full • large shop of tools • B Allis
tractor-good condition • plow disc cultivator •side mower • lots of hand tools
• extension ladder • step ladders • nice
Texas saddle•concrete mixer •old riding
and push mowers • tractor seat • sower •
bench leg vice • air compressor • bait
charger • grinders • lots more • trailer
truck load of used lumber, all kinds • this
is a 50 yr. collection of goodies• nice solid
8 x 35 travel trailer

For Info Call

Otto Chester's
Auction Service
435-4129 - Lynn Grove Ky.
Watch Next Week. Paper For A Good
FATATE Auction On Olive Blvd. In Murray

EA

THURSDAY, MAY 12, 1988

Where can you easily find millions in
real estate, sell your old car, find a
better paying job, find your lost
tank book, make a-good buy
on an antique lamp, locate
n good carpenter who
can repair your porch,

CLASSIFIEDS

e0
0

sell your
old baby
carriage and
much, much more?

,Call the Murray
Ledger & Times
753-1916
To Place Your Ad

Real Estate & Personal
Property Auction
Friday, May 13th, 1988, at 5 p.m.
From Murray take 94 West to 783 South, 2 miles
to auction on 783.
Real Estate consists of 2 acres more or less- large metal building
approximately 10,500 sq. ft. floor space - office space - bathrooms
- ready for business - extra trailer hook-up. Fronts Highway 783
and 1550-4 miles from city limits of Murray, Ky. Real Estate will
sell promptly at 6 p.m.
Personal Property: Ord vanity & chest - chiffrobe • 2 drawer chest
- treadle sewing machine - electric sewing machine - cabinet radio
- record player - several old pocket knives - old coins • silver dollars
- needlework - quilt & quilt tops - old china - pato& pans - cast iron
pieces • rocking chair - gas apartment stove - frosi free refrigerator
automatic washer hospital bed - wheelchair-5 H.P. rotary tiller
- like new push mower • step ladder • cargo barrier for van
Many items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine.
Not responsible for accidents
Terms on real estate 20,-; down selling price day of sale
Balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
Kopperud Real Estate • Broker • Phone 753-1222 - Murray. Ky.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
435-4144

Public Auction
Saturday, May 14th, 1988 at 10 a.m.
1
2 mile
at the Dan Miller Auction barn /
north of Lynn Grove,- Ky.on Highway 893.
From Murray take 94 West to Lynn Grove.
From Mayfield, Ky.take 121 South to 1836
South, 3 miles tti auction. Watch for auction signs.
Small oak table - nice camel back trunk • 2 oak beds - oak dresser
• nice lamp table with claw feet & glass balls other old lamp tables
- 2 flat top trunks - old knock down piece - 2 small wardrobes - old
8 day kitchen clock - fancy wrought iron floor lamp - nice old
wrought iron bed - drop leaf wood table - small glass door china
cabinet - sonic old coins - beautiful R.S. Prussia pitcher- stone pitcher with flower on side • nice stone pieces - nice flatwear • occupied Japan pieces - unusual old fruit Jars: kei gal. Blue Woodbury dated Nov. 25, 1884 - tight seal July 14, 1908 blue wire bale
glass lid - Blue Root Mason MS Blue Ball improved - blue are seal
Hall glasslid wire bale - blue SwaYmella improved Amon - trade
mark lightening registered U.S. patented. Kerr wide mauth Mason
1915 - 2 blue slippers hob nob with lids - large lot of old well pulleys
some good old glass & china - 3 or 4 bedroom suits - nice couches
& chairs - 2 hide-a-bed couches - nice odd chairs - beautiful coffee
& end tables - nice table & vanity lamps - odd chest & vanities •
nice color RV stereo with AM/FM radio- nice dining table & chairs
with matching hutch - nice round table & chairs with hutch - other
wood table & chairs • chrome breakfast sets - stove & refrigerator
• chest & upright freezer - 2 sets of washers & dryers - throw rugs
- like new Toro push mower - counter scales - bicycle - large lot
of Pratt - Lambert paints - 2 wheel barrows - 2 like new lawn
mowers motors - log chains - load binders - free standing grocery
shelves - manual cash register - new tractor spray with new pump
- 76 Buick Skylark - 78 Mercury Cougar - 10 ft metal Jon boat &
trailer - nice single axle camper trailer, sleeps 4 - old single barrel shotgun -22 automatic rifle - BB gun - approximately 3000 tobacco sticks - 135 Massey tractor diesel - 3 bottom plows - 2 row
cultivator - farm wagon - 4 row cultivator
Many other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available
For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144, Lynn Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn #12111
Darrell Beane-Terry Paschall-Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Real Estate Auction
Saturday, May 14th at 10 a.m.
at Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Hill home on Highway 299. From
Murray, Ky., take Highway 121 North to Stella. Take
Highway 299 approximately 2 miles to auction.
A 24' x 65' mobile home, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, dining room, kit
chen, den, large living room, double attached garage, outside
storage, private well on approximately 2 acres more or less by
deed.
Terms: BO% down selling price day of auction. Balance in 30 days
with passing of deed. Possession with deed.
Auction held jointly with ERA Real Estate on 641 North, Murray.
Ky. Pete Waldrop. Broker 759-9372.

Dan Miller, Auctioneer
Phone 435-4144
Announcements made day of auction will take
precedence over all printed matter.

45. Farms for Sale
53 ACRE- Cattle Farm
on Cherry Corner Rd
Asking 140,000 Call
753 3625

46. Homes for Sale
10 75 ACRES, 3 Bedroom home, 2 years old,
6 miles from Murray.
Call 753 9730, leave
message on recorder if
not home, will return
call.
2,128 -T-Q-UARE Foot
Lakefront Home for
sale on one acre lot
North of Paris Landing.
Private dock and more
land available 901 2328392.
3--8
-l-e-OROOM brick, 2
bath, living room,
family/dining room, kit
chen, laundry room,
patio, central air and gas
heat, 1 1/2 garage. In
Canterbury, 1530 Oxford
Dr. Call 753 2908.
LOOKING for peace
and quiet? This 3 bedroom home is close to
lake, with large deck,screened in porch, garage and more. Price
just reduced so don't
miss this one! Call
Roberts Realty 753 1651
or 753 3_ni nights.
NEED more room for
that growing family?_
This 4 bedroom home
North of town is the
answer. On large lot,
has a fireplace and
much more! Priced in
the 20's. Call Roberts
Realty 753 1651 or 753
3204 nights.
PRICE Reduced and
owner says sell! This 3
bedroom, 3 bath brick in
a quiet rural setting is a
must see to appreciate
Over 3,000 sq ft , large
lot, and mucn more.
The quality and care
shows Call Roberts
Realty 753 1651 or 7533201M.
droo rn
Brick, 1 1 2 baths.
LR /DR, Den,
fireplaces, gas heat,
garage, deck, Satellite
dish, caPle concrete
drive, one acre, 7 miles
from Murray, 4 miles
from lake. Irvin Cobb
Rd 436 5463.
THREE Bedroom home
12 miles East of
Murray Good well, 2
sleeping rooms up ,
stairs, on about 3 1/1
acres-MOOG Call 7531203.
THREE Tedroom
Duplex near college.
all 753 7947

rH

TWO Bedroom Brick
House, nice neighbor
hood, almost a new roof,
hardwood floors, built
in carport Stove re
fricerator
air con
ditioning, shades and
curtains are optional
1614 Ryan St. Call
753 6413. • I
'F WTid r 0.0 m
Aluminum sided house,
fenced in packyard.
Nice neighborhood Call
759 1182.
TWO Bedroom, L.-A-7,
Kitchen, Utility. and
Carport
Newly de
corated inside and out
New carpet and Mini
blinds On 3 4 acre, 11
miles West on 94. 2nd
house past Harpoles
Grocery
Immediate
occupancy $25,000, 759
1987 after 5P M.

49, Us440 Cars

Trucks

Dan Taylor
Chew* Oldsmobikt
Calk,Inc. ol
. Pals, lN

rz--€ A L

1979 Ford
Bronco

172 REBEL Crappie or
Bass boat, 90 HP Mer
cury, good condition
Call 492 8505.

4 wheel drive
77,500 miles
Good Condition
$4000.00 or
Best Offer
753-5382
After 5
759-9555
Before 4

FOR Boy Scout Camp Sunfish or similar
sailboats. Will buy or
receipt tax deductible
gifts 443 6461 or 436
2444.
SAILBOAT For Sale 14' Lockley Sea Witch
Mainsail and Jib. Used
very little, good condi
tion, 1675 Call 502 522
7080

VOTE X #1 ON THE BALLOT

JANE
STOKES
Magistrate District 2
May 24, 1988
Your vote is appreciated
vOTIMS PRECINCTS
•Chro,v Corn*.
•2-City
•7-Robortron School

•Cission Crier
•Prow Canon,
•341wrey 1/16dre
•40worn Tesler
POI for br the candidate Crierrerrl

• IW

.1

11111111111ligmArrtA

"flri

Three bedroom, 3 bath home in rustic setting near Kentucky Lake. Assumable loan.
Offered at $61,000.

KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222

711 Main

For Sale

48. Auto Services
ENGINE, 305 Cl, -7-8-7
model, 3,500 actual
miles, 11,000, call 527
9729

FORE)

1977 Captain's Craft, 50 ft., V-8, dual
air, generator, large head with tub,
bottom painted, now on Kentucky
Lake, $23,500.
618-524-2533 or 618-524-5025

hce,Ledger.....
53. Services Offered
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. Former county attorney;
former district judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
Murray, 753-3153;
Home, 753-7900.
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking lots,
seal coating and striping.
Also, limestone, gravel,
top toil and I-wading.
Phone 753-1537.
MOBILE HOE
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
set ups, tear downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 7594850.
PAINTING
Interior
and Exterior. 25 years
experience. Quality
work. Reasonable. Free
estimates. References.
Call 436-2245.
PAINTING, Exterior
and Interior, Houses
and Mobile Homes,
quality work, free estimates. 489-2279.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436 2617.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing,' siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrS.
experience. All work
guarantee, Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free estimates. Phone 492-8899
or 753-1308.
or

Al Your Roding Needs GaS

Steve Brown
(901) 498-8995
No Job Too Big
Or TOO Small
Free Estimates
Ali Work Gauranteecl

53

Services Offered

Gil's
Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Steam & Vacuum

System

Special!
Three Rooms'
& Hall

*39.95
1315 Olive Blvd.
753-3727
Gil

Sewell

15 years experience
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.
SUREWAY Tree
Service- Topping, pruning, tree removal. Ae
rial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your protection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753-5484.
SWIMMING Pools installed above ground,
all sizes. Quality work,
call 489-2279.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
55. Feed

and Seed

The New
Northrup King
Seed Corn
Hybrid Sudan Grass
New S-4477
Soy Beans
Stac,k Dust
Garden Seed
and Bedding Plants

Carraway
Farms
121 S. Neale Rd.
753-5522
56. Free Column
FREE kittens. Call 7538988.

All Types Of
*
*
if
ilf
*
*
*
i

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Orop by 8 see our showroom
4C
409 suratiRY - MURRAY - is•swei sunny assrotiiii

%***********************

.-WAYNE DARNELL
Boat & Motor
Repair
25 Years
Experience
Buy, Sell
or Trade
753-0079
1 mile from Murray
on Hwy 9.4E
FOR Backhoe work and
hauling white rock,
creek and bank-gravel,
dirt and fill sand, call
Bill Travis at 474,2779.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763.
GARDENS Tilled, it's
not too late, and other
Lawn Maintenance
Call 753-2423
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
HOME Repairs, big or
small. Reasonable, Re
ferences. Call 436 2541.
INSULAT4ON blown in
by Sears TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
LAURA'S Cleaning
Spring or
Service
General cleaning. Car
pet shampooing. Call
502 247 4789.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet 8. upholst
cry cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827
Satisfied references

Septic Tanks
Pumped

49. Used Cars
1973
Mercury,
door, runs good $XKI or
best offer Call 492 8548
.197-4 FORD Torino,
p.s. and air, 11,500 1985
Chevy Cavalier, p b.,
p s and air, $5,300 Call
753 0260
W76 DATSUN 710,
door, one owner, and
1957 Chevrolet, 2 door,
hardtop Call 497 8500
after 413 M

52. Boats -Motors

1975 JEEP J-10, 4 wheel 1979 MARK Twain, 18',
Now it's
drive pick-up Power 165HP inboard. Can be
steering, power brakes, seen at 1407 Vine or call
air, S1700. 527 3962.
753 3830
(Forrneroyof Worry 6 Fume"
1976 CHEVY Pick Up
Short wheel base, 350,
white, cloth interior, 53. Services Offered
new tires and paint, Al ENTERPRISES 'of
12,800. Call 759,4657.
fering brick and - block
1978 CHEVROLET driveway and patio
Scottsdale Pick Up, work. Carpentry work
New & Used
SWB, 55,000 actual of all phases Also,
GM Execubves
miles, extra clean, well natural and LP gas
Program Vehicles
kept, p.s., p.b., air work. Free estimates
conditioning. Call 753' 436-5355.
901-042.3900
7718 after 6PV.
A 1 TREE Service and
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
1978 DODGE Van, stump removal. Your
A/C, AM/FM, auto- professional tree .ser
1976 PLYMOUTH Road
matic, privacy glass. ' vice. All types, remo
Runner, 360 V-8, motor, like new tires. C411---Vat, topping, feeding.
body in good condition, 3.45-2724.
Free estimates. 50'
new set of mag wheels, 1983 DODGE Van. Fully bucket truck and chip11,200 or best offer Call customized, excellent per. Call 753-0906.
753 0523.
condition. 50,000 actual ACE Lawn Services:
1977 WHITE Cadillac miles, 18,000. Call 759: Mowing, Landscaping,
SeVille, all power, 1700 after 5P.M.
any type of yard work
power sunroof. Call 1983 FORD Ranger 4X4, Call 492-8650.
492-8787.
4 speed, 2.3 liter 4 ALL Types of gravel
1W DODGE Magnum cylinder, short wheel and white rock hauled
XE, needs motor, will base, camper top and 5 Also, slabs and light and
take best offer 753 3715 new tires. 13,800 or best dark mulch, hauling
after 3P.M.
offer. 924 5598 after and any type of clean-up
1979 CU T L A
work. Reasonable, Re
5P.M•
Supreme, white with 198.4 FORD Van E-150, ferences. (Industrial or
red interior, air con
302, V 8, auto overdrive, Residential), 753-0467
ditioning, sport wheels, air, radio, insulated, after 6P.M
36,000 miles. Call 753
12,150. Call 492-888,4.
4048.
1980 BUICK Skyl-iiil•
Air Conditioner
Limited, engine over- 1984 TOYOTA 4X4, 5
hauled 20,000 miles ago, speed, steering, brakes
Maintenance
cheap, sharp, nice. Can and air. Extra clean.
(Units need cleaning wiry 3
be seen at r 145 Riviera - Call 753-8045.
years for greater efficiency.)
Courts or phone-1987 C -HEVROLET
*Remove
from window
753-0572.
Conversion Van,
'Clean Condensor
1980 DOVE Grey Delta loaded. 436 2718 after
'Oil Bearings
Royale, 4 door, power. 5P.M.
windows, tilt, cruise. 1987 CHEVY S 10, 4
*Check Freon Level
Extra clean. Call 436' speed, blue, 18,000 miles.
Also experienced in air
2682.
Call 753-2947 after 6P.M.
conditioner repair
1981 CHEVY Chevette, 4 FULLY Customized
speed, 40,000 miles, 1978 Dodge Van. Good
FREE ESTIMATES
good condition, . 11,100. condition, 11,000. 'Call
Call 753-4884
Call 489-2534 or 489-2745.
753-8334.
or 753-8298
1982 MERCURY Linx MUST Sell 1966 Chevy
Station Wagon, 4 cylin
Truck, 305, automatic
APPLIANCE SERVICE
der, 4 speed, power transmission, p.s., p.b., Kenmore, Westinghouse,
steering, power brakes. 1500 Call 436-2441.
Whirlpool 28 years ex
11,095, call 489 2329
perience. Parts and ser
1982 PLYMOUTH Re- 5 1 . Campers
vice. Bobby Hopper, 753'
liant, good condition,. .1 9 76 V W C AM P
4872 or 436-5848.
low Mileage, very de- MOBILE Van, sleeps 4, YARD landscaping.
pendable Call 7531307 good condition, Leveling driveways and
after SP.M
Michelin tires. Call
bushhogging. 436-5430 or
1984 DA-YTONA --Turbo, 759 1839 (days); 753753-0659.
AM/FM cassette, AC, 0114 (evenings).
BRICK block and conPW, sears, door locks, 1978 HERITAGE 5th
crete dr,iveways,
tilt, cruise, new tires. 492
sidewalks, patios, house
Wheel, 28' or 30', good
8892.
foundations, chimneys.
condition. Call 753-5216.
1984 PONTIAC Sunbird, 1980 COACHMAN
New and repair 27
excellent condition, 13803. Lepercon motorhome, years experience. Free
Call 759 1033 or 753 4667 air, generator, low mileestimates. Large or
after 5P.M., can be seen age Call 753- 1353.
small jobs. Charles
at Murray. Bait.
Barnett 753-54.
1982 JAYCO pop-up
1986 I ROC. t-tops and all camper, excellent condiCONCRETE drive
Rowe r, very sharp. lion. Call 753-0932 or 753ways, patios, carpentry
%10,900 Cell -7S3--4812--.5
-and block work,-- Call
after-6P.M.
507-492-8160.
1986 RED Nissan Pulsar 52. Boats -Motors
FAMILY- Lawn Care'
NX, AM/FM radio, 5 15' ALUMINUM
Specialize in lawn
Canoe
speed, sunroof, low for sale. Call 753 3134
mowing including
mileage, extra sharp. before 5P.M., ask for
shrubbery and hedges.
Call 753 5216.
Servicing city and
Mike
RA-P--E-- Deal Must Sell: 15 SWIFT 6 Runabout, county. Lower rates for
1986 Monte Carlo Super 40HP Evinrude,
Senior Citizens. Call
trailer,
now and register with a
Sport. maroon color, red and white.
Extra
like new. 16,000 miles, nice, 11,500. Call
dependable Lawn Ser
436
vice. 7 5 3 3 5 3 4 or
power package. 5681 anytime.
345 2301.
16' FIBERGLASS
F N
"Siles at Sears
Nice Dune Sailboat with trailer, 2
now. Call Sears 753-2310
Buggy with trailer Call sails, all accessories.
for free estimate for
492 8617
Call after 5P.M., 436
your needs
2879_

47. Motorcycles
1979 GS 1000 SUZUKI,
for sale or partial trade
Call 753 7300
1981 650 HOKIOK; 900d
condition, 1,400 miles.
Call 759 1959 after
4 30P M
1981 YAMAHA 250 Ex
citer Street Bike, A 1
condition, with 7
helmets, 12,000 miles,
1400 Call 753 5159
1982 SUZUKI -al- 650 O.-,
shaft drive, 7,000 miles,
like new, helmet, battery charger, 11,450, call
759 9699
759, exceT
lent shape 11000 firm.
437 4626.
1982 YAMAHA 920
Virago, good condition,
11100. Call 753 7169
1985 HONDA 3 wheeler
250 XS, goOd condition.
Call 492 8989
1986 HONO-A
-gribel 450,
like new, with extras.
Call 436 5677.
1§87 350 YAMAHA
Excellent
Banshee
condition, never
wrecked, never raced,
adult ridden Nett bars
and new Spider Trac
tires. Must sell, 11,800.
Call 474 8817.
2
1988 YAMAHA
Blasters, 3 months old.
Must Sell Call 753 3329
or 759 1108 after 5P.M

50.Used
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...Sewer lines cleaned
...Grease Traps
pumped
...Portable toilet
rentals
...Office trailer rental
& sales
Lane's
Mobile John &

Septic Service
527 9945
1 800 592 3308

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, May 14, 1988
10:00 a.m. - Rain or Shine
Mrs. Colon Jones: Deceased
4 Miles North of Kirksey, Kentucky
7 Mlles South of Benton, Kentucky
5 Mlles South West of Hardin, Kentucky
12 Miles North West of Murray, Kentucky
Sale Location:% Mile South of Hwy.80 on
Hwy. 299 on the Magness Road.

REAL ESTATE
A very neat and tidy 6 room frame home with an
upstairs situated on 1.7 acres +. This vinyl sided home has storm windows, gas heat, carpet and
is ready to move into. There is an out building
for storage and the yard has plenty of mature
shade This home has a very desirable atmosphere and deserves your attention since it
will be selling to the highest bidder regardless of
price!'
TERMS: 15", down day of sale, balance due
within 30 days and delivery of deed.

PERSONAL PROPERTY
Living Room Couch w/Matching Chair•Rockers
• Recliners • Old Round Coffee Table • Several
Antique Tables • End Tables • Lamps • Curio
Cabinet•RCA XL-100 Solid State Console Color
Television • Old Three Piece Bedroom Suite •
Two-Full Beds • Antique Chitfrobe w/Hat Box
• GE Window Air Conditioner Nearly New •
Frigidaire 30" Electric Range • Whirlpool 19 Cu
Ft. Frost Free Refrigerator • Sears Automatic
Washer • G.E. Electric Dryer • Kitchen Table
w/4 Chairs • Round Table w/4 Chairs • KMC
Microwave • Microwave Cart • Old Flat Top
Trunk •Old Plymouth Mantle Clock •Old Quilts
• Linens • Two-Chest Type Freezers • Set of
Norleans Blue Bell China • Misc. Old Dishes •
Pink Depression Pieces•Cut Glass Pieces• PorJable Sewing Machine • Fans• Heaters•Garden
Tiller • Misc. Hand Tools• Garden Tools• Skill
Saw • Craftsman Electric Start Riding Lawn
Mower • Misc. Items•
TERMS: Complete Settlement Day of Sale!!
, Although all material in this advertisement is
obtained from sources deemed reliable, the auctioneer. real estate broker, and owners make no
wIrranty or guarantee, expressed or implied, as
to the accuracy of the information herein contained. It is for this reason that the buyer should
avail themselves the opportunity to make inspection prior to the auction. All announcements day
of sale take precedence over all other
advertisements
For Information Contact:
Mr. Ersel Jones, Co-Executor 502-247-1334
Mr. Wade Jones, Co-Executor 502-753-4177

James R. Cash
The Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker
Fancy Farm, Kentucky
502423.8466 or 5024234388
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•

Mrs. Gladys Doyle
The funeral for Mrs. Gladys
Doyle will be Friday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Northlake Funeral
Home, Northlake, Ill. Buria will
follow in Arlington Cemetery at
Elmhurst, Ill.

Mrs. Murrelle

View Nursing Home. She was the
widow of Bertis Doyle.
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. Joan Edwards. Rt. &, Murray, Mrs. Thelma Liesberger,
Bensonville, Ill., and Mrs. Ethel
Reno, Lisle, II; one son, James
Doyle, afton Hills, Minn.; two
sisters, Mrs. Martha Davidson,
Columbus, Ind., and Mrs. Debs
Brook, Franklin Park, Ill.; 24
grandchildren; 18 greatgranchildren.

Visitation will be tonight at the
Northlake funeral home. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home had
charge of local arrangements.
Mrs. Doyle, 83, Rt. 6, Murray,
died Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at West

Mrs."Floiella Ross Ileirldrickson
Memorial services for Mrs.
Florella Ross Hendrickson will be
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
Officiating will be the Rev.
Thomas Schellingerhout.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to Memorial Fund of
First Presbyterian Church,
Murray.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Hendrickson, 82, of 105
Hickory Dr., Murray, died Sun-

day, May 1, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by her husband,
Dr. Stanford Hendrickson; two
sons, Scott Hendrickson,
Plymouth, N.H., and Daniel Ross
Hendrickson, Murray; two sistes,
Mrs. W.K.(Irene) Johnson, Mountain Lake, N.J., and Mrs.
Elizabeth Olmsted. Las Vegas,
Nev.; one brother, Dr. Peirce M.
Ross, Nashville, Tenn.; three
grandchildren; two
stepgrandchildren.

r-

Comparing -college tuitions

[

J1 987 88

1988-89

University of Chicago

Roosevelt
12,300
13,125

Northwestern
11,637
12,270
Lake Forest
10,745
11,730
Nortre Dame
9,480
Not available
Knox
6
-1

i1,998
9,822

Wheaton
7,256
7,728
Loyola

Services for Mrs. Murrelle H.
Ryan will be Friday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Nowell
Bingham will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Don Henry,
Robert Glin Jeffrey, Sid Easley,
Phil Allen, Chuck Simons and
Bethel Richardson. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday I.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Mr. and Mrs. M.H.
Ryan Scholarship for Murray
High School Studens attending
Murray State University to Murray High School Foundation for
Excellence in Education.
Mrs. Ryan, 70, of 1213 Dogwood,
widow of Maurice H. Ryan, died
Wednesday at 7:35 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Nancy Hickman, Benton, Ill.,
and Mrs. Linda Ttimlinson, Citrus
Heights, Calif.; four grandchildren,-Julie Mine West, Benton,
Ill., and Karin Dodson, Sean Dodson and Jeremy Tomlinson, Citrus
Heights.

Robert L. Noles

1
61- 12,352

4,
4,
6
9
56
92

University of Illinois-Chicago

2,532
University of Illinois-Urbana
2,242
2,398
Northern Illinois university
11,867
2,072
Northeastern Illinois University
1,492
,637
Triton
0708
Not available
City Colleges of Chicago

6664

6,350
7,040

H. Ryan

664

De Paul

1

6.288
6,864
mom Figures do not inciooe room and board which mops eon 32.500 to $5.000a yaw.
Tuition tor state unhiersmes are fre freshmen and sophomores;anion ninr awe Mir Iholopsion
acipournsii July City Colleges figure es lot a12-hour
Is biding* soodient Ironsfir Wollrarn
Chicago Tribune Graphic

Funeral rites for Robert_
Noles were Wednesday at 3j:30
p.m. in the chapel of Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah. The Rev Howell
Spees officiated.
Burial was in Maplelawn
Cemetery there.
Mr. Noles, 77, of 1009 North 32nd
St., Paducah, died Tuesday at
12:50 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
He was a retired pipe fitter
working out of Local 184. Born in
Marshall County, he was the son of
the late William Noles and
Margaret Noles.
Also preceding him in death
were two brothers, three sisters,
two half brothers and one half
sister.
He is survuved by his wife, Mrs.
Maggie Noles; one son, Robert
Noles, Paducah; one sister, Mrs.
Nettie McKeel, Murray; three
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

be an indication that all is not well.
Enlarged spleens usually are swollen,
tense and firm However, this is not
always the rule Therefore, if you
have a large spleen — regardless of
its consistency — you should have it
Peter
checked more thoroughly
Gott, M.D.
I am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report on MEDICAL SPEFinal rites for Mrs. Erin Grogan
CIALISTS. Other readers who would
Reed
are today at 2 p.m. in the
like a copy should send $1 and their
name and address to PO Box 91369. chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Cleveland. OH 44101-3369 Be sure to Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe is officiating. Music is by Grace Bap-._
mention the title.
DEAR DR GOTT I'm 66. female tist Church Choir with Clyde
and can't seem to stand up straight Roberts as leader and Dwane
anymore I've developed round shoulBy Peter H. Gott, M.D.
Jones as organist.
ders and a small hump in my back,'
Grandsons are serving as
DEAR DR. GOTT Sometime ago. Would a posture bra help'
DEAR READER. No. it wouldn't. pallbearers. Burial will follow in
during a routine exam,the doctor said
that my spleen was enlarged. Howev- You probably are beginning to devel— - Murray Memorial Gardens.
er. he was MA worried, sinCe-thenr----- --op---"-dowager's hump,- an abnormal___Mrs. Reed. 93, former assis
gan was soft and pliable Should I curvature of the spine resulting from postmistress at Hamlin and widow
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such
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Enlarged spleen
should be checked

NEW YORK (AP I — Bank
customers with loans pegged to
the prime rate are about to feel the
impact of the rising cost of money,
but economists say a big increase
In interest rates is unlikely this
year.
The first spike in the prime rate
since the October stock market
crash was announced Wednesday
by major banks. The rise from 8.5
percent to 9 percent heralded a
period of more expensive loans for
purchases ranging from plant
machinery to homes and cars.
The prime rate reflects the
,banks' costs of borrowing money
and trails more subtle increases in
other interest rates. But the rate is
watched closely because bankers
use it as a basis for calculating
loans to businesses and for determining many types of fixed and
adjustabre-rate consumer loans,
including popular home-equity
loans.
Stock traders reacted badly to
the rate rise, partly because it
renewed memories of the higher
interest rates that preceded the
stock market crash. The Dow
Jones industrial average fell 37.80
points to a three-month low of
1,965.85.
But many economists said they
didn't believe interest rates would
rise much further, largely because
the economy could stumble badly
if borrowing costs increased
substantially.
These economists argue that
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan, a Reagan administration appointee who has wide power
to influence interest rates, doesn't
want to make any sudden move to
tighten credit, especially in an
election year.
But the Fed also wants to heed
inflationary warning signs that
have appeared, notably a 14-year
low in the unemployment rate .
reported last week by the Labor
Department.
"It wants to tap the brakes a little bit rather than slam them on in
a great fury," said Robert Brusca,
chief economist for Nikko
Securities International Inc. in
New York.
John Wilson, chief economist at
Bank of America in San Francisco, said "clearly, we're on an
upward move in interest rates and.
they'll continue to move upward.
But I think they'll flatten out."
David Blitzer, chief economist
for Standard & Poor's Corp., the
Investment research and creditrating concern, said he believed
the prime rate would stay at 9 per-

cent, perhaps moving to 9.5 percent by June.
But Blitzer said he didn't believe
the Fed would move to nudge
rates much higher than they are
now.
"I think this year. the Fed wants
to keep the economy growing," he
said. The Fed injected billions of
dollars in reserves into the banking system after the October crash
to forestall a possible recession.
But in recent months, evidence of
surprisingly strong economic
growth has shifted concern to rising inflation.
This concern has been most evident in the bond market, where interest rates have been rising in anticipation that the Fed would
tighten its credit policies.
Economists say it's clear the Fed

Stock Market

,
MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE
AT

HOLLAND DRUGS
Kentucky's oldest Medical Claims Service is pleased to announce the opening
of an affiliate office in Murray. Now you can find the same professional claims
filing assistance at Holland Drugs, downtown on the Square in Murray. When
you are faced with the confusion of claim forms and bills, we invite you to visit
your new friends at Medical Claims Service at Holland Drugs.

MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE AT HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

Murray, Ky.

753-1473

0

Prices as of 10 a.m.
.10.11
Goodyear
1965./43
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
43% •1
/
2
22%B 23A
Jerrico
20, +
Kmart
24/2
Kroger
JCPer
7_
s
Li 3tt
.Penw
331
/
4
Si% unc
Quaker Oats
4174131 7lsA
Sears
Texaco
43% + 1 4
4714 +%
Time Inc.
l'.S.Tobacco
49 +%
N al-Mart
73 +%
Weady's
18 mac
C.E.F. Yield
53% +%

Industrial As era ge
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Cless
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
('Krysler
('8X Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Gqadrick

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY
753 3366

+
+%
33% +%
131/4B 13/
1
4A

n% +%
n% +%
45%
54% +t%
44% -44
+%
+%
371
/
4 +1
/
4

I% ewe
4LO

BE TT Y BOSTON
PAT GOSSurvi

Dwain Taylor Chevro et,c Inc.
—
04%1

GM QUALITY
Siesta PARTS

Good
Nitighbor
Chary
Stara

641 South
Mufrey
753 2617

Whiliiiel
...10/4l;M.
,
,

A

REESTABLISH CREDIT PLAN
BAD CREDIT OR CREDIT PROBLEMS IN THE

PAST. , COME TO DWAIN TAYLOR
VROLET,1NC-.-MURRAY1(Y. WE- WIL
HELP YOU GET BACK IN THE RIGHT STANDING. DON'T DESPAIR, COME TO SEE DWAIN
TAYLOR CHEVROLET.

Auto Loans

.9

O

annual
percentage
rate

A
12/18
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///

an 1111h.....IM
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And,1988 models can be financed for 60 months!
Example of your monthly payment schedule:
model

Medical Claims Services of America
announces...

has moved recently to nudge interest rates higher by controlling
the amount of money in the banking system.
Sandra Shaber, an economist at
the Futures()up, a Washington.
based forecasting firm, said the
prime rate increase would have a
broader impact on consumers now
than in years past because it no
longer is simply a benchmark for
loans to bank corporate
customers.
"Once upon a time, the impact
would have been limited," she
said. "But now, because of the increased use of home-equity loans
and either adjustable rates, even
people who have current debt
outstanding, they feel the effects.
Their financing costs rise. It
squeezes their discretionary spending in general."

1988

19144 ritodell

Amount
of Loan

•

•

•

•

42 mos.

48 mos.

54 mos.

60 mos.

$4,999

142.18

127.32

115.80

106.61

7,999

226.99

203.26

184.87

170.21

9,999

283.53

253.89

230.92

212.60

11,999

340.07

304.52

276.97

255.00

(Includes recording fees & V. S. I.)

mr-wrin ei*lank of Murray
"THE Flatl?McBANK"

LADIES' AND
MEN'S TIMEX
WATCHES
large assort mem
of dotal and
analogue styles

14

IWJ•DRINK MIX
• Makes 2 quarts,just add sugar
• Assorted flavors to choose from

H

98:21

ROY'S DISCOUNT PHARMACY
506 IL 126-STREET WIRRAL KY.
PHONE:753-2380

NATURAL TAN
ACCELERATOR
With Vrtarnin E and Aloe
Choose from regular or trixecal

4,69

',}(.4%nicyt+4,14,cli'

SUNDOWN
SUNBLOCK
Waterproof
SPF 15

M-3

FL.OZ.

BffiNffTh

SUNDOWN AND BROAD
SPECTRUM SUNBLOCK

5s9

Choose from anti
aging broad spectrum
—
-Si* 30occegular
formula SPF 20

3.5 02.

11

SUMMER FUN

action oumo
Shoots water uo
to
pa
S sm

91/2
'PLAY BALL

9

—OR—
EAGLEnicr
OIL

MINI UZI WATER
GUN
With Dower

WATER
GUNS
aID

_ ..,

RRST AID
ASSORTMENT

BAND-AID

•Flexible fabric.40 ct
•Cotton balls, 30 ct
.
.Sheer, 70 ct
• Waterproof tape.Ili?
•Sheer and
1"x 5 yd or
2
piasbc, 1
x 10 yd.
70
ct
•
gauze.5 vd

1/2 GALLON JUG
—OR— INSULATED
LUNCH KIT
115
• TherolOs has wide
mouth and pout
flip top
•Lunch kit keeps
foods hot or cold
for hours

YOUR
01010

tHEINDs.

BARBEQUE TOOL
ASSORTMENT
Stainless steel toots with
wamden handles to
meet your every summer

FAST TRAK'
WATER SLIDE
Summer fun for evenmne
75 water slode with jet sprinkler
that sprays entire slide

MY BABY FLOAT

8
"
For babies who can sit confidenth,but
weigh no more than 20 bounds. 25"x
16",inflatabie

LUMILITE1 MOXY
MINI FLASHLIGHT
WITH BATTERIES
•With flared head
•Removable pocket clip
•Use as a pocket or purse Writ
5
• Uses 2 AA batteries included
WsMica±41
Less lers's Meal ..
.40.
1
sv

cost

TURBO WASH
134
POWER
PRESSURE WASHER
For autos. motorcycles. windows.
driveways and much more
Attached to a hose and wash or
nrtse inciucles one pint of soft suds

CORDLESS GLUE GUN
•conik,gout s.rs Dr a unsoue power base unit

•IrIner feed system for smooth and even tat.le
flaw Model 081069
ices
111111101rlai
MOOD

1499

DELUXE
SOUEEGE
24"HANDLE
Perfect for your car wsncicws
or those hard to reach spots at

SUN
Heavy plastic with forehead cushion
Great fashion colors to choose From

DISPOSABLE
FABRIC BIBS
—OR—
BABY DROP CLOTH
Durable washable tossable
8 bobs to a pack or one
45x 45 cloth

MEN'S OR BOY'S
TUBE SOCKS6-PACK
80% cotton and 20% nylon for comfort

2 GALLON
WATERING CA

WAN""
SO'GARDEN HOSE
"diameter
with 3-ply

Ilide Mos
Law lefty 111.6ste

With easy-to-carrv
handle Made from
heavy-duty plastic
no last

HANGING PLANTERS

ICE CUBE TRAYS
2-PACK
-ORFROZEN POP MAKER
Make 8frozen pops, handles
Included Stock up
on ice cube trays ncw for summer

GARDEN TOOLS
• 4-WAY WATERING
NOZZLE.
• ANVIL PRUNERS.
• GRASS SHEARS.
19.
2
Ouakty accessories

for your garden
maintenance
163

-IUR-PILLO°
INSOLES
Men's and women s

Maalox

M.11
WORK DAY° INSOLES

ANTACID
SS.
Solo Pyles
Lesssews mesa ..40e
MirPOW test

Sale Price. .2 54
Less 111S91
SS
Rebate

Super comfort insoles for hard
*rxicmg feet Men's or vo3men's

DEP'
STYLING GEL OR
SCULPT & HOLD
STYLING SPRAY
02 ciel and ,pry or 701
aerosoi

*170071)
Centraivite hegh
potency multnotamin
and mlneral
supplement Iron, 50
MG,100 caplets

IIANDACES
Plastic stnps 50's.
flexible 20S;or
extra large flexible 10's

MEDICATED
SKIN CREAM
For skin homitY
and comfort

,
mo
DU
11 OZ.
I0

BUFFERED ASPIRIN
Analgestc for
fast pain

WPM/

VISIlld
eye drops

Tinactin•

M-25

31.

CREME

49

Antrfungal cream
cures athletes foot
kills fungi

M-26

Visine.
EYE DROPS

189

1„

OL

CL
RACNO
SPIEC1ALI

OppvcrREZ tbistimfi

"Ilawow".momp-

i

7_

—

I

Remington'
MICRO SCREEN
CORDLESS
RECHARGEABLE
SHAVER

WESTCLOX
KEYWOUND
TRAVEL ALARM
CLOCK

Excedrin
EIEWIWICINIZ:41

...

• uminous dial
& hancts
• Master aiarril
shut off

•convenient

599

F.65

4999
®

charger stand.
Freecase
• Dual voltage
• Model X1R-3000

EXCEDRIN PM

COMTREX A/S

•

Aspirin-free for pan
with actxxncenvIng
sleeplessness

Multi-syrnptorn cold
and allergy reliever

289

299

if CAPUTS
MIRIAM

so/

Excedrin
Extra strength tablets

ger

M27

49

•••,•

1001

MR

i•\ ,1.,.

(Valu•Rite
VALUE YOUR
—HEALTH
A message

.
* 1

HARMACIS
SPECIAL

-..

AIIOW laid Valu-lits Mariano',
paw Health Cars
and com prem.rmi site Howse profesalial
anew you expect avid terminpa,_

from your
V A Valu-Rite
T. ;7-, Pharmacist.

2

PEN —OR—
PEN &
PENCIL
SET

F66

0

OFF

C ,VW
7r1ITM 41:4 ,

F67

TELEPHONE
ANSWERING:Malta
•

Faritfarwart
& Mina
•-(alscresnin& •Rernote turn On
• yore actnated

•

•

1.1-28

••••
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,
v
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•
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h.ivP a (Mix',

•

10SWIM
CAPUITS

ttrr

Bushnell
7x 35 MM FAST

RADKI
SPECIAL!

•••11.1••••••••••••••••••••11110
4111110
,
4 IlRlan

f 66

411416400T
,
ON

"D,rrs

1

VEL

!Ai

TRAVEL
SICKNESS
TABLETS

%Mtn

'
aro°GI"
L

Prevents
travel-mobon
sickness
M 30

banr
DEODORANT "U'°
19
M-29

Super dry solid
Scented or
unscented
scents

proy0^
,
t
.•• 4.3

129
mumo

20Z.

ENGLISH LEATHER "
MEN'S BILLFOLDS

99

Several styles
and colors to
noose from

FOCUS BINOCULARS
• 7 Dower x 55mm lenses
• Insta focus & coated optics
• Includes neckstraP.case.Sens cover
9E)
and cloth 19
/13-3410C.
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Cre3P.5-0ltd
TOOTHPASTE
Assorted
flavors
YOUR

mown

M-31

59

"
"
1 41ftI
Ars-.

PerCOgeSit
Asperin free
analgeut for
relief of pan

,
M-52

329

11"X 14"STUDIO
WOOD FRAME
Mat size of
fl • in F
that %per 'al picture

•70

99

3
WIRTH

114111
ELIKTRONIC
RASH
Assorted

171

01E199

640Z.
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